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WELCOME MESSAGE 
 
On behalf of the Workshop Program Committee, it is my pleasure to welcome you 
to the First Workshop on Secure Control Systems (SCS) in conjunction with 
CPSWeek 2010 at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in Stockholm, 
Sweden. 

This workshop will bring together researchers and practitioners from academia, 
industry, and the government to discuss system theoretic approaches to enhance 
the security and resilience of control and monitoring systems.  These systems 
govern the operation of critical infrastructure systems such as power transmission, 
water distribution, transportation networks, building automation systems and 
process control systems. 

The workshop will include paper presentations as well as a tutorial session on the 
need for resilient control systems lead by researchers from the Idaho National 
Laboratory (INL) which will focus on the importance of resilient control systems 
and their related processes as well as SCADA test-beds.  The workshop will also 
include a panel 

In addition to presentations and a tutorial, the workshop will include a panel 
discussion session focused on enhancing security and privacy of networked control 
systems.  The panel will consist of academic researchers and industry practitioners 
and is intended to complement the research talks and technical tutorial to provide a 
better idea of the pressing issues in this nascent field. 

We greatly appreciate your participation and hope you find the workshop 
informative. 

Sincerely, 
 
 
 
S. Shankar Sastry, Ph.D.    Miles McQueen, Ph.D. 
Workshop Co-Chair     Workshop Co-Chair 
University of California, Berkeley    University of Idaho 
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WORKSHOP OVERVIEW 
 
Over the last few years, researchers have gathered at CPSWeek to define the research scope for 
cyber-physical systems (CPS) which are systems that integrate computation, networking, and 
physical processes.  Modern control technology is based on embedded computers and networked 
systems that monitor and control large-scale physical processes.  The use of internet-connected 
devices and commodity IT solutions to enhance scalability and performance of control systems 
on one hand and the malicious intents of hackers and cybercrime networks on the other have 
made control systems more vulnerable now than before. 
 
Despite numerous attempts to develop guidelines for the design and operation of security 
policies for control systems, much remains to be done in order to arrive at a principled approach 
to enhance security, trustworthiness, and dependability of control systems.  In light of the 
nascent state of this discipline, the scope of this workshop is to discuss theories and 
methodologies that encompass ideas from: 

• Robust, fault-tolerant and networked control systems 
• Heterogeneous composition, abstraction and verification methods 
• Information security and privacy. 

 
Included to both enliven and broaden the discussion across disciplines during the workshop, will 
be a tutorial that discusses the current state of software security, the human importance and 
weakness in aiding system security and robustness, and an example demonstrating the difficulty 
of assessing potential damage to systems under cyber attack.  As the practicality and benefit of 
new technologies require both simulated and experimental environments to handle 
interdependencies, an overview of the process and opportunities for verification will be 
suggested.  The tutorial will emphasize that both resilience and security need to be integrated to 
achieve the desired protection of our critical physical processes. 
 
In doing so, the workshop aims to foster collaborations between interested researchers from the 
fields of control and systems theory, software verification and computer security.  A secondary 
goal of the workshop is to discuss the establishment of dedicated benchmarks and test-beds that 
can help in accelerating the development of new theories and tools.  The scope of the workshop 
includes, but is not restricted to, the following topics: 

• Taxonomy of attacks and attack models for control systems 
• Novel security challenges in control systems 
• Decision and game theoretic approaches to security analysis 
• Design architectures for prevention and resilience/robustness against attacks 
• Risk assessment and verification of security properties 
• Detectability and diagnosis of attacks 
• Complexity and resilience in control systems 

 
Approaches that can be applied to particular critical infrastructure systems such as power grid, 
water distribution, transportation systems and process control systems are particularly 
emphasized. 
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TRUST CENTER OVERVIEW 
 
The Team for Research in Ubiquitous Secure Technology (TRUST) is focused on the 
development of cyber security science and technology that will radically transform the ability of 
organizations to design, build, and operate trustworthy information systems for the nation's 
critical infrastructure.  Established as a National Science Foundation Science and Technology 
Center (STC), TRUST is addressing technical, operational, legal, policy, and 
economic issues affecting security, privacy, and data protection as well as 
the challenges of developing, deploying, and using trustworthy systems. 
 
TRUST activities are advancing a leading-edge research agenda to improve 
the state-of-the art in cyber security; developing a robust education plan to 
teach the next generation of computer scientists, engineers, and social 
scientists; and pursuing knowledge transfer opportunities to transition TRUST results to end 
users within industry and the government. 
 
TRUST is addressing technical, operational, privacy, and policy challenges via interdisciplinary 
projects that combine fundamental science and applied research to deliver breakthrough 
advances in trustworthy systems in three “grand challenge” areas: 
 

Financial Infrastructures – Creation of a trustworthy environment 
that links and supports commercial transactions among financial 
institutions, online retailers, and customers. 
 
Health Infrastructures – Technology that advances “Healthcare 
Informatics” to enable engaged patients, personalized medicine, 
providers as coach-consultants, and agile evidence-based care. 
 
Physical Infrastructures – Advances that support Next Generation 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) and control 
systems, including power, water, and telecommunications. 

 
TRUST is led by the University of California, Berkeley with partner institutions Carnegie 
Mellon University, Cornell University, Mills College, San Jose State University, Smith College, 
Stanford University, and Vanderbilt University.  TRUST projects have a holistic view that 
addresses computer security, software technology, analysis of complex interacting systems, and 
economic, legal, and public policy issues.  As such, TRUST draws on researchers is such diverse 
fields as Computer Engineering, Computer Science, Economics, Electrical Engineering, Law, 
Public Policy, and the Social Sciences. 
 
More information on TRUST is available at http://www.truststc.org. 
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Abstract — The purpose of this paper is to give an overview 
of the VIKING project including its motivation and 
background. The VIKING project has been started to 
investigate the increased cyber security risks for deliberate 
attacks on critical infrastructures coming from SCADA 
systems and to propose mitigation.  

The second part of this paper describes the principle design 
of modern SCADA systems in order to give a better 
understanding of this technology.  

The VIKING project is an EU financed Framework 7 
Collaborative STREP Project and is part of themes 4, ICT, and 
10, Security. VIKING stands for Vital Infrastructure, 
NetworKs, INformation and Control Systems ManaGement 
and aims on making SCADA system more resilient against 
cyber attacks.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Society is increasingly dependent on the proper 
functioning of the electric power system, which in turn 
supports most other critical infrastructures: water and 
sewage systems; telecommunications, internet and 
computing services; air traffic, railroads and other 
transportation. Many of these other infrastructures are able 
to operate without power for shorter periods of time, but 
larger power outages may be difficult and time consuming 
to restore. Such outages might thus lead to situations of 
fully non-functioning societies with devastating economical 
and humanitarian consequences.  

The operation and management of the electric power 
system depend on computerized industrial control systems, 
so called SCADA systems standing for System for Control 
And Data Acquisition. Keeping these systems secure and 
resilient to external attacks as well as to internal operational 
errors is thus vital for uninterrupted service. However, this 
is challenging since the control systems are extremely 
complex. Yet, the systems are operating under stringent 
requirements on availability and performance: If control and 
supervision are not done in real-time, the power network 
may come to a collapse. 

The VIKING project will take a holistic approach and 
investigates the risks for cyber attacks on all parts of the 
SCADA system including substation control systems, 
communication networks and central control systems. The 
project aims to model the whole chain from cyber attacks, 

modeled via attack trees, over architectural SCADA system 
models, power system models down to societal models in 
order to evaluate the cost and consequences for the society 
from cyber attacks on SCADA systems. One important part 
of the project is to verify models and proposed mitigation 
methods on a test bench. 

 
 

A second part of this paper will discuss the principle 
design of modern computerized control systems including 
data acquisition, event and alarm handling, user interface, 
process models, optimization and simulation in order to 
increase the understanding how these systems are designed. 

The VIKING project results could potentially have 
substantial, practical importance for the implementation and 
usage of SCADA systems. Therefore, the VIKING 
consortium includes the industrial partners ABB, E.ON and 
Astron. ABB is one of the world leading SCADA vendors 
and E.ON is one of the major energy utilities in Europe. 
Astron is a system integrator working in Hungary. Possible 
benefits resulting from the new approaches in VIKING will 
be described from an industrial view point in the last section 
of the paper. 

II. THE VIKING PROJECT 

The VIKING project will concentrate its research on 
computerized system for the supervision and control of 
electrical transmission and distribution networks. One of the 
reasons to limit the project to the electrical process is that 
the results of VIKING is believed to be applicable to other 
SCADA systems used for other critical infrastructures like 
gas, water, telecommunication, etc. and, as described in the 
Introduction, the vital importance of the electricity supply.  

These computerized control systems include functions for 
remote collection of vast amounts of real-time data coming 
from measurement devices placed at strategic points, e.g. in 
transformer substations, in the geographically widely spread 
process and for the remote control of process devices. Many 
SCADA systems include computerized models of the 
supervised process which enables simulation of alternatives 
process states and optimization. Due to legal and 
environmental constraints, e.g. for building of new high 
voltage power lines or power stations, the primary process 
itself is difficult to expand which in its turn leads to higher 
and higher utilization of the existing transmission, 
distribution and generation resources. The process is, in 



 
 

 

other words, operated closer to its physical limits. Thus the 
SCADA systems are becoming increasingly critical for the 
operation of the process and therefore are becoming a 
critical component for the availability, safety and security of 
the supervised infrastructure. 

The objective of the VIKING project is to develop, test 
and evaluate methodologies for the analysis, design and 
operation of resilient and secure industrial control systems 
for critical infrastructures. Methodologies will be developed 
with a particular focus on increased robustness of the 
control system. As mentioned, the focus is on power 
transmission and distribution networks. The project 
combines a holistic management perspective—in order to 
counteract sub-optimization in the design—with in-depth 
analysis and development of security solutions adapted to 
the specific requirements of networked control systems. 

The traditional approach to verify the security of SCADA 
systems has been ad-hoc testing of existing commercial 
SCADA system in laboratory environments. The systems to 
be examined have been installed in different labs and tested 
by skillful people searching for cyber attacks vulnerabilities. 
The focus in these tests has been on the protection of the 
central computer system of the SCADA system, since the 
central computer system has most connections to the outside 
world through office networks, vendor links and Internet.  

In the VIKING project we will take an alternative and 
complementary approach to SCADA system security. 
Firstly we will study the whole control system from the 
measurement points in the process itself over the 
communication network to the central computer system as 
illustrated in the following picture with the yellow 
exclamation marks indicating potential targets for cyber 
attacks. 

 
 

Figure 1 – SCADA System vulnerabilities 
 

Secondly, and more importantly, we take a model-based 
approach to investigating SCADA system vulnerability. 
Models are defined for the SCADA system, for the 
electrical process as well as of for the society that is 
dependent on the electricity supply. The society models are 
used to evaluate the economic consequences coming from 
disturbances in the electricity supply and to give load 

scenarios for the simulations. The power system models are 
in turn used to evaluate the effects on the electricity supply 
caused by SCADA system misbehavior. Finally, SCADA 
system architectural and cyber-physical models are 
employed to assess the effect on SCADA system behavior 
caused by cyber attacks. Based on analysis performed on 
these models, VIKING will propose mitigation actions to be 
taken to decrease or to eliminate these risks. The results of 
the project will be evaluated on a test-bed that can be 
configured to simulate cyber attacks on the power network 
coming from SCADA and the corresponding consequences 
in the virtual society. 

The modeling approach is indicated in the following 
picture. 

 
Figure 2 – Modeling approach 

 
With this approach the project hopes to achieve the 

following research results. 
 Estimates of the security risk and consequences (in 

terms of monetary loss for the society) based on 
threats trees, graphical system architecture and society 
models 

 Comparable, quantitative results for IT security for 
different control system solutions and 
implementations 

 Use of existing model based application as application 
level Intrusion Detection Systems to detect 
manipulation of data 

 Use of innovative and existing communication 
solutions to secure power system communication 

 Help with identifying ”weak spots” and how to 
mitigate them 

 An environment for performing what-if analyses of 
the security risk impact of different architecture 
solutions.  

III. SECURITY INCIDENTS 

The number of security incidents reported in the area of 
critical infrastructures has increased significantly over the 
last few years. Even attacks on control systems are 
becoming more frequent and sophisticated. The diagrams 
shown below were published in the Pipeline and Gas 
Journal [3] 



 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 3 – Attacks on control systems 
 
The incidents in the diagrams above include directed and 

malicious intrusion attempts as well as unintentional 
security breaches done by mistake. In addition to the threats 
from viruses and hackers breaking into computer systems, 
there is a growing concern over the possibility of network 
based terrorist attacks against infrastructure and critical 
process industries. 

Many of the reported incidents were initiated by people 
with legitimate access to the network. In general, these 
attacks are the most difficult ones from which to protect a 
system, because insiders (or former insiders) are the most 
likely persons to have access to passwords, codes, and 
systems, and to have knowledge about the nature of the 
system and its potential vulnerabilities. Recently, however, 
the share of externally sourced incidents has increased 
drastically, particularly in the form of virus and worm 
infections. In many cases, virus and worm infections are 
caused by connecting a portable computer or storage device 
that has previously been connected to an infected 
environment [4]. 

There is no single solution or technology for network 
security that fits the needs of all organizations and 
applications. While basically all computer systems are 
exposed to intrusion attempts, the potential consequences of 
such attempts are vastly different for different types of 
applications.  

Cyber security measures aim at protecting the 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of a computer 
system from being compromised through deliberate or 

accidental attacks. This is accomplished by implementing 
and maintaining a suitable set of controls to ensure that the 
security objectives of the organization are met. These 
controls should include policies, practices, procedures, and 
organizational structures, as well as software and hardware 
implemented security functions. 

The security measures that are applied to a specific 
installation should be proportional to the assessed risk in 
terms of probability of a successful attack and the potential 
consequences. For a small system with a few users 
controlling a non-critical process this risk is obviously 
smaller than for a large system spanning multiple sites with 
safety critical processes in several countries and continents 
and thousands or even tens of thousands of users. 

It is not possible to achieve 100% security in an 
interconnected environment. A network that is arranged 
with state-of-the-art security measures may still be 
vulnerable through connections to the networks of suppliers, 
contractors or partners. Even a network that is perceived as 
being totally isolated from the outer world is vulnerable to 
security intrusions from different sources, such as the 
occasional connection of portable computers, modems that 
are not properly disconnected or unauthorized installation of 
software.  

Were attackedWere attacked

Expect attackExpect attack

IV. RESTRUCTURING OF THE POWER INDUSTRY AND ITS 

IMPACT ON SCADA SYSTEM  

The security of computer systems in general and of 
SCADA systems in particular, has become increasingly 
critical. Changes resulting from electric power industry 
restructuring have increased the need for heightened 
information security efforts in this industry. In many 
countries, unbundling of the power generation function 
from the power delivery and retail functions, as well as 
deregulation of the power generation market, have 
motivated power plant and network owners/operators to 
reduce costs and improve plant and network operating 
efficiency. To do this, these owner/operators have 
implemented several changes and new practices that can 
potentially affect the cyber security of their power plants.  

The most significant impacts of these changes relate to 
the SCADA systems that are used to operate many 
transmission and distribution networks and power plants 
worldwide. For example, many transmission network 
owner/operators have added connections between their 
corporate office networks and their SCADA systems. This 
interconnectivity allows corporate decision makers to obtain 
instant access, for example, to critical data about the status 
of their operating assets. However, this interconnection also 
opens new vulnerabilities to the SCADA system, as the 
corporate network then becomes a potential additional 
access point to the control system.  

Other practices to improve network efficiency include 
enabling remote access to SCADA systems by company 
engineers, contractors, vendors, and others via dial-in 



 
 

 

modems and other means. But, like the interconnection with 
the corporate network, this practice introduces new access 
points to the SCADA system. Visiting employees from 
other locations, hired contractors, and other authorized 
parties also need to access the corporate network from their 
laptop computers to gather information to aid decision 
making and maintenance activities. Such access may, in 
turn, unleash viruses or malicious code on the SCADA 
systems. 

The drive to improve network operation is also leading to 
increasing standardization of SCADA technologies. 
SCADA systems are increasingly implemented on 
Microsoft Windows and UNIX/Linux operating system-
based platforms, enabling a broad range of third parties to 
offer software that can help optimize plant operation and 
maintenance techniques. Similarly, most SCADA systems 
comply with OPC (a Microsoft-based standard for open 
connectivity) and with the standardized protocols of major 
manufacturers of Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). 

Providing and managing enterprise-wide Information 
System (IS) security is a moving and dynamic target, 
complicated by continuous technical, organizational, and 
political changes, global interconnections, and new business 
models such as Internet-based e-commerce. IT security is a 
complex challenge requiring procedural as well as technical 
measures. 

V. PRINCIPLE DESIGN OF SCADA SYSTEMS 

To improve the understanding of what a SCADA system 
really is, and how it is designed, a short introduction on 
SCADA systems architecture is included in this report.  

Modern SCADA systems designed for geographically 
widespread processes have a principle design as shown 
already in Figure 1 above. We will in the following discuss 
the major components one by one. 

A. Process connection 

Measurement devices like voltage and current 
transformers are placed in the supervised process and will 
measure analogue process values like active/reactive power, 
and voltages and also digital values like open/close state of 
breakers, isolators and transformer tap changers positions. 
The signals from the measurement devices are connected to 
electronic units, so called Remote Terminal Units (RTUs), 
which are placed in transformer substations or in power 
stations. These RTUs have the primary task of transforming 
the measured signals into digital format and transmit them 
to the central control system and to receive command and 
setpoints signals from the control centre and to execute 
these control orders to the primary equipment. 

The number of signals in one RTU can vary from several 
dozen to a few thousand.  These signals are traditionally 
connected via separate signal cables from each sensor to the 
RTU input board via marshalling cabinets.  

In recent years it has become increasingly more common 

for RTUs to be equipped with interfaces to a serial bus on 
which various types of secondary station equipment, e.g. 
protective relays, are connected. These Intelligent Electronic 
Devices (IEDs) contain information about the process 
values which is transmitted directly from these devices over 
the station bus and a gateway to central control system 
without the need to use dual sensors and extra wiring. An 
international standardization work has been ongoing for a 
number of years and has resulted in a number of standards 
for station bus communication. IEC 870-5-103 is now an 
established standard in station control systems and IEC 
61850 is a coming standard with higher ambition and scope. 
The intent of this standardization is, of course, to enable 
mixing of equipment from different manufacturers that can 
communicate with each other and with the central control 
system.  

Modern generation and transformer stations frequently 
have their own local SCADA system including operator 
consoles with advanced man-machine communication to 
allow local control of the station. These local SCADA 
systems have access to all local information via the station 
bus and process buses. The connection to the central control 
system is handled by a communication node (gateway) on 
the station bus, which converts the local information to a 
communication protocol to the central operations center. 
Many transformer stations are unmanned, which means that 
those local SCADA systems are only used occasionally. 

B. Communications  

RTUs and station control systems communicate with the 
central control system over different type’s communication 
networks and are using many types of media. Traditionally, 
the utilities are the owner of the communication networks 
since the process owners want to have full control of the 
networks to ensure that communication, especially during 
major process disturbances, is always available. However, 
this practice, especially in distribution networks, is 
becoming increasingly difficult to motivate when public 
communication services are becoming cheaper. 

The networks used for SCADA communication are 
characterized by relatively low transmission speeds, 
typically 1200 to 9600 bits per second. Because of the low 
communication speed and the high requirements for data 
security, all SCADA vendors did traditionally use their 
own, proprietary communication protocol between the 
control center and the RTUs. Since no telegrams should be 
wrong, especially when commanding the process, protocols 
have been highly secure with many parity bits. The design 
rule has been that all single bit errors can be corrected and 
all dual bit errors are detected. Since these protocols used to 
be proprietary it was difficult to mix RTUs from different 
manufacturers in the same system.  

This fact has driven a standardization process for RTU 
protocol and today most of the newly installed SCADA 
systems and modern RTUs support the international 

http://translate.googleusercontent.com/translate_f#1#1


 
 

 

standard IEC 60870-5-101 and IEC 60870-5-104 (TCP/IP 
based) and the de-facto standards DNP3.0 and MODBUS. 
Because of the long life of RTU installations (up to 30 
years) there are still lots of older types of vendor specific 
protocols in operation. 

A clear trend today is toward more fiber-based networks 
with higher communication speeds and TCP/IP based 
protocols. This will in the long term lead to changes in 
SCADA system structure and in the distribution of 
functionality between central control centers and substation 
systems, but this trend is slow.  

C. Central Control Centre  

The Central Control Center systems in all modern 
implementations are built around a Local Area Network 
(LAN) based on Ethernet to which all servers, workstations 
and other equipments are connected. This LAN can be 
single or redundant, but is most commonly doubled for 
availability reasons. For the same reason are all application 
servers redundant and operator workstations so designed 
that they can take over process operation from each other if 
anyone should fail. One of the main design criteria for 
control center configurations is to avoid that a single device 
failure could bring down the entire control center. Figure 4 
below shows a typical, bigger control centre configuration 
with redundant LAN and servers. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 4 – Central Control System configuration 
 
Redundant Front-End servers are responsible for the 

communication with RTUs and Station Control System. The 
Front-Ends poll the RTUs for new information which is sent 
to the SCADA servers. The Front-Ends are also responsible 
for monitoring and managing data acquisition network.  

The process information from the Front-End servers are 
sent to the SCADA servers and stored in a real-time 
database. The real-time database maintains an image of the 
current process state as accurate as possible. The time 
difference between the real process state and the 
information in the real-time database is normally in the 

range of a few seconds.  
SCADA servers are today implemented on commercially 

available computers based on UNIX/Linux or Windows 
with vendor specific SCADA software and comprehensive 
applications. The reason that virtually all major SCADA 
vendors use proprietary real-time databases is that the 
performance at process disturbances and for operator picture 
call-up can not be solved with the technology available 
today in commercial relational databases.  

The main task of SCADA is to monitor the process data 
for significant changes and to alert operators about these 
changes. Such a significant change can be a breaker opening 
initiated by line protection or a voltage measurement over 
an alarm limit. On the other hand, a small change of active 
power within the permissible limits is just stored in the 
database for presentation in process displays but do not call 
for special attention. Significant changes are collected 
chronologically in Event and Alarm lists including local 
time stamps. Event lists record all what happens in the 
process, all operator actions and all events in the control 
system, while Alarm lists requires an active 
acknowledgment from the operators to confirm their 
attention.  

The operators use process displays on the workstations to 
supervise the status of the real-time process and to 
command breakers and isolators or to send new setpoints to 
local processing units. Automatic commands for "close-
loop” regulations exist but are rare, mostly the operators 
close the loop of active regulation.  

Man-machine workstations are the tools for the operator 
to monitor and control the process. They are usually based 
on PC computers equipped with multiple VDUs and are 
using modern, full graphic technologies to present process 
information in different views. The information on operator 
workstations is automatically updated by the SCADA 
servers as soon as any significant change is detected in the 
process. Modern presentation techniques, e.g. multiple 
windows, information zoom (declutter) and layers, is 
employed to give the best possible view of the process to 
the operators under all circumstances. Figure 5 illustrates 
one example of dynamically updated station display. 

  

 
 
Figure 5 – Single Line Station Display 



 
 

 

An important task for SCADA systems is to record and 
archive all incoming data from the process and all operator 
actions. For this purpose the SCADA systems use special 
archive servers (Data Warehouses) usually based on a 
commercial relational database such as Oracle. Based on the 
relational database, there is a variety of data mining, 
reporting and programming tools available for different 
types of users ranging from the normal control room 
operators to system users and application experts. 

Archiving functions must have the capacity to record all 
information coming from the process through RTUs, station 
computers, and other control centers, plus archiving of 
event and alarm and calculation results. This means that 
many thousand of data points have to be stored every 
second. The archive function uses many types of media such 
as DVD or tape robots for automatic long-term storage 
when disk space is no longer enough. In this way virtually 
unlimited storage can be achieved.  

It is common for a control center to be a part of a control 
hierarchy within the company or a country. For example, a 
regional control center will be connected to a national 
control center. The data exchange between centers will in 
this case take place using standardized protocols for inter-
center communication where the most common today is 
ICCP (or TASE.2). This protocol includes functions for data 
acquisition and command and is, like RTU protocols, 
normally not encrypted. 

D. Office Connection 

Today it is common for office network to be connected to 
the SCADA systems to enable normal PC users in the office 
network to be connected to the SCADA real-time database 
and archives. This allows the office users to build specific 
reports and applications working directly with real-time and 
historical data. This, of course, means that a strict authority 
scheme must be applied combined with firewalls. SCADA 
systems are nowadays, to further increase security, 
configured with so-called "Demilitarized Zones' (DMZs), an 
isolated network part between the office network and the 
SCADA. The DMZ prohibits data access directly from the 
office network to the real-time LAN. This means that 
replicas of the real-time database and the historical archive 
have to be placed in the DMZ and protected by firewalls on 
both sides. 

E. Process Models  

So far we have only discussed SCADA systems as pure 
data acquisition and control systems. All measurements are 
acquired independently of each other and the process 
knowledge, i.e. how various objects of the process are 
interconnected are only shown in pictures. The same 
SCADA system can be used independent of the monitored 
process since the basic SCADA functions, i.e. data 
acquisition and control and event and alarm reporting, are 
used in all types of process monitoring.  

If the SCADA system should include a more intelligent 

understanding of the monitored process, models of the 
various process objects must be introduced. These models 
are, of course, different depending on the type of process 
that is targeted. There is a difference in behavior between a 
compressor in a gas pipeline and a transformer in an 
electrical network although they perform similar functions 
in the networks. It is also important to define the 
connectivity, i.e. how the various process objects are 
connected to each other, for example, on which bus a 
certain circuit breakers is connected. This connectivity is 
combined with real time measurements of breaker and 
isolator states to create a dynamically updated “bus-branch” 
model.  

Defining these models for a certain utility is a substantial 
work because of the vast number of monitored objects. 
Special tools have been developed by the SCADA suppliers 
to support the users in defining and maintaining these 
models efficiently. Support for imports from other computer 
systems, for example, a GIS system (Geographical 
Information System) where the data is maintained are often 
included.  

F. Advanced Applications 

Using the dynamic topological models discussed in the 
previous section, it is possible to implement advanced 
applications. These applications will be unique for each 
process type based on the different physical characteristics 
of the process. Perhaps the most clear examples of such 
applications exists for electrical SCADA systems, where for 
a long time such applications have been used based on 
relatively simple mathematical models of the electricity 
grid, i.e. Ohms and Kirchhoff’s laws. It is not the purpose of 
this report to discuss the different types of applications in 
detail but a brief description how these applications work 
can provide a better understanding of their use and 
importance.  

By using a non-complete real-time measurement vector 
(not all points in the network have measurements) the 
complete power flow state of the network can be calculated 
(State Estimation) provided that the network is observable, 
i.e. enough measurements are available. This calculated 
state defines all voltages and phase angels in all nodes and 
can be used to calculate the active and reactive power flows 
for the whole network. The resulting network state can also 
be used to simulate new situations in the network, for 
example, after disconnecting a transformer for maintenance 
or for other operational changes in the grid. These studies 
are normally done in a parallel database, a so-called study 
database, in order not to disturb real-time operation. Load 
flow calculations can automatically be done for all possible 
errors in the network (N-1 analysis) and warnings or 
recommendations for grid changes to avoid dangerous 
situations can be issued before the contingencies actually 
occur.  

These electrical applications make it possible to calculate 



 
 

 

the optimal flows in the network in order to minimize, for 
example, the active losses which could mean substantial 
economical savings. Similarly, the optimal production 
schedules with regard to the best use of resources (nuclear 
power, oil, gas, water) can be calculated and applications 
for automatic control of generating units according to the 
approved schedules are available.  

Process models and applications can also be used to 
achieve realistic operator training environments with 
instructor consoles and operators to be trained in normal and 
disturbed process situations.  

VI. PRACTICAL IMPLICATION OF VIKING 

Already now, in the middle of the VIKING project, it is 
possible to see potential, practical implementations as a 
result of the research work. Some of these implications will 
be direct results of VIKING project as deliverables and 
others could be spinoffs that could explored by the 
academic or industrial partners. In the context of this paper 
we will only indicate some rough ideas which have been 
discussed within the project. We are convinced that many 
more possible results of VIKING will emerge during the 
continued project work. 

The generic SCADA architecture that will be developed 
in the VIKING project could be applied to individual 
commercial SCADA system. Such an analysis could be 
performed in a specialized tool which would lead analyzers 
of a certain SCADA system by asking specific questions, 
e.g. have you applied a DeMilitarized Zone in your 
configuration or do you use encryption in your Inter-Center 
Communication and many more. The tool would, as an end 
results, give a quantitative value of the cyber security of the 
analyzed system. It would be possible to use such a tool for 
testing specific actions to improve security, e.g. how much 
would the IT security improve by adding encryption for 
parts of the RTU traffic or introducing an Intrusion 
Detection System. 

Another possible application of the VIKING research 
work would be to use the existing advanced application for 
an application level Intrusion Detection System. The 
SCADA systems are in the somewhat unique position to 
have model based applications that know how the process 
should behave. This knowledge can be used to detect 
manipulated process data or make the effort to fool the 
system with false data much higher. 

We have also looked into the possibility to use multiple 
communication paths to the RTUs and Substation 
Automation Systems. Such additional paths exist in almost 
all real installations because the communication network 
structure follows the meshed structure of the electrical 
network. Traffic could be divided in such way that it would 
be impossible to reconstruct a telegram or to enter false 
telegrams by accessing the traffic on a single 
communication line. Such a solution could make the 
management of encryption keys unnecessary which is, in 

itself, a risk in geographically wide spread processes. 
The industrial partners ABB, E.ON and Astron have 

joined the VIKING project with the intention of improving 
and extending their product and service offerings or, as in 
the case of E.ON, to make their existing and future 
installations of SCADA systems more secure. E.ON is 
already today very active in the area of SCADA system 
security and hopes to further improve their knowledge base 
by an active participation in the VIKING project. 
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Abstract—State estimation is an important power system
application that is used to estimate the state of the power
transmission networks using (usually) a redundant set of sensor
measurements and network topology information. Many power
system applications such as contingency analysis rely on the
output of the state estimator. Until recently it was assumed
that the techniques used to detect and identify bad sensor
measurements in state estimation can also thwart malicious
sensor measurement modification. However, recent work by Yao
et al. [1] demonstrated that an adversary, armed with the
knowledge of network configuration, can inject false data into
state estimation that uses DC power flow models without being
detected. In this work, we explore the detection of false data
injection attacks of [1] by protecting a strategically selected set
of sensor measurements and by having a way to independently
verify or measure the values of a strategically selected set of state
variables. Specifically, we show that it is necessary and sufficient
to protect a set of basic measurements to detect such attacks.

I. INTRODUCTION

The power grid is a complex system of interconnected
networks each of which consists of electric power generators
and power consumers (loads) connected by transmission and
distribution lines. To ensure safe and reliable operation of the
power grid, each of the interconnected networks is continu-
ously monitored and controlled by a control center1 using an
industrial control system known as Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. SCADA system collects
measurements from sensors in the network, every 2 to 4
seconds. These sensor measurements are fed into a State
Estimator which, as the name indicates, estimates the state of
the power network based on the sensor measurements. Local
grid operators use this estimate of the current state to take
corrective control actions if necessary and to plan for any
contingencies (e.g., loss of a transmission line or generator).
Thus state estimation plays an important role in the reliable
operation of the power grid.

The power grid, being critical infrastructure, is an attrac-
tive attack target. Adversaries may attempt to manipulate
sensor measurements, insert fake control commands, delay
measurements and/or control commands, and resort to other
malicious actions. Therefore, it is crucial to protect power
system applications against such malicious activity to ensure

1In order to ensure reliability of the interconnected networks as a whole,
designated entities known as reliability coordinators monitor the network over
a wide region and provide oversight and reliability coordination between
control centers.

safe and reliable operation of the power grid. Until recently,
it was generally assumed that the techniques used to detect,
identify and correct [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] bad sensor measurements
in state estimation are sufficient to detect and recover from
sensor measurement manipulation. However, recent work by
Yao et al. [1] demonstrated that an adversary, armed with the
knowledge of the network configurations, can inject false data
into state estimation that uses DC power flow models without
being detected.

One of the key reasons behind such attack demonstrations
is that current bad data detection techniques were designed
to deal with errors and not coordinated malicious activity.
Therefore, there is a need to develop advanced defense strate-
gies for protecting state estimation and other power system
applications. The aim of this work is to take the first step
in this direction and develop defense strategies for protecting
DC state estimation against the false data injection attacks
proposed in [1]. While the work of Yao et al. [1] presented
the false data injection attacks from an adversary’s point of
view and showed what it takes for an adversary to launch a
successful attack, we look at the problem from the power grid
operator’s point of view and ask what it takes to defend against
such attacks. Intuitively, there are two approaches to protecting
control applications such as state estimation. The first is to
design robust control algorithms that can detect or tolerate
malicious data modification. The second is to protect the
sensor measurements and other data from being manipulated.
These two approaches are not necessarily mutually exclusive
but can complement each other.

The first approach of handling malicious data injection at the
application layer might mean reduced application efficiency
with higher development costs. Furthermore, changing algo-
rithms that the grid operators are used to and have gained
significant experience with is not lightly done. More often
than not, new algorithms are first introduced as research and
development prototypes and are not commissioned for pro-
duction use until the operators gain some experience and get
comfortable with using the new algorithm. Thus, the second
approach of fundamentally thwarting sensor data manipulation
at the lower layer is the only alternative until the new algorithm
is accepted for production use. This second approach can mean
simpler power applications and higher performance. However,
it may not be feasible to protect all sensor measurements,



either due to budgetary constraints or the legacy nature of the
measurement device and its communications. In this work,
we explore bringing application awareness to the second
approach in order to reduce the burden of protecting all sensor
measurements.

Specifically, we investigate whether it is possible to sig-
nificantly reduce the risk of undetectable false data injection
attacks of [1] against DC state estimation by 1) protecting a
carefully chosen subset of the sensor measurements, and 2)
having ways to independently verify or measure the values
of a carefully chosen set of state variables, both for a given
network topology. The intuition behind this approach is that for
a given topology some sensor measurements influence more
state variables than others and hence might provide better cost
to benefit ratio when protected. Similarly, some state variables
are dependent on more sensor measurements than others and
hence independently verifying their estimate might limit the
attackers ability in manipulating sensor measurements without
being detected.

Such an analysis is very useful for state estimation, and
any deployed control algorithm in general, as it allows grid
operators to make informed decisions regarding how to invest
their protection budget. Even when a grid operator is willing
and has the resources to protect all sensor measurements and
upgrade their state estimation algorithm, this change will not
be effected overnight. Thus, our investigation is useful in
prioritizing which sensor measurements to protect first from
a security point of view. Besides, this approach is general in
nature in the sense that it can be combined with solutions that
handle malicious data at the upper layers.

Our results show that our defense strategy is very effective
in thwarting undetectable false data injection attacks of [1] on
DC state estimation. Our main contribution in this context
is showing that protecting a set of basic measurements is
a necessary and sufficient condition for detecting false data
injection attacks of [1] on DC state estimation. A set of
basic measurements is composed of the minimum number
of measurements needed to ensure observability of the power
network, i.e., to ensure that the state variables can be estimated
using the measurements. For DC state estimation, the size
of a set of basic measurements is equal to the number
of state variables, n, that need to be estimated, while the
number of measurements, m, is often larger than that, i.e.
m > n. For example, for the IEEE 300-bus test system, the
number of measurements is 1122 while the number of state
variables to be estimated is 2992. The additional measurements
provide redundancy and are useful for traditional bad sensor
measurement detection and identification methods mentioned
above.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we provide a brief background on state estimation and
associated bad data detection mechanisms and the false data
injection attacks proposed in [1]. We motivate and present
our general approach in Section III. We discuss approaches to

2Here we are excluding the slack bus angle

TABLE I: Notations
m The number of measurements
n The number of state variables
H m× n Jacobian matrix representing the topology
x n× 1 vector of state variables
z m× 1 vector of measurements
e m× 1 vector of measurement errors, s.t., z = Hx + e
x̂ n× 1 vector of estimated state variables
W m×m diagonal matrix, s.t., wi,i = σ−2

i ,
where σ2

i is the variance of the i-th measurement (1 ≤ i ≤ m)
τ Threshold for the L2-norm based detection of bad measurements
za m× 1 measurement vector with bad measurements
a m× 1 attack vector, s.t., za = z + a
c n× 1 vector of estimation errors introduced due to a
M The set of sensor or measurement indices
V The set of state variable indices
Im̄ The set of indices of protected sensor measurements
Iv̄ The set of indices of independently verified state variables
Im The set of indices of potentially manipulated measurements
Iv The set of indices of potentially manipulated state variables
p The number of protected measurements, i.e., |Im̄|
q The number of independently verified state variables, i.e., |Iv̄ |

identifying a set of sensors and state variables to protect and
then present our results in Section IV. We discuss practical
issues, limitations and future directions in V.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly discuss DC state estimation
including bad data detection and the false data injection attacks
proposed in [1]. Table I shows the notation used.

A. DC State Estimation [17]

Here, we present a common formulation of the state esti-
mation problem when using a DC power flow model.

z = Hx + e (1)

In (1), x = (xi, x2, . . . , xn)T represents the true states of
the system that are to be estimated, z = (zi, z2, . . . , zm)T

represents the sensor measurements, H is an m× n Jacobian
matrix where Hx is a vector of m linear functions linking
measurement to states, and e = (ei, e2, . . . , em)T represents
random errors in measurement.

The power network is considered observable if there are
enough measurements to make state estimation possible. There
are many sensor placement algorithms that can identify the set
of sensor measurements that ensure observability of a power
network [17]. Typically, there are more sensors in the power
network than those needed for observability, i.e. m > n.
The minimum set of measurements needed to estimate the
n state variables is commonly referred to as a set of basic
measurements or essential measurements. The remaining set
of measurements are referred to as redundant measurements.
The redundant measurements are useful in identifying bad
sensor measurements [17]. Note that for DC state estimation,
any set of n measurements whose corresponding rows in H
are linearly independent are sufficient to solve for the n state
variables and hence constitute a set of basic measurements.
In other words, n independent linear equations are sufficient



to solve for n variables. When m is greater than n, as is
the typical case, state estimation involves solving an over-
determined system of linear equations. It can be solved as
a weighted least squares problem to arrive at the following
estimator:

x̂ = (HTWH)−1HTWz (2)

where W is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the mea-
surement weights. It is common to base W on the reciprocals
of the variance of measurement error. As pointed out in [1],
as long as the sensor measurement error is assumed to be
normally distributed with zero mean, other commonly used
estimation criteria, namely, maximum likelihood criterion and
minimum variance criterion also lead to the estimator in (2).

1) Bad Measurement Detection: Sensor measurements used
for state estimation might be inaccurate because of device
misconfiguration, device failures, malicious actions or other
errors and can adversely affect the estimate of state variables.
Thus, it is extremely valuable for power system operators to
detect the presence of bad measurements and identify them.
Many schemes for detecting, identifying and correcting bad
measurements have been proposed [18], [17].

A common approach [18], [17] for detecting the presence of
bad data is by looking at L2−norm of measurement residual
which is defined as follows:

||z−Hx̂|| (3)

In, equation (3), x̂ is the state estimate and z − Hx̂ is
the measurement residual, which is the difference between
the vector of observed measurements and estimated measure-
ments. Intuitively, when observed measurements, z, contain
bad data, the L2 − norm of the measurement residual will
be high. Thus if the value of expression in (3) is greater than
a certain threshold τ it is assumed that bad data is present.
Assuming that all state variables are mutually independent and
that the sensor errors follow a normal distribution, it can be
shown that (‖z − Hx̂‖)2 follows a chi-squared distribution
with ν = m − n degrees of freedom [18]. Threshold value
τ can then be determined through a hypothesis test with a
significance level α.

B. False Data Injection Attacks [1]

False data injection attacks on state estimation [1] are those
in which an attacker3 manipulates the sensor measurements
to induce an arbitrary change in the estimated value of state
variables without being detected by the bad measurement
detection algorithm of the state estimator. In [1], Yao et al.
present false data injection attacks that can bypass the bad
measurement detection algorithm described in Section II-A1.
Here, we summarize the basic attack principle, attack scenarios
and goals from [1].

3We use the terms attacker and adversary interchangeably throughout this
paper

1) Attack Principle: Let a = (a1, a2, . . . , am)T be an
attack vector representing the malicious data added to the
original measurement vector z = (z1, z2, . . . , zm)T . Let za =
z + a represent the resulting modified measurement vector.
Let x̂bad and x̂ represent the estimates of x when using the
manipulated measurements za and original measurements z
respectively. Then x̂bad can be represented as x̂+ c, where c
is the estimation error introduced by the attacker.

Theorem 1 in [1] shows that if the adversary chooses the
attack vector, a, to be equal to Hc, then resulting manipulated
measurement za = z + a can pass the bad measurement
detection algorithm described in Section II-A1 as long as the
original measurement z can pass it. To see this, consider the
L2−norm of the measurement residual with manipulated data

‖za −Hx̂bad‖ =‖z + a−H(x̂ + c)‖
=‖z−Hx̂ + (a−Hc)‖ (4)
=‖z−Hx̂‖ (5)

when a = Hc (6)

2) Attack Scenarios and Goals or Adversary Model: It is
assumed that the adversary has access to H which is deter-
mined by the power network topology and line impedances.
It is also assumed that the adversary has the capability to
manipulate sensors measurements, either by compromising
the sensor or the communication between the sensor and
the control center. However, this capability of the attacker is
constrained as follows:

• Scenario I: The attacker is restricted to accessing only
specific sensors. This takes into account the possibility
that some sensors may be protected or beyond the reach
of the attacker for other reasons.

• Scenario II: The attacker has limited resources to com-
promise sensors. That is, the attacker can compromise any
sensor but is restricted to compromising only a limited
number, say k, out of all sensors.

For both of the above scenarios, two attack goals are
considered, namely, random false data injection and targeted
false data injection. In random false data injection, the ad-
versary aims to find any attack vector that injects arbitrary
errors into the estimates of state variables. In targeted false
data injection, the adversary aims to find an attack vector
that injects specific errors into the estimates of specific state
variables chosen by him. For targeted false data injection,
two cases are considered: constrained and unconstrained. In
the constrained case, the adversary aims to find an attack
vector that injects specific errors into the estimates of specific
state variables but does not pollute the estimates of other state
variables. This case represents situations where the control
center may have independent ways to verify the estimates of
certain state variables, and to avoid detection, the adversary
does not want to pollute them. In the unconstrained case, the
adversary has no such concerns regarding polluting other state
variables.



Methods to identify attack vectors for both of the above
described attack goals and in each of the above described
attack scenarios, as well as the effectiveness of those methods
on the IEEE 9-bus, 14-bus, 30-bus, 118-bus and 300-bus test
systems, are presented in [1]. We refer the readers to [1] for
details.

III. MOTIVATION AND APPROACH

While the work of Yao et al. [1] presented the false data
injection attacks from an adversary’s point of view and showed
what it takes for an adversary to launch a successful attack,
we look at the problem from the power grid operator’s point
of view and ask what it takes to defend such attacks. An
obvious approach is to protect all sensor measurements from
being manipulated. However, this is not always feasible, and
in this work we explore the feasibility of detecting false data
injection attacks without having to protect measurements from
all sensors. Specifically, for a given H, we aim to identify a
set of sensors and a set of state variables such that, when the
measurements from the sensors in the chosen set are protected
and when the values of state variables from the chosen set
can be verified independently, then an adversary cannot find
attack vectors that can inject false data without being detected.
Furthermore, we would like to identify the smallest of such
sets.

The existence of a set of sensors such that, when the
measurements from those sensors are protected, an adversary
cannot inject false data without being detected is evident from
the results in [1]. For a given integer k, Figure 2 in [1] shows
the estimated success probability of an attacker in injecting
false data without being detected when he picks k measure-
ments at random to manipulate. This success probability was
estimated using multiple trials of picking k measurements at
random to manipulate. If the success probability of an attacker
is less than 1 for a given k, it implies that there exist sets of
m − k measurements such that when they are protected an
attacker cannot inject false data without being detected. For
example, an adversary has to compromise close to 80% and
50% of the total measurements, for the IEEE 9-bus and 300-
bus systems respectively, before his success probability ap-
proaches 1. That means there exist sets consisting of more than
20% and 50% of the sensors for the IEEE 9-bus and 300-bus
systems respectively, such that when the measurements from
those sensors are protected against compromise an adversary
cannot inject false data without being detected.

However, it is useful to identify the smallest set of sensors
that need to be protected for detecting false data injection
attacks. According to Theorem 2 in [1], if an attacker can
compromise k sensor measurements, where k ≥ m − n + 1,
there always exist attack vectors that can inject false data
without being detected even when the attacker has no control
over which k sensors he can compromise. This provides
a lower bound on the number of sensors that need to be
protected. That is, a necessary condition for detecting false
data injection is protecting at least n sensors. However, it
does not seem to be a sufficient condition. Results in [1]

show that protecting any n out of m sensors doesn’t guarantee
detection of false data injection, and that sometimes more
than n sensors need to be protected. For example, consider
the IEEE 300-bus test system where there are m = 1122
measurements and n = 299 state variables4. For this system,
according to Theorem 2 of [1], if the adversary compromises
any m − n + 1 = 824 measurements, then he can always
find an attack vector for random false data injection (without
being detected). But, as mentioned above, experimental results
presented in Figure 2 of [1] show that an attacker is able
to find an attack vector with probability 1, i.e., found an
attack vector in all the trials, when manipulating about 50%
of measurements, i.e. 561 measurements, picked at random.
Thus, it seems the grid operator is forced to protect more than
561 measurements to detect false data injection, and even then,
if the set of protected measurements is not carefully chosen,
the attacker may still succeed in injecting false data without
being detected.

While selectively protecting a little more than 50% of
the total measurements is more cost-effective than having to
protect all sensor measurements, we explore the possibility
of further reducing this burden by leveraging the operators
ability to independently verify the values of a few chosen state
variables. Intuitively, the ability to independently verify the
value of a state variable provides some measure of indirect
protection for the sensor measurements that most influence
the value of the state variable. One way to independently
verify the value of state variables is through the deployment
of Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs). PMUs can directly
measure both the magnitude and phase angles of currents and
voltage at a bus and the measurements are GPS timestamped.
There are already about 200 networked PMUs deployed in
North America and another 800+ are slated to be deployed
with support from Department of Energy (DOE) Smart Grid
Investment Grants. It might be better to use the measurements
from these PMU devices as an independent way to verify the
value of a state variable and potentially save on the cost of
protecting measurements from multiple legacy sensors.

A. Adversary Model

We assume that the adversary has access to the topology
matrix H which is determined by the power network topology
and line impedances. We also assume that the adversary
has the capability to manipulate sensors measurements, either
by compromising the sensors or the communication between
the sensors and the control center. However, the attacker
is restricted to compromising the measurements from only
specific sensors denoted by the set Im. This takes into account
the fact that the remaining measurements are protected by the
grid operator. Furthermore, as discussed above, we assume
that the grid operator can independently verify the values of
a few chosen state variables, denoted by the set Iv̄ , and that

4Based on the topology matrix H of the IEEE 300-bus test system
obtained from MATPOWER [19], a MATLAB package for solving power
flow equations. All the topology matrices used in this work are obtained from
MATPOWER package.



the adversary, in order to avoid detection, is constrained not
to inject false data into those variables.

B. Detecting False Data Injection

Let M denote the set of measurement indices. Let Im̄ =
M \ Im denote the set of indices of measurements that are
protected by the grid operator. Let V denote the set of state
variables indices. Let Iv = V \Iv̄ denote the set of indices of
state variables that the attacker may inject false data into.

Since the measurements of sensors in Im̄ cannot be ma-
nipulated by the attacker, the corresponding elements ai for
i ∈ Im̄ in the attack vector a = (a1, a2, . . . , am)T are zero.
Similarly, if c = (c1, c2, . . . , an)T represents the estimation
error introduced by the attack vector a, then cj for j ∈ Iv̄ are
also zero. Thus, to launch a false data injection attack without
being detected, the attacker needs to find an attack vector
a = (a1, a2, . . . , am)T such that it satisfies the following three
conditions:

a = Hc (7)
ai = 0 for i ∈ Im̄ (8)
cj = 0 for j ∈ Iv̄ (9)

On the other hand, from the grid operator’s perspective, in
order to ensure that false data injection attacks are always
detected, the grid operator needs to identify a set of sensors,
Im̄, and a set of state variables, Iv̄ , such that an adversary
cannot find an attack vector that satisfies the above three
conditions. Ideally, the operator should find the smallest such
sets. How to select the set of sensors, Im̄, and the set of state
variables, Iv̄ , is described in the following section.

IV. IDENTIFYING OPTIMAL Im̄ AND Iv̄

A. Approach I: Brute-Force Search

In our first attempt at identifying optimal Im̄ and Iv̄ , we
tried a straight forward brute-force approach. Let p = |Im̄|
and q = |Iv̄|. The grid operator can pick at random a fixed
q out of n state variables to populate Iv̄ and a fixed p out
of m sensors to populate Im̄, and check if any attack vectors
that satisfy the above three conditions exist for this choice, as
follows.

Let H = (h1,h2, . . . ,hn), where hi denotes the ith
column vectors of H. Set Hs = (hj1 ,hj2 , . . . ,hjn−q ) and
cs = (cj1 , cj2 , . . . , cjn−q )

T where ji /∈ Iv̄ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n− q.
Let Ps = Hs(HT

s Hs)−1HT
s and Bs = Ps − I. Then,

a = Hc ⇔ a =
∑
i∈Iv

hici +
∑
j∈Iv̄

hjcj = Hscs

since cj = 0 for j ∈ Iv̄

⇔ Psa = PsHscs

⇔ Psa = Hscs = a

⇔ Psa− a = 0 ⇔ (Ps − I)a = 0
⇔ Bsa = 0 (10)

This means an attack vector a satisfies (10) if and only
if it satisfies conditions (7) and (9). Now to take into ac-
count condition (8), let Bs = (b1,b2, . . . ,bm), where bi

(1 ≤ i ≤ m) denote the column vectors of Bs. Set
B′

s = (bi1 ,bi2 , . . . ,bim−p
) and a′ = (ai1 , ai2 , . . . , aim−p

)T ,
where ir /∈ Iv̄ for 1 ≤ r ≤ m− p. Then,

Bsa = 0 ⇔
∑

i∈Im

biai +
∑

j∈Im̄

bjaj = 0

⇔ B′
sa′ = 0 (11)

since aj = 0 for j ∈ Im̄

Thus, for a given topology matrix H and sets
Im̄ and Iv̄ , to find an attack vector that can inject
false data without being detected, an attacker needs
to (1) compute a′ that satisfies (11), and (2) set
a = (0, . . . , 0, ai1 , 0, . . . , 0, ai2 , 0, . . . , 0, aim−p , 0, . . . , 0, )T ,
where air occupy the appropriate places denoted by ir for
1 ≤ r ≤ m − p. Note that B′

s is a m × (m − p) matrix.
If the rank of B′

s is m − p then equation (11) has no
non-zero solutions and thus no error can be injected into state
estimation without being detected, but if rank of B′

s is less
than m − p then an infinite number of solutions exist. The
operator thus needs to find the smallest possible sets of Im̄

and Iv̄ such that the rank of B′
s is m− p in order to be able

to detect false data injection attacks of [1].
Such a brute-force approach to identifying Im̄ and Iv̄ needs

to search through
(
m
p

)
∗

(
n
q

)
combinations for a given choice

of p and q, where 0 ≤ p ≤ m and 0 ≤ q ≤ n. Thus the
potential search space for finding the smallest possible sets is
quite large. However, in practice an operator may not have
an independent way to verify the estimated value of a state
variable for more than 10% of the total state variables, i.e.,
q ≤ n

10 . Similarly, with a way to verify the estimated value
of some state variables, it is most likely that one could detect
false data injection attacks by protecting less than half the
sensors, i.e., p ≤ n

2 . Furthermore, the lower bound of n on
the number of sensor measurements that need to be protected
(when there are no verifiable state variables), as indicated by
Theorem 2 of [1], provides a good starting point around which
to search for a solution.

We implemented this approach using Matlab and analyzed
the IEEE 9-bus system. The results are summarized in Table
II. For the IEEE 9-bus system, there are 8 state variables and
27 measurements, i.e. m = 27 and n = 8. Thus, according
to the Theorem 2 of [1], when an adversary is allowed to
compromise more than or equal to m − n + 1 = 20 sensors
he can always find successful attack vectors that inject false
data without being detected. As seen in Table II, when only
7 sensors are protected, i.e. 20 sensors are allowed to be
compromised, and no state variables are verifiable, there are
no defensible configurations. That is, when Iv̄ is null, there
exists no set, Im̄, of size 7 that can prevent an adversary
from finding a successful undetectable attack vector. However,
when 8 sensors are protected, there are 329245 or 14% of



TABLE II: Number of protected sensors and verifiable state variables needed to detect false data injection attacks for IEEE
9-bus system

Number of
Protected Sensors

Number of Verifiable
State Variables

Number of Defensi-
ble Configurations i.e.
those that can detect
attacks

Percentage of Defen-
sible Configurations

7 0 0 0
8 0 329245 14%
9 0 1991771 35%
6 1 0 0
7 1 18954135 75%
6 2 12288444 62%

the total combinations of 8 sensors, that provide defensible
configurations. That is, an adversary cannot inject false data
without being detected when one of the 329245 possible sets
of 8 sensors is selected as Im̄ even when Iv̄ is null.

When one state variable is verifiable, then defensible config-
urations can be found even when only 7 sensors are protected,
and it turns out that 75% of all the possible combinations (i.e.(
27
7

)
∗

(
8
1

)
) are defensible configurations. However, protecting

any less than 7 sensors when there is only one verifiable
state variable yields no defensible configurations. Thus, for
the IEEE 9-bus system we do not seem to be gaining much in
terms of reduction in the number of sensors to be protected by
having a way to verify state variables. However, the number
of defensible configurations increases considerably compared
with the case where there are no verifiable state variables. This
provides a lot of flexibility to the operator in terms of the set
of sensors he can choose to protect.

While this approach was tractable for IEEE 9-bus system,
the search space got very large for the IEEE 14-bus system
even with small p and q. When we ran a parallelized version,
using Matlab Parallel Computing Toolbox, of our algorithm
with p = 12 and q = 1 on an Intel Xeon dual processor quad-
core 64-bit machine, the analysis did not complete even after
two days. It is worth noting that, given a m×m matrix Bs as
in equation (10), and p, the number of sensors to be protected,
the problem of identifying the set of protected sensors of size
less than or equal to p such that an adversary cannot inject
false data without being detected is NP-hard. To see this, let
U = {ui} denote the set of matrices such that (1) each ui is a
sub-matrix of Bs and contains no more than m− p columns
of Bs, and (2) if ui contains x columns, then rank(ui) ≤
x − 1. To find the set of measurements to be protected, we
need to find a sub-matrix h of Bs such that, (1) it has no
more than p columns, and (2) for each ui ∈ U , h ∩ ui 6=
∅, where ∩ between two sub-matrices returns the common
columns in them. Clearly, this problem is reducible to the
hitting set problem which is NP-complete.

B. Approach II: Protecting Basic Measurements

While existing approximate algorithms for the hitting set
problem could have been leveraged to analyze larger IEEE
test systems using the approach in the preceding section, we
wanted to find a more intuitive solution. The alternate ap-

proach described below provides such a solution and leverages
the concept of basic measurements.

For a given Im̄ set of protected sensors, let H′ =
(r1, r2, . . . , rn)T , where ri (1 ≤ i ≤ m) are the row vectors
of H′, denote a Jacobian matrix obtained by re-arranging the
rows of H such that the rows corresponding to the sensors in
Im̄ appear as the first p rows of H′. Thus, I ′m̄ corresponding
to H′ is simply {1, 2, . . . , p}. Then, equation (7) can be written
as [

a′p
a′k

]
=

[
H′

pn

H′
kn

] [
c′

]
(12)

In equation (12), a′ and c′ are appropriately re-arranged
versions of a and c with a′p, and a′p being column vectors of
length p and k = m− p respectively; H′

pn is a p×n matrix,
and H′

kn is a k× n matrix. Taking equation (8) into account
(a′p becomes a zero vector) and splitting equation (12) into
two matrix equations we arrive at the following:

0 = H′
pnc′ (13)

a′k = H′
knc′ (14)

Let us for now assume that there are no verifiable state
variables, i.e. Iv̄ = ∅. Then, for an undetected false data
injection attack to be possible, there must be a c′ in the null
space of H′

pn such that a′k = H′
knc

′ is satisfied. Conversely,
no attacks are possible if H′

pn has full column rank, i.e.,
rank(H′

pn) = n. Since the rank of a m×n matrix is always
less than or equal to min(m,n), rank(H′

pn) can be equal
to n only if p ≥ n. However, p ≥ n does not guarantee the
detection of attacks since the rank(H′

pn) may still be less
than n. This result is captured in the following corollary.

Corollary 4.1: It is necessary but not sufficient to protect
at least n measurements in order to be able to detect false
data injection attacks.

The above result is in line with Theorem 2 and experimental
observations of [1]. In order for the rank of H′

pn to be equal
to n, at least n rows of H′

pn should be linearly independent
vectors. That is, H′

pn, should contain rows corresponding to
at least one set of what are referred to as basic measurements
(refer to Section II-A). A set of basic measurements in
state estimation is a minimum set of measurements which is



sufficient to ensure observability (refer to Section II-A). The
following theorem states this result.

Theorem 4.1: When there are no verifiable state variables,
it is necessary and sufficient to protect a set of basic mea-
surements in order to be able to detect false data injection
attacks.

For DC state estimation, the size of the set of basic
measurements is equal to the number of state variables which
is n. The remaining m−n measurements provide redundancy
and help with bad measurement identification. Note that the
choice of a set of basic measurements is not unique. The
existence of multiple sets of basic measurements is obvious
since if there are two independent measurements of a state
variable, it does not matter which is taken to be the basic
measurement and which is taken to be redundant. Thus, the
optimal number of sensor measurements to protect in order to
detect false data injection attacks is n.

Theorem 4.1 seems to contradict the findings in Figure 2
of [1] and as such needs some clarification. As discussed
in Section III, Figure 2 in [1] shows the estimated success
probability of an attacker in injecting false data without being
detected when he picks k measurements to manipulate at
random. Figure 2 of [1] shows that, the probability of success
of an adversary is 1, i.e., always able to find an attack vector,
even when about 561 (> 299) and 171 (> 117) measurements
are protected in IEEE 300-bus and 118-bus test systems
respectively. This apparent contradiction is due to the fact
that the success probability shown was an estimated value,
estimated using multiple trials of picking k measurements at
random to manipulate. We observe that the discrepancy is very
stark only for IEEE 300-bus and 118-bus systems and not for
the other systems, namely IEEE 9-bus, 14-bus and 30-bus, that
were also analyzed in [1]. We also note that only 100 trials
were used in estimating success probabilities for the IEEE
300-bus and 118-bus systems, in order to reduce simulation
time, as opposed to using 1000 trials as was done for the other
smaller bus systems. Given the large search space for the IEEE
300-bus and 118-bus systems and the small number of trials
used, it is very likely that the set of protected measurements
picked by the simulations in the small number of trials did not
contain a set of basic measurements. In fact, for IEEE 9-bus,
14-bus, 30-bus, 118-bus and 300-bus test systems, we picked
a set of basic measurements (using the method outlined in
Section IV-B1) and verified that there are no attack vectors,
i.e., the rank of B′

s in equation (11) is 0. Thus, the probability
of success of an attacker cannot be 1 when the number of
protected measurements is greater than n.

Now suppose we also have verifiable state variables. With-
out loss of generality, let us say we have only one verifiable
state variable and it is the jth state variable. Taking equation
(9) into account, equations (13) and (14) can be written as

0 = H′′
pn′c′′ (15)

a′k = H′′
kn′c′′ (16)

where H′′
pn′ and H′′

kn′ are derived from H′
pn and H′

kn

respectively by removing the jth column, n′ = n− 1 and c′′

is a column vector of length n′ derived from c′ by removing
the jth element. If H′

pn was a full column rank matrix, i.e.,
rank n matrix, then H′′

pn′ will also be a full column rank
matrix, i.e., rank n− 1 matrix, and thus no undetectable false
data injection attacks are possible. Since p ≥ n, it is possible to
remove a few measurements from the protected measurements
without compromising attack detectability as long as (1) p′, the
size of the resulting set of protected measurements, is equal to
n−1 and (2) the resulting set of measurements are sufficient to
ensure observability of the n−1 state variables (i.e., excluding
the jth state variable).

Corollary 4.2: If there are q verifiable state variables it is
necessary and sufficient to protect a set of basic measurements
corresponding to the remaining n− q state variables in order
to be able to detect false data injection attacks.

Thus, while a protected basic measurement may be replaced
by a verifiable state variable, it is clear that the minimum
required number of protected or verifiable quantities is equal
to n, i.e., the number of state variables.

1) Determining the Protected Set: The importance of pro-
tecting a set of basic measurements has been made clear. We
now discuss how a defender of the system can identify such a
set of measurements. Much work has been done to determine
sensor placement for observability of a power network, i.e., to
determine a set of basic measurements, including [20], [21],
[22], [23], [17], [24]. Another straight forward but brute-force
approach is to pick a set of n measurements out of m at
random and see if the rows corresponding to them in H are
linearly independent. In this work however, we leverage a more
computationally efficient approach described and justified in
[16] and [25] respectively. In this approach, the measurements
in the system are mapped to a new equivalent state space where
identification of basic and redundant measurements is easily
accomplished. This approach is briefly described below.

To obtain the equivalent states, an LU decomposition is
performed on H,

H̃ = P ·H = LAA ·Ub (17)

where P is a row permutation matrix which maps the original
rows of H to the new rows of H̃. The new basis is given by

L′
AA =

[
In
R

]
(18)

where In is the n×n identity matrix. Rows of In correspond
to the n basic measurements, and rows of R correspond to
redundant measurements. Columns correspond to equivalent
states. We compute the LU decomposition of H and use P
to map the first n measurements in the new basis back to
the original measurements. This gives us one set of basic
measurements.

Other basic measurement sets may be derived after the first
one is found. Furthermore, the matrix L′

AA can tell us which
measurements we may switch out. As an example, consider
this L′

AA from [16]:



L′
AA =


p2 1 0 0 0
p3 0 1 0 0
p24 0 0 1 0
p12 0 0 0 1
p34 0 0.5 0.5 0
p23 0 −0.5 0.5 0


The basic measurements are (p2, p3, p24, p12), but p3 and p24

could be replaced by either p34 or p23. Thus, another basic
measurement set is (p2, p34, p23, p12). The key is that the
rows switched out of the redundant measurement set must be
linearly independent, otherwise they could not both be made
into basic measurements. Following this line of reasoning, in
an incremental manner, we can switch a basic measurement
with one of its redundant measurements in H and recompute
L′

AA to obtain a new set of basic measurements. Note that
the LU decomposition can be computed quickly, even for
large systems. This is beneficial, especially when compared
to a brute-force search of the entire space for meters and
state variables to protect. We implemented this approach of
identifying a basic set of measurements using Matlab, and
identified multiple sets of basic measurements for the the
IEEE 9-bus, 14-bus, 30-bus, 118-bus and 300-bus test systems.
We verified that no attack vectors exist when these sets of
measurements are protected using the approach described in
Section IV-A.

In summary, there are many choices of sets of minimal
size n which may be protected. Ultimately, the choice comes
down to the interests of the defenders or owners of the
system. The owners may have particular measurements that
they would like to include in a basic measurement set if
possible, or they may already know which particular state
variables will be made verifiable. Their selection process may
proceed as follows: (1) Determine a satisfactory set of basic
measurements for the system using the approach described
above. This is the candidate set of protected items. (2) Decide
which state variables will be made verifiable. Add these state
variables to the candidate set, and optionally remove an equal
number of protected measurements.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Protecting Sensor Measurements: So far, we have fo-
cused on identifying a set of sensors whose measurements
need to be protected in order to detect the false data injection
attacks of [1]. Here, we discuss what it means to protect
sensor measurements in this context. Clearly, we want the
measurements from the sensors be authentic. That means
manipulation of the sensor measurements either by 1) physi-
cally tampering with the device or 2) by tampering with the
communication between the sensor and control center needs
to be prevented. That is, sensors should be protected from
unauthorized access (both physical and remote access), and
measurements from the sensor should be authenticated and
integrity protected. However, this may not be sufficient if
one would like to only protect measurements in the smallest

required set. This is because the operator may not be able to
detect false data injection attacks when a measurement from
one of the protected sensors is unavailable. Thus, it is also
essential that the measurements from the protected sensors be
available at all times. This latter requirement may be relaxed
a bit by protecting a few more strategically selected sensors
than the smallest set necessary. Identification of this larger set
of sensors and studying the associated trade-offs are left to be
addressed in a future work.

Considering Topology Changes: In this work, we focus
on identifying measurements and state variables to protect, for
a given H, but do not consider how topology changes such
as line outages would affect these decisions. In reality, the
defender of the system needs to deploy a protected set so
that in the event of any expected topology change, false data
injection attacks are still detectable.

If any line l is opened, and that line has a protected
measurement, the measurement is no longer valid. Thus, the
corresponding protected measurement row in H′

pn needs to
be replaced. Otherwise, the resulting H′

pn is not full rank,
and attacks are possible. The measurement m that replaces
the lost measurement must have a row in H which is linearly
independent with the remaining protected measurement rows
in H′

pn, so that when it is added, the resulting H′
pn is again

full rank. In this case, the set of measurements required for
the system to be protected before and after a line outage of l is
of size (n+1). Each considered line outage will thus increase
the size of the required protected set by at least one. Suppose
that there is a basic measurement set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and another
basic measurement set which is {2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. If measurement
1 is lost, it can be replaced by measurement 6, and the
system will be protected. For the system to be protected both
with and without line 1, measurements {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} must
all be protected. As before, one basic measurement may be
substituted for one verifiable state variable. There are different
ways [24], [26] to identify a set of measurements such that
full observability is maintained with most common/frequent
topology changes.

Generic False Data Injection Attacks: So far in this
work, we have focused on strategies to detect false data
injection attacks proposed in [1]. The basic principle behind
such attacks, as discussed in Section II-B1, is that when the
adversary sets his attack vector a to be equal to Hc, then
the bad measurement detection algorithm described in Section
II-A1 fails to detect attacks. However, this is not the only
way to inject false data without being detected. To see this,
consider the equation (4). It is clear from equation (4) that,
even if a 6= Hc, as long as the adversary chooses his attack
vector, a, such that the following equation (19) is true then the
attacker could still inject false data without being detected.

‖z−Hx̂ + (a−Hc)‖ ≤ τ (19)

However, in this case, apart from knowing H, the adversary
has to know z, i.e. values of all sensor measurements, and
x̂. The adversary can compute x̂ using equation (2) but then



needs to know W. Thus, this form of false data injection
attack imposes higher burden on the adversary than the one
described in [1]. Furthermore, it may be possible to protect
against these attacks by protecting the confidentiality of sensor
measurements, i.e. preventing the adversary from knowing z.
Thus, by incorporating the requirement of confidentiality into
our definition of “sensor measurement protection” discussed
above, we might be able to detect generic false data injection
attacks. A detailed analysis of such attacks and defense
strategies will be the subject of future work.
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Abstract—Network security is a major issue affecting SCADA
systems designed and deployed in the last decade. Simulation of
network attacks on a SCADA system presents certain challenges,
since even a simple SCADA system is composed of models in
several domains and simulation environments. Here we demon-
strate the use of C2WindTunnel to simulate a plant and its
controller, and the Ethernet network that connects them, in
different simulation environments. We also simulate DDOS-like
attacks on a few of the routers to observe and analyze the effects
of a network attack on such a system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) sys-
tems are computer-based monitoring tools that are used to
manage and control critical infrastructure functions in real
time, like gas utilities, power plants, chemical plants, traffic
control systems, etc. A typical SCADA system consists of
a SCADA Master which provides overall monitoring and
control for the system, local process controllers called Remote
Terminal Units (RTUs), sensors and actuators and a network
which provides the communication between the Master and
the RTUs.

A. Security of SCADA Systems

SCADA systems are designed to have long life spans,
usually in decades. The SCADA systems currently installed
and used were designed at a time when security issues were
not paramount, which is not the case today. Furthermore,
SCADA systems are now connected to the Internet for remote
monitoring and control making the systems susceptible to
network security problems which arise through a connection
to a public network.

Despite these evident security risks, SCADA systems are
cumbersome to upgrade for several reasons. Firstly, adding
security features often implies a large downtime, which is
not desirable in systems like power plants and traffic control.
Secondly, SCADA devices with embedded codes would need
to be completely replaced to add new security protocols.
Lastly, the networks used in a SCADA system are usually
customized for that system and cannot be generalized.

Security of legacy SCADA systems and design of future
systems both thus rely heavily on the assessment and rectifi-
cation of security vulnerabilities of SCADA implementations
in realistic settings.

B. Simulation of SCADA Systems

In a SCADA system it is essential to model and simulate
communication networks in order to study mission critical

situations such as network failures or attacks. Even a simple
SCADA system is composed of several units in various
domains like dynamic systems, networks and physical en-
vironments, and each of these units can be modeled using
a variety of available simulators and/or emulators. An ex-
ample system could include simulating controller and plant
dynamics in Simulink or Matlab, network architecture and
behavior in a network simulator like OMNeT++, etc. An
adequate simulation of such a system necessitates the use of
an underlying software infrastructure that connects and relates
the heterogeneous simulators in a logically and temporally
coherent framework.

II. C2WINDTUNNEL

One infrastructure suitable for such an application is the
Command and Control WindTunnel ([3]). The C2WindTunnel
is an integrated, graphical, multi-model simulation environ-
ment for the experimental evaluation of congruence between
organizational and technical architectures in large-scale C2
systems. It enables various simulation engines to interactand
transmit data to and from one another and log and analyze the
real time simulation results.

The C2WindTunnel framework uses the discrete event
model of computation as the common semantic framework
for the precise integration of an extensible range of simulation
engines. Each simulation model, when incorporated into the
overall simulation environment of C2WindTunnel, requiresin-
tegration on two levels: the API level and the interaction level.
API level integration provides basic services such as message
passing, and shared object management, whereas interaction
level integration addresses the issues of synchronizationand
coordination. C2WindTunnel offers a solution for multi-model
simulation by decomposing the problem into model integra-
tion and experiment integration tasks. It facilitates the rapid
development of integration models and use of these models
throughout the lifecycle of the simulated environment. An
integration model defines all interactions between federated
models and captures other design intent, such as simulation
engine-specific parameters and deployment information. This
information is leveraged to streamline and automate significant
portions of the simulation lifecycle. The integration modeling
language combined with various sophisticated generation tools
provides a robust environment for users to rapidly design
and synthesize complex, heterogeneous command and control
simulations.



A. High Level Architecture (HLA)

C2WindTunnel is based on the High-Level Architecture
(HLA) IEEE standard 1.3 ([2], [4] and [5]) initially designed
by Department of Defense (DoD) to ensure interoperabil-
ity and reusability of models and simulation components.
Reusability implies individual simulation models can be em-
ployed in different simulation scenarios, while interoperability
implies an ability to incorporate simulations on differenttypes
of distributed computing platforms, with real-time operation.

A complex simulation can be considered as a hierarchy
of components with increasing levels of aggregation. At the
lowest level is the model of a system component implemented
in software to produce a simulation, referred to as a federate.
Several such federates form a part of an HLA compliant
simulation, called a federation. There are three components
of an HLA:

1) HLA rules to ensure proper interaction among federates
and to delineate the respective responsibilities.

2) Object Model Template (OMT) to prescribe format and
syntax for recording and communicating information.

3) Interface specification to define Run Time Infrastructure
services and interfaces and federate callback functions.

B. Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI)

The software implementation of HLA is called a Run-Time
Infrastructure (RTI). There are several commercial and open-
source RTIs available in the market, some of which have been
verified by the US Defense Modeling and Simulation Office.

The RTI is basically a collection of software that provides
a set of commonly required services, described by the HLA
Interface Specification, to multiple simulation systems. Apart
from federation and object management, the RTI handles
time management and co-ordinates the exchange of interacting
events and data among the federates in a system.

1) Time Management:The time management services pro-
vided by the RTI ensure advancement of the simulation time
in an orderly fashion among all the federates. Initially, the
federate manager uses HLA-specified synchronization points
to guarantee that all federates are ready to proceed with the
simulation. Only when each federate has reported readinessto
proceed with the simulation, does the federate manager allow
all federates to commence the simulation.

2) Event and Data Interaction:A publish and subscribe
mechanism is used by the HLA to manage the distribution of
messages between the federates in a federation. Each federate
defines to the federation what data is to be published for
each update or event. Each federate declares to the federation
which updates and interactions it is interested in receiving by
subscribing to those messages.

C. C2WindTunnel Modeling Environment

C2Wind Tunnel uses a custom developed domain-specific
modeling language (DSML) for the definition of integration
models and the design details for the simulation environment.
A simulation environment is composed of multiple federates
each of which includes a simulation model, the engine upon

which it executes, and some amount of specialized glue code
to integrate the engine with the simulation bus. Both the engine
configuration and the integration code needed for each federate
is highly dependent upon the role the federate plays in the
environment as well as the type of simulation engine being
utilized. While manually developing the glue code is possible,
by leveraging the integration model, C2WindTunnel is able to
synthesize all of the code, greatly reducing errors and effort.
A suite of tools called model interpreters, integrated directly
with the DSML automatically generates engine configurations,
glue code, as well as scripts to automate simulation execution
and data collection. The integration model DSML combined
with the generation tools provides a robust environment for
users to rapidly define complex, heterogeneous command and
control simulations.

The Generic Modeling Environment is the foundation
for the C2WindTunnel environment. GME is a meta-
programmable model-integrated computing toolkit that sup-
ports the creation of rich domain-specific modeling and pro-
gram synthesis environments. Configuration is accomplished
through meta models, expressed as UML class diagrams, spec-
ifying the modeling paradigm of the application domain. Meta
models characterize the abstract syntax of the domain-specific
modeling language, defining which objects are permissible in
the language and how they compose. The meta model is a
schema or data model for all of the possible models that can
be expressed by a language.

Figure 1 shows the structure of a simulation undertaken
using C2WindTunnel

III. S IMULATION

In this section, we demonstrate the simulation of net-
work security attacks on a SCADA system simulated using
C2WindTunnel.

The SCADA system chosen was a simplified version of
the famous Tennessee Eastman Control Challenge Problem,
proposed by N. Lawrence Ricker ([1]). The original challenge
problem requires co-ordination of three unit operations, with
41 measured output variables (with added measurement noise)
and 12 manipulated variables. The control challenge presented
by this case study is quite complex, but a simplified version
was proposed by Ricker in 1993.

The process schematic is shown in Figure 2. It consists of
an isothermal fixed volume reactor with a combined separation
system, in which a single irreversible reaction occurs:

A + C → D.

The reactants A and C are non-condensible, and the product D
is a non-volatile liquid. The reaction rate depends only on the
partial pressures of A and C. There are two controlled feeds
to the reactor chamber. Feed 1 consists of the reactants A and
C, and traces of an inert gas B. Feed 2 consists of pure A,
which is used to compensate for disturbances in the partial
pressures of A and C in feed 1. The solubilities of A, B and
C in D are negligible, so the vapor phase can be assumed to
consist only of A, B and C, and the liquid, pure D. Thus, the
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only disturbance variables are the mole fractions of A, B and
C in feed 1.

Isothermal conditions are maintained using independent
controls. The product flow rate is adjusted using a proportional
feedback controller which responds to variations in the liquid
inventory. The purge rate depends on the pressure in the vessel
and the position of the purge control valve.

Measured outputs include the four flow rates, pressure,
liquid holdup volume, and the fractions of A, B and C in
the purge flow. This composition measurement offers the pure
time delay as in the original TE problem, as the simulated
chromatograph operates on a 6 minute cycle.

The control problem is to maintain the product flow rate
at a specified value by manipulating flows of feed and purge
streams, and the liquid holdup volume. The restrictions come
from the physical aspects of the plant: the operating pressure
must be kept below the shutdown limit of 3 MPa, and the flow
rates saturate at some point. A higher level control objective

is to minimize operating costs, which are a function of the
purge losses of A and C.

Tables I, II, III and IV list the different variables of the
system.

In his paper, Ricker derives a linear time-invariant dynamic
model of the plant at the base-case state. The LTI model
matches the impulse response of the nonlinear plant well. The
robust model-predictive controller is one of several proposed
in [1]. It uses only four out of the ten available sensor outputs,
and controls all four manipulated variables. The variables
which necessarily must be monitored include the production
rate (F4), the pressure (P ) and the liquid inventory (VL).
Failure to do so might upset other variables and profitability,
or will allow violation of bounds on pressure and liquid holdup
volume. The fourth variable chosen is the amount of reactant
A in the purge flow (yA3), though amounts of any of the other
two components would perform just as well. The final structure
of the simplified model as derived in [1] is:

y =
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The individual transfer functions are given below (the unit



TABLE I
STATE VARIABLES (TAKEN FROM [1])

Variable Nominal Value Description Symbol Units

x1 44.49999958429348 Molar holdup of A NA kmol

x2 13.53296996509594 Molar holdup of B NB kmol

x3 36.64788062995841 Molar holdup of C NC kmol

x4 110.0 Molar holdup of D ND kmol

x5 60.95327313484253 Feed 1 valve position χ1 %

x6 25.02232231706676 Feed 2 valve position χ2 %

x7 39.25777017606444 Purge valve position χ3 %

x8 47.03024823457651 Product valve position χ4 %

TABLE II
MANIPULATED VARIABLES (TAKEN FROM [1])

Variable Nominal Value Purpose Range

u1 60.95327313484253 Changes feed 1 valve position 0 – 100%

u2 25.02232231706676 Changes feed 2 valve position 0 – 100%

u3 39.25777017606444 Changes purge valve position 0 – 100%

u4 44.17670682730923 Liquid inventory set point 0 – 100%

TABLE III
OUTPUT VARIABLES (TAKEN FROM [1])

Variable Nominal Value Description Symbol Units Range

y1 201.43 Feed 1 flow measurement F1 kmol/hr 0 – 330.46

y2 5.62 Feed 2 flow measurement F2 kmol/hr 0 – 22.46

y3 7.05 Purge flow measurement F3 kmol/hr Complicated

y4 100.00 Product flow measurement F4 kmol/hr Complicated

y5 2700.00 Pressure P kPa < 3000

y6 44.18 Liquid inventory VL % of maximum 0 – 100

y7 47.00 Amount of A in purge yA3 mol % 0 – 100

y8 14.29 Amount of B in purge yB3 mol % 0 – 100

y9 38.71 Amount of C in purge yC3 mol % 0 – 100

y10 0.2415 Instantaneous cost C $/kmol > 0

TABLE IV
DISTURBANCE VARIABLES (TAKEN FROM [1])

Variable Nominal Value Description Units

yA1 0.485 Mole fraction of A in feed 1 —

yB1 0.005 Mole fraction of B in feed 1 —

of s is assumed to be hr−1):

g11 =
1.7

0.75s+ 1
, (2)

g21 =
45 (5.667s+ 1)

2.5s2 + 10.25s+ 1
, (3)

g23 =
−15s− 11.25

2.5s2 + 10.25s+ 1
, (4)

g32 =
1.5

10s+ 1
e−0.1s, (5)

g14 =
−3.4s

0.1s2 + 1.1s+ 1
, (6)

g44 =
1

s+ 1
. (7)

(The transfer functiong23 is not given in [1], probably due

to oversight. It was estimated using the method described in
the paper.)

Ricker provides a FORTRAN simulator of the plant model.
This was converted to C code and used as a S-Function block
to create a Simulink model of the plant.

The plant has a very high time constant, as is characteristic
of chemical plants. To properly study the effects of a network
attack, we need a system which can respond to disturbances
during network attacks of duration in minutes. To this end,
the time constants for the plant were multiplied by 60, so
that changes which took hours now take the same number of
minutes to occur. The transfer functions were then suitably
modified to convert the unit of time to seconds. The final



equations used were:

g11 =
0.02833

45s+ 1
, (8)

g21 =
45 (340s+ 1)

9000s2 + 615s+ 1
, (9)

g23 =
−900s− 11.25

9000s2 + 615s+ 1
, (10)

g32 =
1.5

600s+ 1
e−6s, (11)

g14 =
−3.4s

360s2 + 66s+ 1
, (12)

g44 =
1

60s+ 1
. (13)

Using Matlab, a minimal state space model of the system
was constructed, which was then discretized to run at one-
hundredth of a second. This is the system assumed in order
to implement the controller as a Discrete State Space System
block in a separate Simulink model. TheA, B, C and D

matrices for the controller were then calculated by using a
Kalman state estimator and linear quadratic state feedback
regulator system.

To complete the system, an Ethernet network was added
for communication between the plant and its controller. The
network was designed to be a realistic implementation of one
in a chemical plant, where a single router would collect data
from plant sensors which are physically close to it (and to
each other). Similarly, it would send manipulation data to the
valves which are physically close to it. There are four routers
which route data from different sensors and to different control
inputs. There is a three-level hierarchy in the network map,
with a master controller distributing data to and collecting
data from other routers at the plant site. Two relay routers
are employed between the master router at the plant site and
the router that communicates to the controller. To keep the
network model simple, no redundancy was employed. The
network model was simulated in OMNeT++, a generic discrete
event simulation package using INET network protocols ([6]).
The schematic of the network model is given in Figure 3.

A. Model Integration

The integration of models in different simulation environ-
ments has been described in more detail in [3].

1) OMNeT++: NetworkSim, a network simulator based on
OMNeT++, provides a set of high-level communication proto-
cols while maintaining full network stack simulation internally.
NetworkSim utilizes network models built using OMNeT++.
It translates messages from the RTI into appropriate network
actions and vice versa, and injects these messages onto the
correct simulated network node. This mechanism isolates the
simulated network traffic from the general RTI traffic. Each
OMNeT++ model deployed onto NetworkSim must have some
code synthesized for integration with the RTI. When simulated
via NetworkSim, some of the connected nodes in OMNeT++
become end-points, responsible for passing messages between
the RTI and the OMNeT++ engine. The code that implements

the communication between the RTI and these end nodes must
be generated by the integration software.

A GME-based interpreter traverses the C2WT integration
model and generates the C++ code needed for end-point nodes
within an OMNeT++ model. For each federate, the integration
model provides information about which interactions may be
sent or received and which objects attributes may be published
or updated. The interpreter understands these relationships and
synthesizes code for each end-point in an OMNeT++ federate.
The generated code builds upon the OMNeT++ API and is
compiled directly into NetworkSim. Apart from the glue code,
evolution of the OMNeT++ internal simulation clock must also
be synchronized with the RTI. As a part of HLA compliance,
NetworkSim includes a reusable class that extends the basic
OMNeT++ scheduler. The functiongetNextEvent() is
called by OMNeT++ to determine the next event, originating
either internally or externally. If the timestamp on the next
message places it outside of the window of time granted
by the RTI, then a time advance is requested. An internal
dispatch mechanism routes all RTI interactions to the appro-
priate OMNeT++ protocol module which interprets them and
can schedule new internal OMNeT++ messages. A similar
mechanism interprets and routes OMNeT++ messages bound
for external dispatch into the RTI. Using these mechanisms
both the evolution of time and message passing within an
OMNeT++ federate is tightly coordinated via the RTI with
the federation.

2) Simulink: Like in the integration of the OMNeT++ sim-
ulation engine, all of the engine-specific glue code is generated
based on the overarching integration model. The GME-based
model interpreter generates code that, in conjunction withsev-
eral reusable Java generic classes, is used to directly integrate
any Simulink model with a C2WT federation. The generic
classes provide all of the fundamental RTI integration require-
ments: providing interfaces for converting between Simulink
types and RTI types, encapsulating interfacing with the RTIfor
initializing the federate, synchronizing the Simulink engine’s
simulation clock, and managing any publish-and-subscribe
relationships with other federates.

Within any given Simulink model the user must insert an S-
function block for each interaction to which the model either
publishes or subscribes via which blocks that the Simulink
engine can interact with the rest of the federation. The modeler
specifies whether the block either publishes or subscribes
an interaction by instantiating the corresponding sender or
receiver S-function from those that were generated from the
integration model. The modeler must also specify which
interaction the S-function block should call by passing the
name of the interaction via a string parameter to the block.
The naming convention of the.m files and of the parameters
is standardized and easily derived from the primary C2WT
model.

Once the S-function blocks have been incorporated and their
values set, no further manual steps are typically necessaryto
prepare the model to be integrated. Some effort has to be
spent to properly order the signals entering and exiting theS-
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function blocks so that they correspond to the attribute order-
ing of the corresponding RTI interaction. The key mechanism
for synchronizing the clock progression of the Simulink model
with that of the RTI is the basic time-progression model for
S-function blocks. During its execution, the Simulink engine
consults each block in a model about when it can generate
an output. With all S-function blocks, code must be supplied
to respond to this request from the engine. The synthesized
integration code in an S-function block uses this method to
synchronize the model with the RTI and allow simulation time
within Simulink to progress only when the RTI allows it to
proceed. Until the RTI allows federation time to progress, we
do not return from the method call within the S-function block,
thus not allowing the Simulink engine to progress. We keep
the Simulink engine step-size low (typically 0.1 seconds) to
minimize any event timing errors due to the passing of input
and output events between the Simulink model and the HLA.
For incoming events, the glue code uses a polling scheme at
every time step to check if the federate has received an input
from the remainder of the federation. Very small step-sizes
in any Simulink model can lead to a significant slowdown
in simulation speed. In the context of the C2WT, possible
performance penalties due to having small step-sizes must be
weighed against minimizing timing errors due to overly large
time-steps.

B. Attacks

Several DDOS-like attacks are simulated on the SCADA
system, targeting various routers of the network. In each such
attack, the target is saturated with external communication
requests from a large number of zombie nodes so that it
cannot handle the legitimate traffic of the system, or at least,
is rendered so slow in handling the traffic, that it is effec-
tively unavailable for transfer of legitimate data. The targets,
durations and the number of attacks in the simulation are
specified beforehand. In these simulations, the controller, feed
and product routers are attacked. In each case, the simulation
was run for 150 seconds, and attack started at the 30-second
mark and continued till the 60-second mark.

IV. OBSERVATIONS

When one of the routers is under a full-fledged DDOS
attack, the network is essentially broken at that point. Thecon-
troller will be rendered blind to sensors from which the router
collects data. The plant will also be rendered unresponsiveto
such controller commands as are handled by that router. This
will result in a loss of the regulatory function of the controller,
which can potentially cause a variety of damage to the plant,
from an unwanted change in the operating cost and production
rate, to physical damage of plant equipment.

In case the target is one of the routers which handle all of the
data (controller, master or relay routers), such an attack causes
a complete loss of communication between the plant and
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Fig. 4. Attack on Controller Router, from 30s through 60s

controller. The plant undergoes a severe change of state when
the attack begins, from which it recovers and resumes normal
operation . Such an attack is the first to be simulated. The
effects can be observed in the change in pressure, production
rate and operating cost over time, especially during the attack
(Figures 4a, 4b and 4c). In case other routers are targeted,
the controller will generate outputs based on the sensors
outputs it has, and will try to control the inputs which are
not unresponsive. These effect can be observed by monitoring
the operating cost during the simulation.

The next simulation involves attacking the feed router,
which blocks the feed 1 and feed 2 flow measurement sensors
(which are not used by the controller), and the valve 1 and
valve 2 controllers (u1 andu2). The controller is thus not blind
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Fig. 5. Attack on Feed Router, from 30s through 60s

to any of the required sensors, but its regulation function could
be hampered by it not being able to control the two valves.
The effects can be observed by monitoring the same sensor
outputs over time (Figures 5a, 5b and 5c). We see that due
to the robust nature of the controller, an attack on the feed
router as no effect on the state of the plant, which continues
to operate normally despite the attack.

The last simulation involves attacking the product router,
which blocks several sensors, the only required one of which
being the amount of A in purge (y7), and the purge valve
controller (u3). The controller is thus blind to one of the
required sensors, and it is not able to control the purge valve.
The effects of this attack are different than the previous two
simulations. The plant goes into an uncontrolled state for
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Fig. 6. Attack on Purge Router, from 30s through 60s

the duration of the attack, from which it can recover and
resume normal operation only after the attack has ceased. The
effects can be observed by observing the usual output variables
(Figures 6a, 6b and 6c).

V. CONCLUSION

A DDOS-like attack was simulated on a plant and controller
system and the effects of attacks on different routers were
observed. While the effects of the total communication disrup-
tion might have been estimated, the effects of the other two
attacks are a harder to predict. The same attack on different

routers causes no change in one case and severe problems in
another. If the system were more complicated, then obtaining
the effects would require intensive analytical computations,
or indeed, could very well be intractable. In such a case,
a simulation is the best way to estimate the effects, and to
implement and compare different network configurations and
redundancies.

The chemical plant was thus a proof-of-concept implemen-
tation of a simulation system composed of models in differ-
ent domains and environments. The use of C2WindTunnel
facilitated the interaction and data transfer between the en-
vironments, and in setting up the attacks and monitoring the
response.

VI. FUTURE WORK

The results of the simulation can be used to analyze the
current network and controller, and develop more robust con-
trol algorithms and improve the network, for example by using
redundancies. The SCADA system itself might be expanded
to employ a Fault Detection and Isolation and/or an Intrusion
Detection System.

The attack that was simulated is one attack on the availabil-
ity of a system. Future work involves observing the effect of
other common network security attacks on integrity and confi-
dentiality of the data as well, like eavesdropping, misdirection
and spoofing.

Another direction for future work involves simulation of
systems including hardware-in-the-loop.
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Abstract—The security of Critical Infrastructures has
become a prominent problem with the advent of modern
ICT technologies used to improve the performance and the
features of Process Control Systems. Several scientific works
have showed how Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Systems (SCADA), i.e. the systems that control industrial
installations, are exposed to cyber-attacks. Traditional ICT
security countermeasures (e.g. classic Firewalls, Antiviruses and
IDS) fail in providing a complete protection to these systems
since the needs of SCADA systems are different from those of
traditional ICT for which security tools have been developed
(Office PCs, TCP/IP communication protocols etc.). In this
paper we present an innovative approach to the protection of
SCADA systems based on three key concepts: Critical State based
event correlation, SCADA protocols filtering and K-survivability.

Keywords: SCADA systems, security

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern Industrial systems (e.g. power plants, water plants,
smart grids, chemical installation etc.) make large use of
ICT technologies. In the last years, those systems started
to use public networks (i.e. Internet) for system-to-system
interconnection. As a result, thanks to this architectural ad-
vance, it has been possible to provide new services and
features (implementation of the Energy Market, Energy Smart
Grids, remote maintenance and optimization, self orchestrating
distributed industrial systems etc.). However, this connectivity
has exposed industrial installations to new sources of possible
threats. As described by Nai et. all [5] [1], such infrastructures
are exposed to ad-hoc created attacks aiming at interfering
with, and in some case, taking the control of the process
network of the industrial installation. The core of industrial
installations is traditionally the “so called” SCADA (System
Control and Data Acquisition). SCADA protocols and archi-
tectures are dedicated to very specific functions: those useful
for controlling the operation of technical systems. Due to
their characteristics they can be differentiated from classical
ICT devices, protocols and systems. For that reason, at the
present time, traditional ICT security technologies are not able
to protect industrial installations in an adequate way against
ad-hoc SCADA-tailored attacks. We defend that a new set of
dedicated ICT security technologies needs to be designed in
order to protect industrial critical installations. In this work,
we focus our attention on a novel ICT security architecture
which put together protocol filtering techniques, signature

based verification and intrusion detection. In particular the
intrusion detection technique used is the result of our recent
studies in this field [13]. The paper is organized as follows:
in section II we provide a brief overview of the state of
the art in the field of SCADA security, while in section III
we provide an overview of the vulnerabilities of SCADA
systems that we want to address with the proposed work.
In section IV we present the details of our ICT shield; in
section V after describing our testbed, we present and discuss
the experimental results we have obtained when testing an
implementation of the proposed approach.

II. RELATED WORKS

As claimed in the introduction, only recently the security
of SCADA systems assumed an ICT perspective. Adam and
Byres [2] presented an interesting high level analysis of the
possible threats affecting a power plant system, a catego-
rization of the typical hardware devices involved and some
high level discussion about intrinsic vulnerabilities of the
common power plant architectures. A more detailed work
on the topic of SCADA security, is presented by Chandia,
Gonzalez, Kilpatrick, Papa and Shenoi [6]. In this work, the
authors describe two possible strategies for securing SCADA
networks, underlying that several aspects have to be improved
in order to secure that kind of architecture. A relevant part of
the vulnerabilities of SCADA systems is due to the specialized
communication protocols they use to communicate with the
field devices (e.g. Modbus, DNP3, Fieldbus etc.). Some work
has been done about the security of such specialized commu-
nication protocols: for example, Majdalawieh, Parisi-Presicce
and Wijesekera [7] presented an extension of the DNP3 proto-
col, called DNPsec, which tries to address some of the known
security problems of such Master-slave control protocols (i.e.
integrity of the commands, authentication, non repudiation
etc.). at the same way, the DNP3 User group proposed a
“Secure DNP3” implementing authentication mechanisms for
certain type of commands and packets. This approach is ex-
tremely close to the one adopted in the IEC 62351-5 standard.
Nai et al. [3] presented a secure implementation of the Modbus
protocol aimed at introducing integrity, authentication and
anti-replay mechanisms in the control flows based on the
Modbus protocol. Similar approaches have been presented also
by Heo, Hong, Ju, Lim, Lee and Hyun [8] while Mander,



Navhani and Cheung [9] presented a proxy filtering solution
aiming at identifying and avoiding anomalous control traffic.
The proposed solution is extremely interesting, however it does
not protect the system against two particular scenarios: (1) The
scenario in which an attacker is able to inject malicious packets
directly in the network segment between the proxy and the
RTUs, and (2) The scenario in which both the proxy and the
master have been corrupted and collaborate in order to damage
the process network. Finally, Nai et al. in [14], presented an
architecture integrating a mesh of distributed packet filtering
mechanisms based on signatures, with cryptography based
integrity mechanisms. While on the one hand this architecture
constitutes a first, significant improvement in the security of
control systems, since it introduces the use of specialized
firewalls able to analyze the Modbus protocol, on the other
hand the filtering feature is only capable to block what we
can define as “atomic attacks” constituted by a single not licit
packet. The present work extends this architecture, introducing
the concepts of Critical State based Filtering analysis and
Multilayer Critical State Based and Proactive Monitoring.

III. SCADA VULNERABILITIES OVERVIEW

SCADA systems are widely used in industrial installations
to control and maintain field sensors and actuators. The basic
bricks of a SCADA system are:
∙ Master Terminal Unit (MTU): The MTU presents data

to the operator, gathers data form the remote PLCs and
actuators site, and transmits control signals. It contains
the high level logic of the industrial system under control.

∙ Remote Terminal Unit (RTU): it acts as a slave in
the master/slave architecture. Sends control signals to the
device under control, acquires data from these devices,
receives commands from the MTU and transmits the data
gathered to the MTU. An RTU may be a PLC.

The core of the control flow of every SCADA system is the
communication protocol (e.g. Modbus, Profibus, DNP3 etc.).
By using these protocols it is possible, for example, to force
the opening of a valve, etc. In this paper we concentrate our
attention on two different industrial protocols: Modbus and
DNP3. More specifically, we consider their most recent evo-
lution, i.e. their TCP/IP version. In what follows we provide an
overview of the typical vulnerabilities of these two protocols,
which are, however, quite similar to the vulnerabilities affect-
ing the other commonly used SCADA protocols (Profibus,
Fieldbus etc.). The porting of Modbus and DNP3 over TCP/IP
has introduced new layers of complexity for managing the
reliable delivery of control packets in an environment with
strong real time constraints. In addition, it has opened new
possibilities to attackers motivated to cause damages to target
industrial systems. In particular, those protocols:

1) Do not apply any mechanism for checking the integrity
of the command packets sent by a Master to a Slave and
vice-versa.

2) Do not perform any authentication mechanism between
Master and Slaves, i.e. everyone could claim to be the
“Master” and send commands to the slaves.

3) Do not apply any anti-repudiation or anti-replay mech-
anisms.

These security shortcomings can be used by malicious users
for performing different kind of attacks :

1) Unauthorized Command Execution: The lack of au-
thentication between Master and Slave can be used by
attackers to forge packets which can be directly sent to
a pool of slaves.

2) SCADA-DOS: On the basis of the same principle,
an attacker can also forge meaningless Modbus/DNP3
packets, always impersonating the Master, and consume
the resources of the RTU

3) Man-in-the-Middle attacks: The lack of integrity
checks allows attackers to access the production network
for implementing typical Man-in-the-Middle (MITM)
attacks, modifying the legal packets sent by the master.

4) Replay-Attacks: The lack of anti-replying mechanisms
allows attackers to re-use captured legitimate Mod-
bus/DNP3 packets.

Finally, on top of these classes of attacks, since anti-
repudiation mechanisms are not implemented, it is hard to
proof the trustworthiness of malicious Masters, which could
have been compromised.

IV. A SECURE SURVIVABLE ARCHITECTURE
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Fig. 1: High level architectural schema

As stressed in the previous section, the weaker point of a
SCADA architecture is the communication channel between
SCADA servers and PLCs. As showed for example in [1], by
taking advantage of those vulnerabilities, a motivated attacker
could be able to gain the control of the process network of
an industrial installation. To mitigate this threat there are two
possibilities: (a) to completely redesign the communication
protocols, or (b) to wrap the current architecture into a sort
of security shield, limiting as much as possible the impact of
this new layer of the performance of the system.



In this work we decided to follow the second option. In
the following we briefly describe how the new proposed
architecture (showed in figure 1) works, leaving to the next
sections the detailed description of each element. When the
master needs to send a command to a slave, instead of sending
the normal SCADA protocol packet, it builds a new secure
SCADA packet, containing a Time Stamp (to avoid replay-
attacks) on top of the original SCADA packet, and signed
with the private key of the Master. Since, on the other side
of the communication channel, the slave will execute the
command only if the signature of the master and the time
stamp are valid, this mechanism prevents the risk of malicious
packets injection by an attacker having access to the process
network. However, if an attacker is able to directly corrupt
a master, the authentication mechanism we have introduced
will be easily circumvented. For that reason, we introduce a
“filtering gap” between the Master and the slaves. This gap
hosts a set of special filtering units (FU) we have designed
and developed on the basis of a new concept of “Critical State
based filtering”. Differently from the work presented in [14]
by Nai et al., here the filtering units operates at two different
levels: (1) signature based single packet filtering (to block
single malicious packets), (2) Subsystem Level Critical State
detection (which allows detecting complex attack patterns
based on the use of chains of licit commands). As it is possible
to see in figure 1, the filtering gap contains a set of different
FU. In our architecture in fact, to mitigate the risk of collusion
between a corrupted master and a corrupted FU, we introduce
the concepts of system diversity and K

N resilience. Roughly
speaking, instead of having a single FU, in the filtering gap
we introduce N different FU, where for different we intend
that they work on different platforms, operating systems etc.
The Master broadcasts the signed SCADA packets to all the
FUs, which independently validate the signature of the Master,
the time stamp, and then filter the packets according to their
internal “single packet” and “Critical State” filters. If the
packet passes all the checks, each FUs signs the original packet
also with its own private key and forwards the packet to the
proper destination. The slave verifies the signature of the FU,
verifies the signature of the Master, and executes the command
only if at least K/N FUs agree on the safeness of the packet.
In this way an attacker, in order to make the system execute
a malicious set of packets, has to corrupt the Master and at
least K+1 filtering units.

Unfortunately, real industrial installations are composed of
several subsystems, with different Masters and several slaves
(up to thousands). Each subsystem might be in a safe state,
but some of its configurations, as side effect, could put another
subsystem into a critical state. In that scenario, the presented
approach might fail. For that reason, taking advantage of our
recent work in the field of multi-layer Intrusion Detection
for indutrial systems [13] [15], we have introduced in our
architecture a specialized set of Critical State based IDS, one
for each subsystem. They are able to monitor the state of each
subsystem, share information and aggregate the local events,
in order to predict whether a set of commands, which are safe

for a target subsystem, can have a negative impact, as side
effect, on another subsystem. If this is the case, the central
aggregator, is able to act directly on a dedicated gateway to
interrupt the potentially malicious flow.

In what follows we provide some details about the key
elements of the proposed architecture.

A. Integrity-Authentication Layer

As underlined in the previous section, one of the most
relevant weaknesses of the SCADA protocols is the lack of
authentication and integrity mechanisms. Only recently, for
example with the introduction of Secure DNP3, there is some
improvement in this field. However, solutions such as Secure
DNP3 modify the specification of the protocol, posing serious
questions about their applicability on existing installations. On
the other hand the use of typical ICT tunneling mechanisms
(ipsec, security features of IPv6, SSL, TLS) could introduce
latencies and interferences in the process flow, which might
not be acceptable. For that reason we created a lightweight
authentication mechanism which embeds the original SCADA
packets into a minimal security envelop, which from one side
make use of the classic authentication schema, and on the other
uses only the minimum number of security features needed for
our purposes. To explain our approach, we present the case
of Modbus, but the same principle has also been applied to
DNP3.

A SCADA system using Modbus TCP/IP embeds a standard
Modbus data frame into a TCP frame, without the Modbus
checksum. On top of the standard Modbus packet it is intro-
duced a dedicated 7-byte header called MBAP (Modbus Ap-
plication Protocol header), containing a transaction identifier,
a protocol identifier, the packet length and a unit identifier. In
the following we describe how we have introduced a “security
layer” in this protocol, taking as entry point the security
features we consider relevant to protect the process control
flow.

MBAP DataFunction Code

Modbus TCP/IP

SHA2 (E-Modbus)

PKm

E-Modbus

TS

Fig. 2: Secure Modbus Application Data Unit

∙ Integrity: the integrity is guaranteed by using a secure
hashing function SHA2. The digest obtained is used to
verify the integrity of the packet. For being able to verify
it, the digest is sent with the original packet.

∙ Authentication: by adopting a signature scheme (e.g. a
public/private key signature scheme), authentication will
be enforced, since only the owner of the private key will
be able to sign the digest. Of course, this assumption
is weak when the owner of the private key does not
adequately protect it.



∙ Non-repudiation: a side-effect of the use of a signature
scheme in a communication protocol is the introduction
of a non-repudiation mechanism. In theory only the owner
of a private key can send a target message/command.
Since this message will be processed only if the signature
is valid, as a consequence a command will be executed
only when its legitimate origin can be validated.

∙ Anti-replay protection: In order to avoid the scenario
in which an attacker re-uses a “pre-captured” Modbus
packet signed by an authorized actor of the communica-
tion, the protocol needs a method to discriminate between
a “new packet” and an “used packet”. The lightest way to
achieve this goal is the use of a time-stamp incorporated
into the ADU, as shown in figure 2. The time-stamp will
be used by the receiver of a target packet in combination
with an internal “time-window” in order to check the
validity of the packets.

The presented schema (figure 2) is able to guarantee a high
level of security without impacting on the normal process
control flow. Moreover, as it is possible to see in figure
1, the security envelope can be seamlessly applied by us-
ing user-space applications intercepting the Modbus packet
(master-side) or by adopting a validation gateway connected
transparently between the PLC and the rest of the network.
This solution can be therefore applied on all the existing
architectures without any significant impact.

B. Critical State Filtering System

The introduction of the authentication and integrity layer
is completely useless when one of the actors at the edges of
the communication flow is corrupted; if an attacker takes the
control of a master for example, he will be able to sign in a licit
way malicious packets. For that reason we have introduced a
new entity in the architecture that independently checks the
safeness of the packets exchanged - which is based on the
identification of the Critical States of the system. Traditional
firewalls generally fail in fulfilling this task in the SCADA
context for the following reasons:
∙ The SCADA protocols (in our case Modbus) are ded-

icated application level protocols. Traditional firewalls
do not usually implement any analyzing function for the
SCADA protocol payload.

∙ The heuristic engines of firewalls and IDSs have not
been developed to identify malicious behaviors of
SCADA over TCP protocols.

In any case even the development of a firewall able to
analyze SCADA protocols might not be enough to protect
process control systems. The following example clarifies this
statement: consider a system with a pipe P1 in which flows
high pressure steam. The pressure is regulated by two valves
V1 and V2. If an attacker is able to inject command packets in
the process network, it could, for example, send a packet to
the PLC controlling the valve V2 to force its complete closure
and a command to the PLC controlling the valve V1 in order
to maximize the incoming steam. These two operations, taken

separately, are perfectly licit. However, if sent in sequence,
they are able to put the system into a critical state since the
pressure in the pipe P1 will became soon too high and the
pipe could explode. To solve this problem we developed an
innovative filtering technique along the following lines:

1) The core of every industrial system is the process
network, and the core of each industrial process network
is the SCADA system. The SCADA system controls the
process running inside the industrial system. In this way,
by monitoring its activity it is possible – at least in
principle – to control the activity of the entire industrial
system.

2) Every industrial system is, when designed and deployed,
well analyzed and all the possible “unwanted” states are
usually identified. These unwanted states are what we
identify as critical states i.e. system states which can be
dangerous for the industrial system.

3) The data flowing among masters and slaves of a SCADA
system can be used to reconstruct the virtual image of
the state of the monitored system. We can thus compare
such “virtual state” with the critical states to be avoided.
Furthermore, upon tracing the evolution of the virtual
state, we can predict whether the system is evolving into
a critical state.

4) We model the industrial system in the following way:
we identify a set of critical states for each subsystem
composing the industrial system and we describe the
dependencies among the different subsystems in such a
way that we can then efficiently monitor the state of
a (possibly very complex) system. In this way, we are
able to detect many types of attacks. The effectiveness of
this approach depends upon the granularity used in the
representation of the virtual state and on the effects that
such attacks can have on the evolution of those states.

Technically speaking, a CS-Filtering Unit is composed of
the following elements:

∙ Integrity-Authentication checker: it verifies time-
stamps and signatures of the analyzed packets.

∙ A Virtual System: a virtual system is a collection of
software objects which simulate the active elements of
the system monitored by the FU. It is built automatically
by the FU on the basis of a system description (written
using a formal language we have created for the purpose
[15]). The Virtual System is kept alive using the data
flowing between master and slaves.

∙ Master Emulator: To avoid the risk of divergence be-
tween the real system and the virtual system, the FU
embeds a Master emulator able to periodically query the
field network about its own state.

∙ CS-State Checker: it monitors the evolution of the
virtual system in search for the occurrence of critical
states triggered by a certain chain of packets.

∙ Firewall: it blocks data flows which have been detected
as malicious by the CS-State Checker



More details about this technique and the performance
obtained can be found in [15]. As previously described, the
use of a single filtering unit exposes the system to the risk
of collusion between a corrupted master and a corrupted FU.
For that reason in our architecture we have introduced the
concept of diversity and K

N resilience. Instead of using a
single filter, we use a mesh of independent filters, installed
on machines using different operating systems and setups, in
order to diminish the possibility of having an attacker able
to corrupt simultaneously all the FUs. Moreover, the Master
sends the request to all the FUs, and only if K of them agree
on the safety of a packet, the slave will execute the command
contained in the packet.

Here below we describe the different steps required by the
introduction of the multiple FUs architecture:

1) The master (according to the new protocol specifica-
tions) composes the Modbus request(Mreq) with the
time stamp and the slave’s address

2) The master calculates the digest through the hash func-
tion SHA2.

3) The Master signs the Modbus request/response digest
with his private key PKm and sends it to the N Filtering
Unit

Mrd = (TS∣Modbus), Enc {SHA2, PKm} (1)

= (TS∣Modbus), Enc {C,PKm} (2)

4) Each FU, independently validates the Modbus request
using the Master’s public key (SKm)

Mr = ((TS∣Modbus), Dec {C, SKm}) (3)

5) Each Filtering Unit (FU) analyzes the Modbus request
destination and function; if the packets contains a for-
bidden address or a forbidden instruction, the FU adds
it into a dedicated stack of “malformed packets”.

6) Each FU checks whether the command brings the virtual
image of the system into a critical state. In this case it
blocks the packet and sends an alert to the Critical State
Correlation System

7) Each FU, taking as feed the analyzed traffic and by
querying periodically the field network, keeps updated
a digital representation of the system physical state.

8) If the packet is considered safe, each FU signs it with his
private key PKf and forwards the packet to the slave.

MrF = (Mr,Enc {SHA2(Mrd), PKf}) (4)

9) The slave(PLC) validates the Modbus request filtered
(MrF) using the Filtering Unit Public Key (SKf )

Mr = Dec {SHA2, SKf} (5)

10) The slave(PLC) validates the Modbus request/response
(Mr) using the Master’s Public Key

Mreq = Dec {SHA2, SKm} (6)

11) The slave stores the messages in a special stack for then
executing the command if and only if it receives the

same packet from K filtering units; otherwise after a
predefined time it trashes the messages.

A key point for the robustness of this architecture is the
minimum value K of agreeing responses which trigger the
execution of a command. This value has to be tailored to
the requirements of the different installations in which the
architecture is inserted.

C. Critical State IDS proactive monitoring

An Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) is generally com-
posed of a set of distributed sensors, analyzing on the fly
certain characteristics of the system being monitored, in
search for evidence of attacks. The scientific literature of
IDS is extremely prolific, and all the existing solutions can
be grouped into two classes: (a) Anomaly Based IDS and
(b)Signature Based IDS. The work of Vollmer and Manic [16]
can be considered an example of the class (a), while Snort
[11] is an example of the class (b); however, in the field of
Industrial Control Processes and SCADA, it is practically non
existent. Only recently, Digitalbond [12] released the first set
of signatures for Snort [11] to analyze SCADA traffic on the
basis of single packets. Nai et al. in [13] and [15] presented
an innovative approach to intrusion detection, based on the
same concept of the Critical State Based Filtering Units. As
described before, by providing an Network IDS sensor with
a “virtual image” of the subsystem under control which is
fed by the flow between SCADA master and slaves, it can
directly monitor the state of an entire subsystem identifying
possible complex attacks aiming at driving the sub-system
into a critical state. In our case, we adopted this approach
in a multi-layered configuration. In other words, each CS-IDS
sensor monitors a subsystem controlled by a single Master,
using as feed the traffic flowing from the Master to the filtering
gap, from the filtering gap to the slaves and vice-versa. Each
sensor, when detecting an operation that potentially might have
an effect on other subsystems, sends an alert to a Critical
State Correlation System (CSCS). This can be considered as a
CS-IDS sensor containing a more abstract virtual-system that
“captures” the causal relations between different subsystems.
The CSCS, analyzing the evolution of the sub-system critical
states, is able to detect Global Critical States, and on the
basis of a set of Critical-State recovery rules, can directly take
action to mitigate the effects of the attack. For instance, under
some conditions, the CSCS can for example communicate with
the PLC-Gateway, asking to interrupt a certain commands
flow, or can directly send commands to the field network
(emulating a SCADA master), to mitigate the effects of the
attack. Moreover, since the CS-IDS sensor receives as input
both the traffic entering into the filtering gap and coming out
from it, by comparing the two flows it is able to detect whether
a FU is corrupted or collaborating with a corrupted Master.
The CS-IDS sensor is described more in detail in [13] while
the formal language used to describe the high level critical
states is described in [15].



D. CS Rules

The language we have design to represent the critical states
of the system (i.e. the rules of the IDS/Filtering unit) has
the form condition → action, where action represents an
alert. The remaining part of the rule, condition, is a boolean
formula, composed by conjunctions and/or disjunctions of
predicates describing what values can be assumed by the
different PLCs’ components.

The PLC’s elements taken into account by our rule language
are coils C, registers R, digital inputs DI , digital outputs DO,
analog inputs AI and analog outputs AO.

The difference between traditional IDS rule languages and
our language, is that in the last case, the predicates (upon
which the condition that triggers the corresponding rule is
formed) are defined over the states of the PLCs while in the
traditional signature based rule languages, the content of a
packet is represented.

In fact, upon interception of a packet, the IDS updates the
SCADA system state, changing the parameters of the PLC
(or PLCs) to which the packet is addressed, according to the
information contained in the packet payload.

Then, the IDS checks whether some PLCs’ configuration
as represented in the resulting state triggers a rule. If this is
the case, the corresponding action – prescribed by the rule –
is performed. In the following we describe the rule language
using the standard BNF notation:

⟨rule⟩ := ⟨condition⟩ → ⟨action⟩ ⟨condition⟩ :=
⟨predicate⟩ ∣ ⟨predicate⟩⟨conn⟩⟨predicate⟩
⟨predicate⟩ := ⟨term⟩⟨relation⟩⟨term⟩
⟨term⟩ := ⟨PLCName⟩ ∣ ⟨value⟩
⟨PLCName⟩ := PLC⟨number⟩.⟨comp⟩⟨number⟩
⟨action⟩ := Alert ∣Log ∣Look⟨rule⟩
⟨conn⟩ := and ∣ or
⟨relation⟩ :=≤ ∣ ≥ ∣ < ∣ > ∣ =
⟨comp⟩ := C ∣R ∣DI ∣DO ∣AI ∣AO
⟨value⟩ := 0∣...∣216 − 1

Consider the following rule stating that if coil C23 of PLC1
has value 0 and coil C17 of PLC2 has value 1 (corresponding,
respectively, to open Valve 1 and close Valve 2), then the
IDS performs an Alert action of the last packet that changed
the state PLC1.C23 = 0 andPLC2.C17 = 1 → Alert
Thus, a packet addressed to PLC1 containing a command
for switching coil C23 to 0 – given that the other condition
stated in the rule is satisfied – will trigger an Alert action.
Again, note that the switching request (local to PLC1) could
be a perfectly legal one, but it could become critical when
other, non-local conditions are tested.

V. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

The described architectural approach has been fully im-
plemented in a working prototype. We have developed the
CS-filtering units, the CS-IDS sensors, the CS-correlation
system. Moreover we have modified the TCP/IP stack to
support the secure Modbus protocol. In what follows we
describe the experimental facility used to test this architecture.

Additionally, in the following subsection we present the first
results obtained.

A. Experimental Platform

The architecture presented was tested in the SCADA se-
curity laboratory of our research institute. This laboratory
has a protected environment that reproduces the dynamics
and the configurations of different industrial systems. In the
configuration used for our tests, we reproduced the typical
architecture of a turbo-gas power plant. Figure 3 shows the
high level schema of the facility. Thanks to a large campaign
of analysis of an existing turbo-gas power plant [4] the
elements composing the experimental environment are very
close the reality. The field network, i.e. the most physical part
of the emulated plant, is composed of a mix of real PLCs
(ABB AC800) and virtual PLCs (software PLCs which we
have developed in order to increase the number of possible
scenarios and system configurations). The emulated system is
monitored by a set of sensors (host based and network based),
for gathering as much information as possible during each
experiment.
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B. Experimental Results

The purpose of the experiments was to measure the im-
pact of our architecture on the communications performance
between a Master and a Slave when executing a Modbus trans-
action. A Modbus transaction is a request/response message
exchange. The duration of a transaction is the time measured
between the request sent by the master and the receipt of the
slave response. The part of our architecture that affect more



the Master/Slave transaction is the ”Integrity-Authentication
Layer”. For this reason we made the experiment described in
Figure 4. The Master station sends a request message to the
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Fig. 4: Test schema

Slave station which responds with the appropriate response
message. In the middle there is one filtering unit that performs
the authentication and integrity checks as described before. We
used two simulators written in C# under Windows XP SP3 to
simulate the master and the slave; all the machines involved
mount an AMD Athlon(tm) 64 X2 Dual Core Processor 5800+
3.01 Ghz and 3.25 GB of RAM. We measured the time
elapsed when executing the steps described in section IV, those
required to complete our secure transaction. The measured
times are shown in Table I.

N. Task Calculation Time
1 M: Sign Req Mrd = (TS∣Modbus),

Enc{SHA2, PKm}
10 ms

2 M: Send Req Send Mrd 1 ms
3 FU: Validate Req Mr = ((TS∣Modbus),

Dec{SHA2, SKm})
1 ms

4 FU: Check TS Anti-Replay check 0.5 ms
5 FU: Update VS Update Virtual System 1 ms
6 FU: Check Rules Check signature based and CS rules 1 ms
7 FU: Sign Req MrF = (Mr,

Enc({SHA2(Mrd), PKf )})
7 ms

8 FU: Send Req Send MrF 1 ms
9 S: Validate Req Mreq = Dec({SHA2, SKm)} 1*K ms

TABLE I: Time elapsed for each step in the ”Integrity-
Authentication Layer”
M = Master
FU = Filtering unit
S = Slave
Req = Request Message

The introduction of authentication and integrity affects the
communications performance in terms of:
∙ Packet size.
∙ Modbus transaction duration.

Table II shows the packet size overhead introduced by the use
of Secure Modbus.

Transaction Modbus size Secure Modbus size
M → FU 258 bytes 258 + 1 (ts) + 128 (sign M) = 387
FU → S 258 bytes 258 + 1 (ts) + 128 (sign M) +

128 (sign FU) = 515

TABLE II: Modbus and Secure Modbus Packet Size

Rules 0 10 50 100 500 1000

Master Sign Request 10 ms 10 10 10 10 10 10

Master Send: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

FU verify request : 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

FU update system: 0,06 ms 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06 0,06

FU check rules: ????? 0 0,11 0,52 1,02 2,6 5,02

FU sign again: 7 ms 7 7 7 7 7 7

FU send: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

Slave double Verify: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

Slave Generate Response: 1 ms 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6

Slave Sign Response: 10 ms 10 10 10 10 10 10

Slave Send: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

FU verify response: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

FU sign again (FU): 7 ms 7 7 7 7 7 7

FU send: 1 ms 1 1 1 1 1 1

Master double verify: 2 ms 2 2 2 2 2 2

modbus 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6 2,6

secure modbus 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6 43,6

secure modbus + rules 43,66 43,77 44,18 44,69 46,26 48,68
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Fig. 5: Experimental Tests

The original Modbus packet size in Table II is 258 bytes
because the packet sent contains the Function Code 15 Write
Multiple Coils and the number of coils to read is 1968 (0x07B0
hex is the maximum value allowed according to the Modbus
specification [10]). We chose this Function Code for two
reasons:

1) It is one of the largest packets possible to build with the
Modbus protocol (the maximum is 260 bytes according
to the Modbus specification [10]), i.e. this is one of the
worst cases in terms of packet size.

2) It involves many coils, so the Filtering Unit has to update
the values of 1968 coils and this is also the worst case
for the “Virtual System Update ”.

As we claimed before, the introduction of authentication and
integrity affects also the Modbus transaction duration. The
time spent to complete a Modbus transaction is about 2
milliseconds in a network without background traffic. Using
our architecture some delays are introduced:
∙ Integrity-Authentication Delay: it is the time spent to

calculate the digest and to sign and verify the packet by
the Master, Slave and Filtering Units.

∙ Virtual System Update Delay: it is the time spent to
update the Virtual System used by each Filtering Unit.

∙ Check Rules Delay: it is the time spent to check the
”Signature-Based” and ”Critical State-Based” rules by
each Filtering Unit.

The “Integrity-Authentication Time” introduces a very large
delay, about 42 milliseconds. The “Virtual System Update
Time” is a relatively small time and even in the worst case used



in our tests (1968 coils to update); it does not have significant
effects upon the transaction time. Regarding the “Check Rules
Time” we repeated the test using 6 different sets of rules (10,
50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000). The results of these experiments

Rules Modbus Secure Modbus Secure Modbus + Rules
0 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 0.007 = 43.67
10 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 0.016 = 43.76
50 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 0.058 = 44.18
100 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 1.09 = 44.69
500 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 2.66 = 46.26
1000 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 5.07 = 48.67
2000 2.6 43.6 43.6 + 9.99 = 53.59

TABLE III: Time elapsed

are shown in the Table III: the first column shows the time for
a normal Modbus transaction, the second column shows the
time for a secure Modbus transaction (with authentication and
integrity checks), and the third column shows the time for
a secure Modbus transaction with the filtering rules checks.
The last column shows how the elapsed time increases with
the number rules. In the Chart (Figure 5) we compare the
performance of the three architectures (only Modbus, Secure
Modbus, Secure Modubus + filtering).

The line at the bottom represents the normal Modbus
transaction time; the straight line at the top represents the
secure Modbus transaction time and the line with a linear
growth represents the time for a secure Modbus transaction
with the rules checking. It is not possible to say whether the
delay introduced by our architecture can actually affect or not
the performance of SCADA network, because this depends on
the type of process that the Master is controlling. We plan
to improve the performance of the presented architecture by
using more advanced lightweight cryptographic protocols.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The security of SCADA systems requires new approaches
that could afford a workable answer to the more urgent
problems. In this paper we propose an architecture combining
different security solutions, that altogether are able to respond
to the main cyber vulnerabilities. The principle we followed
is that it is not realistic to expect dramatic changes in the
topological and functional part of the SCADA implementing
the control functions. Therefore, any improvement of the
security of existing SCADA should be attained by combining
elements that make use of existing features and that can be
easily integrated. The architecture we propose supplies the
following capabilities: authentication and non-repudiation by
means of a signature scheme, integrity protection guaranteed
by a secure hash function, anti-replay protection from the use
of time-stamps, an innovative filtering of potentially dangerous
packets, and finally a state-based attack detection mechanism
(that acts as an ad-hoc IDS), based on the proactive monitoring
of the critical states of the system. The composition of all
these security functions result in a security shield providing
a complete defence of the SCADA system. For trying the
solution, we implemented it and tested it in our experimen-
tal platform simulating a power plant. The paper presents

in a brief manner some of the results of the tests, which
clearly indicate that the proposed solution, while protecting
the SCADA system, doesn’t introduce significant delays and
therefore doesn’t affect the control functions. In the future we
intend to improve the implementation of the architecture for
reaching still better performance, and to extend the testing
campaign for verifying its robustness against a wide set of
attacks.
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Abstract—We consider distributed mode estimation in power
systems. The measurements are observed by PMUs (Power
Management Units). We introduce a novel model of trust,
using weights on the graph links and nodes that represent the
networked PMUs. We describe two algorithms that integrate
distributed Kalman filtering with these trust weights. We consider
two interpretations of these trust weights as information accuracy
and reliability. We show that by appropriate use of these weights
the distributed estimation algorithm avoids using information
from untrusted PMUs. Simulation experiments further demon-
strate the behavior of these algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

The digital control and protection of power systems require
the collection of huge amounts of data to estimate various
parameters in real-time. For instance, when a short circuit
occurs in a power transmission line, the steady state values
of the post-fault currents and voltages must be estimated to
locate the fault location. Furthermore, next generation power
grids involve large interconnected power networks, resulting
in greater emphasis on reliable and secure operations [1]. The
large scale communication networks underlying the power
grids make it impossible to collect data and control power
systems in a centralized manner. The new power systems
must have a distributed communication and control system in
the face of an ever changing environment such as equipment
failures and even attacks (e.g. cyber-attacks).

Because the new communication and control system enables
many more interactions between many more participants, it has
security requirements beyond the conventional Confidentiality,
Integrity and Availability properties provided by conventional
security systems. For example, integrity and confidentiality
have nothing to say about the quality of the data obtained from
various substations. Nor does confidentiality protect against
disclosure of a measurement by an intended recipient. As
the community of participants in the power grids operations
grows, properties that involve the behavior of participants be-
come increasingly critical for reliable operations and difficult
to deal with.

One crucial question is: how the control system can trust the
data provided by the communication network? Our research
efforts are motivated by two key observations. First, due to
the distributed and dynamic nature of the power systems, the

uncertainty of data accuracy has to be taken into consideration.
Second, PMUs in the power grids often operate unattended
in physically insecure environments, and are designed with
an emphasis on numbers and low cost which makes security
measures such as tamper-proof hardware not cost effective.
Therefore, we cannot only resort to costly cryptography to
guarantee reliable operations. In this paper, the concept of
trust is used in a specific problem of power systems: mode
estimation. We propose a trust based distributed Kalman
filtering approach to estimate the modes of power systems.
We show that by establishing appropriate trust relations, the
estimation is more resilient to attacks.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Large interconnected power networks are often associated
with inter-area oscillations between clusters of generators.
These inter-area oscillations are of critical importance in sys-
tem stability and require on-line observation and control [2].
The inter-area oscillations (often referred to as modes) are
damped sinusoids which all have a particular frequency and
damping factor. The damping factor determines the transient
ability of the system to stabilize post disturbance. Therefore, it
is critical to have a rapid and good estimation of the damping
factor in large distributed power systems.

This work addresses automatic detection of oscillations in
power systems using dynamic data such as currents, voltages
and angle differences measured across transmission lines given
that some measurements are false. The measurements are
provided on-line by the PMUs distributed throughout the
large-area power system. The power system is assumed being
driven by disturbances around nominal operating points ([3]),
therefore linear models can be used to linearize the system
and to model oscillations.

The linearizaton method used in this paper is based on the
work by Lee and Poon [4]. Disturbance inputs in a power
system (such as load changes) consist of M frequency modes
and, with the initial steady-state value eliminated, can be
generalized over a specific time period as

f(t) = a1 exp(σ1t) cos(ω1t)



+
M∑

j=2

aj exp(σjt) cos(ωjt + φi) (1)

where ai are oscillation amplitudes, σi are damping constants,
ωi are the oscillation frequencies and φi are phase angles of
the oscillations. Without loss of generality, we consider two
modes in Eqn. (1), given by

f(t) = a1 exp(σ1t) cos(ω1t) +
a2 exp(σ2t) cos(ω2t + φ2), (2)

which is a nonlinear function of the parameters ai, σi and
φi. Using the first two terms in the Taylor series expansion
of the exponential function and expanding the trigonometric
functions, we have that

f(t) = a1(1 + σ1t) cos(ω1t) +
a2(1+σ2t)[cosφ2 cos(ω2t)−sin φ2 sin(ω2t)].(3)

We introduce the notation:

x1 = a1 x2 = a1σ1

x2 = a2 cosφ2 x4 = a2σ2 cosφ2

x5 = a2 sin φ2 x6 = a2σ2 sin φ2

and

c11 = cos(ω1t) c12 = t cos(ω1t)
c13 = cos(ω2t) c14 = t cos(ω2t)
c15 = − sin(ω2t) c16 = −t sin(ω2t)

Then we have

f(t) =
6∑

i=1

c1i(t)xi(t). (4)

The power system is sampled at a preselected rate, say
every ∆t seconds. Eqn. (4) can be written in discrete time
k, k = 1, . . . , K. We have the linear measurement model as
the following:

yi(k) = Cix(k) + vi(k), (5)

where yi(k) is the measurement of the state x(k) made by
PMU i, and vi(k) is the measurement noise assumed Gaussian
with zero mean and covariance matrix Ri.

For N measurements, Eqn. (5) can be written in vector form
as

y(k) = Cy(k) + v(k). (6)

The state transition matrix A(k), which relates the state x(k)
to x(k− 1) is the identity matrix. The state space equation is
given by

x(k + 1) = A(k)x(k) + w(k), (7)

where w(k) ∈ Rn is the state noise, assumed Gaussian with
zero mean and covariance matrix Q. The initial state x0 has
a Gaussian distribution, with mean µ0 and covariance matrix
P0. Eqn. (6) and (7) form a linear random process that can be
estimated using the Kalman filter algorithm.

Having estimated the parameter vector x(k), the amplitude,
damping constant, and phase angle can be calculated at any
time step k using the following equations:

a1(k) = x1(k) (8)

σ1(k) =
x2(k)
x1(k)

(9)

a2(k) = [x2
3(k) + x2

5(k)]1/2 (10)

σ2(k) =
[
x2

4(k) + x2
6(k)

x2
3(k) + x2

5(k)

]1/2

(11)

φ2(k) = tan−1

[
x6(k)
x4(k)

]
= tan−1

[
x5(k)
x3(k)

]
. (12)

Fig. 1 shows a power system with several PMUs. Measure-
ments from the entire grid are synchronized via a satellite. As

PMU
PMU

PMU

GPS Satellite

Fig. 1. An Overview of the Monitoring System

we discussed in Section I, distributed computation and com-
munication are needed given the large scale communication
networks underlying the power grid. We consider a power
system with N multiple recording sites (PMUs) to measure
the output signals, indexed by i. The goal of each PMU i is
to compute an accurate estimation of the state x(k), using: the
local measurements yi(k); the information received from the
PMUs in its communication neighborhood (e.g. measurements
and estimates); and the confidence in the information received
from other PMUs provided by the trust model described in the
following sections.

Each PMU i has a communication neighborhood containing
PMUs with whom the PMU can exchange information. Let Ni

denote such a communication neighborhood:

Ni = {j | i exchanges information with j}.
The communication neighborhoods of the PMUs determine a
communication graph with N vertices, such that a link from
i to j exists if PMU i sends information to PMU j.

We attach a positive value Tij to each link (j, i) which
represents the confidence value that PMU i places on the
information coming from PMU j. The value Tij represents
a measure of the trust PMU i has in the information received
from PMU j.



There are many different definitions of “trust” depending
on the particular domains. An operational definition of “trust”
for information, mainly considers two aspects: information
accuracy and reliability. Accuracy reflects the deviation of
the information from truth, and reliability is confidence in the
assessment of accuracy. In this paper, we apply trust weights
to the distributed estimation problem where these two aspects
of trust are investigated separately.

III. DISTRIBUTED KALMAN FILTERING

The main idea behind distributed estimation, found in most
of the papers addressing this problem, consists of using a
standard Kalman filter locally, together with a consensus step
in order to ensure that the local estimates agree [5]. In what
follows, we use a simplified version of the algorithm proposed
in [5].

Algorithm 1: Distributed Kalman Filtering algorithm with
consensus step on estimates [5]

Input: µ0, P0

Initialization: ξi = µ0, Pi = P01

while new data exists2

Compute the intermediate Kalman estimate of the target3

state:
Mi = P−1

i + C ′iR
−1
i Ci

Li = MiCiR
−1
i

ϕi = ξi + Li(yi − Ciξi)

Estimate the state after a consensus step:4

x̂i = ϕi + ε
∑

Ni∪{i}(ϕj − ϕi)

Update the state of the local Kalman filter:5

Pi = AMiA
′ + Q

ξi = Ax̂i

For simplicity we omitted the time index in Algorithm 1.
Notice that with the exception of line 4, the above algorithm
is the standard linear Kalman filter. In line 4, the local infor-
mation is linearly combined with information received from
neighbors. We will refer to line 4 as either the information
fusion step or the consensus step. We will focus our analysis
on the values of the weights wij . In fact they will play the role
of the confidence values introduced in the previous section.
Unlike the original algorithm [5], we assume that only local
estimates are exchanged and not output measurements as well.

IV. DISTRIBUTED KALMAN FILTERING WITH TRUST
DEPENDENT WEIGHTS IN THE CONSENSUS STEP

In this section we develop the distributed filtering equations
that take into account the confidence (trust) of the PMUs.
We address two cases reflecting what the confidence values
represent. In the first case, we assume that the weights wij

are a measure of the information accuracy, i.e. the larger the
value of wij is, the more accurate the information received

by i from j is. In the second case, the weights wij are a
measure of the trustworthiness of the data received by PMU
i from PMU j. It may be the case that either a PMU or
a link were compromised, so that the information received
from the respective PMU or through the respective link is not
trustworthy.

A. Distributed Kalman Filtering with accuracy dependent
consensus step

We attach to each PMU a trust value. In this subsection,
the trust refers to the accuracy of information. The larger the
trust value is, the more accurate the information received from
the respective PMU is. The information exchanged between
PMUs is represented by estimates. As previously mentioned,
we denote by Tij the trust PMU i has in information received
from PMU j. We propose to choose the trust values to be
inversely proportional to the estimation error, according to the
formula:

Tij =
1

trace(Mj)
, j ∈ Ni, (13)

where Mj represents the covariance matrix of the estimation
error from the standard Kalman filter step. The properties of
this matrix will be affected by how observable the state is
from PMU j, (such as the rank of matrix Cj) and how noisy
the measurements are, i.e. the variance of the measurements’
noise Rj . We can expect the variance of the estimation error,
given by the trace of Mj , to be small for highly observable
measurements with low noise. Therefore, we computed the
weight values in the information fusion step, by normalizing
the trust values Tij :

wij =
Tij∑
k Tik

. (14)

This way, we assign a larger influence to the more accurate
estimates, directing the resulting average towards estimates
with high accuracy. Note however that the matrix Mj is not the
actual covariance matrix of the estimation error for the current
estimate x̂j , but the covariance error given by the standard
Kalman filter. In does however reflect the observability prop-
erties of the PMU, making it a good candidate for constructing
the weight values. We summarize the idea introduced above
in Algorithm 2.

B. Distributed estimation with reliability dependent consensus
step

In this subsection we propose a distributed estimation
scheme where the averaging operation depends on the reliabil-
ity of the PMUs. We assume that PMUs may be compromised
and may send data aimed at modifying the result of the
estimation process. The update mechanism for the trust values
Tij is based on the notion of belief divergence [6]:

di =
1
|Ni|

∑

j∈Ni

‖x̂i − x̂j‖2, (15)

where we denoted by x̂i the current estimates.



Algorithm 2: Distributed Kalman Filtering Algorithm with
accuracy dependent consensus step on estimates

Input: µ0, P0

Initialization: ξi = µ0, Pi = P01

while new data exists2

Compute the intermediate Kalman estimate of the target3

state:
Mi = P−1

i + C ′iR
−1
i Ci

Li = MiCiR
−1
i

ϕi = ξi + Li(yi − Ciξi)

Compute the consensus weight values:4

Tij =
1

trace(Mj)

wij =
w̄ij∑
k w̄ik

Estimate the state after a consensus step:5

x̂i =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}
wijϕj

Update the state of the local Kalman filter:6

Pi = AMiA
′ + Q

ξi = Ax̂i

The belief divergence di, gives to PMU i a measure of how
different its own estimate is with respect to the estimates of
the other PMUs within its communication neighborhood.

Since the PMUs exchange only state estimates, every PMU
will compute a belief divergence, dij , for each PMU in his
neighborhood, according to the formula:

dij =
1

Ni − 1

∑

k∈Ni

‖x̂j − x̂k‖2. (16)

This metric shows how far a received estimate is from the
other received estimates in some neighborhood. Note that in
the fusion step, estimates far from their real values are prone
to hurt more. However, if enough neighbors provide reliable
information, the belief divergence for a PMU sending false
information is going to by high. We use the locally computed
belief divergence metric, to update the trust values Tij . We
first choose a positive constant ci, satisfying:

ci > max{dij | j ∈ Ni}.
We use the constant ci in the following formula for updating

the trust values:

Tij = ci − dj , j ∈ Ni (17)

Notice that the parameters ci were chosen so that the trust
value Tij are nonnegative. Moreover, ci are discriminating in
the sense that they influence the ratios Tij/Tik. Typically,
the smaller ci is, the more PMUs with large values of the
belief divergence are penalized. From (17) we note that we

favor the PMU whose estimate is close to the other estimates
in its neighborhood, in a sense ‘accelerating convergence’ to
consensus. We denote by pij the normalized versions of the
trust values Tij , computed according to the formula:

pij =
Tij∑

k∈Ni
Tik

, (18)

which may be interpreted as the ”probability the data received
by PMU i from j are accurate”. Note from the above for-
mulas that, although small, the normalized trust values are
not necessarily zero for PMUs with large belief divergence.
Therefore if the value of a false estimate is large compared
with the others, it will still influence negatively the information
fusion step. That is why we introduce a thresholding scheme
on the normalized trust values. Let pmin

i be the minimum value
accepted for pij . If pij < pmin

i the trust value Tij will be set
to zero, hence filtering out information that is not considered
sufficiently trustworthy. The lower bound pmin

i should be
chosen to be inversely proportional to the size (cardinality)
of the neighborhood.

The updated trust values are next used to compute the
weights in the consensus step:

wij =
Tij∑

k∈Ni
Tik

. (19)

The distributed estimation algorithm with a reliability de-
pendent averaging scheme is presented in Algorithm 3 below.
The intuition behind our proposed algorithm is that if a node
j sends false data, the other nodes will compute large belief
divergence values, and hence low trust values, which together
with the thresholding scheme will eliminate the node from
the information flow. The consensus step has the role of
producing a new state estimate by averaging the estimates
on neighborhoods. If an estimate is not accurate enough, it
may drag the updated estimate towards the wrong direction.
By computing the consensus weight values using a trust
dependent mechanism, we try to minimize the possibility of an
estimate update moving in the wrong direction. By adjusting
the minimum accepted value for the normalized trust values,
pmin

i , the PMUs can control their sensibility with respect to
the received data.

V. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we report results on simulations and test of
our implementation of the disitributed Kalman filter algorithm
to estimate the oscillation amplititudes and the damping co-
efficients of a practical example, given in [4]. It is noted that
it has two modes at ω1 = 0.4Hz and ω2 = 0.5Hz. A model
of power system was used as shown in Figure 2. The model
employs five measurements, where each PMU is installed over
a line connected to one generator.

We first test Algorithm 2 against Algorithm 1, where
independent white noise with different SNR was added to
each measurement before feeding them into the estimation
procedure. For computing the weights wij in Algorithm 1
we used the original scheme proposed in [5], the value for



Algorithm 3: Distributed Kalman Filtering Algorithm with
a reliability dependent consensus step on estimates

Input: µ0, P0

Initialization: ξi = µ0, Pi = P01

while new data exists2

Compute the intermediate Kalman estimate of the target3

state:
Mi = P−1

i + C ′iR
−1
i Ci

Li = MiCiR
−1
i

ϕi = ξi + Li(yi − Ciξi)

Compute locally the belief divergence:4

dij =
1

Ni − 1

∑

k∈Ni

‖ϕj − ϕk‖2

Compute the trust values:5

Tij = ci − d̄ij , j ∈ Ni

Compute the normalized trust values:6

pij =
Tij∑
k Tik

Eliminate insufficiently accurate data by setting Tij to7

zero if pij < pmin
i

Compute the consensus weight values:8

wij =
Tij∑
k Tik

Estimate the state after a consensus step:9

x̂i =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}
wijϕj

Update the state of the local Kalman filter:10

Pi = AMiA
′ + Q

ξi = Ax̂i

G1

G5G2

G3

G4

Fig. 2. Power System for Simulations

ε being chosen such that the average estimation error per
node was as small as posssible. More precisely we want to
compare the average estimation errors per node, given by
the two algorithms. Since the trust weights are computed so
that more weight is given to information coming from PMUs

with smaller variance of the estimation error, we would expect
Algorithm 2 to perform better, in the sense that the average
estimation error per node should converge to a smaller value.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of estimating parameter a1 given by Alg 1 and Alg 2
respectively
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Fig. 4. Comparison of estimating parameter σ1 given by Alg 1 and Alg 2
respectively

The comparison results for estimating parameters a1 and σ1

are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. The results for a2 and σ2 are similar.
We observe that Algorithm 2, as expected, performs better.
This is mainly due to the fact that in the estimation fusion
step, we move the estimate updates closer to the local estimate
with better observability and lower measurement noise.

For testing Algorithm 3, we assume that the measurements
from the PMU connecting G3 were compromised and send
false information to all the other PMUs. The goal of the PMU
in G3 is to shift the estimates of other nodes away from their
true values. We consider the case when the PMU connecting
G3 sends to its neighbors a white noise with standard deviation
equal to 0.1. The PMU connecting G3 is chosen because it
is centered and has potential to do a lot of damage since



it is connected to all other PMUs. We compare the results
using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 3. The results for estimating
parameter a1 and σ1 are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6
respectively.
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Fig. 5. Distributed Kalmann filtering with constant false information,
estimating a1
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Fig. 6. Distributed Kalmann filtering with constant false information,
estimating σ1

We observe that Algorithm 3 is able to detect the false data
provided by the PMU connecting G3 and eliminate it from
further participation in the processing. The other PMUs are
able to estimate closely the parameters. However, the false
data does have influence on how fast the estmates converge
to the real value at the beginning, since the false data are
not immediately detected and rejected, the PMUs are able to
compute parameter estimates that are close to the state values.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a distributed Kalman filtering approach is
used to estimate oscillation modes in power systems that
have false measurements and even under attacks. We proposed

two modified distributed Kalman filtering algorithms, which
incorporate the notion of trust. The first algorithm uses the
trust notion to quantify the estimation errors in terms of
observation and measurement noise. The second algorithm
interpreted trust in terms of security. The low trusted PMUs
are excluded from the estimation procedure. Via simulations,
we compared our trust based algorithms with the original
distributed Kalman filtering algorithm and showed that our
modified algorithms perform better when there are large noises
in the system and are able to detect malicious data.
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Abstract—To assist rational decision making regarding network 

security improvements, decision makers need to be able to assess 

weaknesses in existing or potential new systems. This paper 

presents a model based assessment framework for analyzing the 

network security provided by different architectural scenarios. 

The framework uses a probabilistic relational model to express 

attack paths and related countermeasures. In this paper, it is 

demonstrated that this method can be used to support analysis 

based on architectural models. The approach allows calculating 

the probability that attacks will succeed given the instantiated 

architectural scenario. Moreover, the framework is scalable and 

can handle the uncertainties that accompany an analysis. The 

method has been applied in a case study of a military network. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Many modern organizations depend on different types of 
information systems for business activities. An important 
aspect in these systems is network security as the consequences 
of a breach in security can be very damaging for the 
organization; from loss of trade secrets to theft and sabotage of 
critical infrastructure and services. With the importance of 
network security, it is natural to assess this aspect of a network. 
A security assessment might reveal unknown system 
weaknesses and show possible improvements, as well as work 
as a foundation for management and configuration decisions to 
find the most efficient application of resources when improving 
security.  

A number of security assessment methods have been 
developed with different approaches to how security is 
evaluated. An overview of security measurement methods can 
be found in [32]. Attack graphs provide the foundation for 
several of these methods. An attack graph is a way to represent 
how an attacker can reach a goal in a system by defining what 
sub-goals the attacker must accomplish and plotting these 
different sub-goals as different paths or barriers the attacker 
must overcome [2,3,4,5]. In this way a security analyst can for 
instance find key points that must be protected or analyze a 
possible breach after the fact.  

Scalability is an issue when constructing attack graphs. 
Recent results have decreased the complexity of the 
computations required to construct attack graphs [33,7,34]. 

However, the amount of input required to produce realistic 
attack graphs is considerable [35]. Also, it is often 
recommended that automated network scans should be avoided 
in operational industrial control system environments as these 
can disrupt operations [38,39]. To manually collect and update 
detailed network configuration data in this environment 
appears prohibitively expensive. Moreover, from a human 
point of view, attack graphs quickly become ungraspable due 
to their size and complexity. It is thus difficult to use the attack 
graphs to try out new, alternative solutions by manually 
changing some parameters in the graphs.  

Probabilistic treatment of the relationship between different 
attack steps is an alternative solution to this challenge. This 
solution can also reduce the amount of input needed to model 
attacks. In [36] Bayesian networks are used to represent 
possible attacks more compactly and to calculate the 
probability that a network attack succeeds, as opposed to using 
deterministic attack graphs. 

This paper describes a method to assess network security 
based on the Probabilistic Relational Model (PRM) formalism 
[1], which is a combination of Bayesian networks, attack 
graphs, and architectural models. The probabilistic approach 
can make predictions without all the details included in 
traditional attack graphs [35]. The drawback of this approach is 
the precision in the assessment since it by nature makes 
probabilistic estimations. 

The basis for an analysis in the proposed method is a 
metamodel describing the system architecture, in terms of its 
components and their attributes, as well as possible attacks, in 
the form of conceptual attack graphs. With such a metamodel 
as a basis an analyst creates an instance model representing the 
architecture of the network. This instance model is used to 
calculate probabilities that an attacker might succeed with 
different potential attacks on the system architecture, thus 
providing decision-makers with information regarding network 
security.  

The purpose of this article is to test whether PRMs can be 
used to assess network security. Thus, while the approach in 
general is intended for the security analysis of architecture 
models, this paper focuses on a PRM for communication 
networks.  

The method has been applied in a study to assess the 
network security of a military network from the international 



interoperability exercise Combined Endeavour 07. A short 
overview of this case is also presented in this paper. 

II.  PROBABILISTIC RELATIONAL MODELS 

A Probabilistic Relational Model [1] specifies the 
metamodel for the architecture models and the probabilistic 
dependencies between attributes of the architecture objects. A 
PRM defines a probability distribution over the attributes of the 
objects in an instantiated architecture model. The probability 
distribution can be used to infer the values of unknown 
attributes. This inference can also take into account evidence 
on the state of observed attributes. 

A. Architecture metamodel 

An architecture metamodel, M, describes a set of classes. 
Each class X is associated with a set of descriptive attributes 
and a set of relationships between attributes and classes. For 
example, a class Firewall might have the descriptive attribute 
Bypass Packet Filtering, with the domain {True, False} and the 
relationship Perimeter Defense to the class Host (cf. Figure 1). 
A relationship between attributes from these classes can then 
be defined through the class relationship. Every attribute has a 
conditional probability table (CPT) describing the probability 
distribution for the values of the attribute. 

B. Architecture instance models 

An architecture instantiation I (or an architecture model) 
specifies the set of objects in each class X, and the values for 
attributes, X.A, and relationships, X.r, of each object. For 
example, Figure 2 presents an instantiation of the metamodel 
described in Figure 1. It specifies a particular Firewall (Färist, 
[37]), two Authentication Services, two NIDS (Network 
Intrusion Detection System), one HIDS (Host-based Intrusion 
Detection System) and one Host. 

C. Probablistic model over attributes 

A PRM specifies a probability distribution over all 
instantiations I of the metamodel M. Like a Bayesian network 
[8] it consists of a qualitative dependency structure and 
associated quantitative parameters. The qualitative dependency 
structure is defined by associating attributes X.A with a set of 
parents Pa(X.A). This is done by specifying a search path 
through relationships in the instance model that describes the 
parents. For example, the attribute Host.MaliciousCodeAttack 
has a parent Host.PerimeterDefense.BypassContentFiltering, 
meaning that the possibility of an attack with malicious code 
against a host depends on the probability that the attack 
bypasses the content filtering of the host’s perimeter defense. It 
is the class relationship between Firewall and Host – called 
Perimeter Defense – that makes the attribute relationship 
possible.  

We can now define a PRM for a metamodel M as follows. 
For each class X and each descriptive attribute A ∈ At(X), we 
have a set of parents Pa(X.A), and a conditional probability 
distribution that represents P(X.A|Pa(X.A)).  

An attribute A only has one CPT but can have multiple 
parents of the same type. This is solved with an aggregation 
function such as MAX or MIN on the relationships between the 
attribute and its’ parents. The aggregation functions work over 
all the parents of the same type and find one value to use for 
the instance attribute CPT. 

A PRM thus enables the calculation of the probabilities of 
various architecture instantiations. This makes it possible to 
infer the probability that a certain attribute assumes a specific 
value, given some – possibly incomplete – evidence about the 
rest of the architecture instantiation. 

III. ARCHITECTURAL METAMODEL 

A PRM can have many perspectives, this PRM consider the 
probability of successful attacks. In the study that was 
performed on the Combined Endeavour 07, the main target, 
and the focus of the analysis of the PRM was to investigate the 
difficulty of acquiring administrator level rights on a host. The 
metamodel with attribute relationships is presented in Figure 1. 

A. Development of the metamodel 

The metamodel was developed in two steps. First, a 
qualitative core structure describing different system 
components and their interconnected relationships was 
developed. Second, quantitative values were added to populate 
the conditional probability tables. The model was validated by 
consulting multiple domain experts. 

The qualitative structure of the PRM was defined from a 
literature study that addressed common security components – 
how they can affect possible attacks and protect other network 
components. Literature was drawn from NIST [9, 10, 11, 12], 
NISCC [13, 14] and papers 
[15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,24,25,26]. Five classes representing 
components and a number of component attributes were 
selected as the most relevant for the model. The selections were 
deemed to be representative for common protection 
technologies and possible attack vectors, with a high level of 
abstraction. With the classes and attributes in place, their 
relationships with other classes and attributes were addressed. 
The resulting core model was validated by multiple domain 
experts in a number of interviews where they confirmed the 
attribute selections and the definition of the qualitative 
structure as relevant. The experts consulted were a senior 
security consultant from a leading European network security 
firm, as well as multiple senior members and alumni of the 
student computer association at the Royal Institute of 
Technology – some of them with many years of experience 
working in the field of network administration and security.  

In the second step of development, quantitative data was 
added to the model in the construction of the CPTs. The CPTs 
require a probability distribution to be defined for the 
conditions introduced by the qualitative dependency structure.  

A few statistical studies were found regarding the 
efficiency of certain security functions given certain 
conditions. For instance, [27] was used to specify the 
conditional probability for Bypass Anomaly Based Detection in the 
NIDS class. To complement the literature, the network experts 
mentioned above were consulted in further interviews. They 
provided approximations for the probability of certain types of 
attacks to succeed different conditions, as well as participated 
in discussions regarding the validity of other numbers drawn 
from the literature. This way most CPTs were discussed and 
validated. See part III.D for two examples of attributes. 

Table 1 list all attributes in the PRM. This table also shows 
the literature used to define the qualitative structure and the 
quantitative parameters associated with each parent. The 
qualitative structure is the parents defined in the PRM; the 



quantitative structure is the CPT for the attribute. The table also 
lists an uncertainty level for every CPT that is further described 
in the list of the attributes. The attributes have support in an 
average of three references.  

B. The resulting PRM 

Figure 1 shows the final PRM metamodel. The model 
consists of five classes representing common security 
components in a network: Firewall, Authentication, NIDS, 
HIDS and Host. The classes have class relationships between 
them, such as Perimeter Defense that represents that a firewall 
can provide perimeter defense for other components. Every 
class has a number of attributes representing attack steps that 
can be directed towards the component, or security functions 
that the component can provide. The latter case represents 
functions that an intruder must bypass. For instance, the 
attribute Exploit Remote Access in the class Firewall represents 
how an attacker might attempt to gain control over a firewall 
through remote configuration. Another example is the attribute 
Bypass Content Filtering representing the chances of bypassing 
the content filtering of a firewall during an attack. Between the 
attributes there are arrows showing parent relationships. In the 
class Firewall there is an arrow from Exploit Remote Access to 
Bypass Content Filtering showing that the probability of 
bypassing content filtering is influenced by the probability of 
successfully exploiting the remote configuration, e.g. an 
attacker might disable the content filtering through remote 
configuration. 

C. List of attributes 

Table 1 presents all the attributes in the metamodel along 
with related references, sorted under their respective classes. In 
the first column is the name of the attribute. The second 
column lists the qualitative references that were used to define 
the parents of the attribute. The third column lists the 
quantitative references for the CPT of attributes. The asterisks 
indicate that the corresponding CPTs are defined through the 
logic of the model structure. For instance: Pa(SpoofAttack)= 
BypassSpoofCountermeasure as the only parent. If there is a 
countermeasure and the bypass attack succeeds then the spoof 
attack will also succeed. The asterisk references primarily 
function as logic OR. Double asterisks show tables that are 
based solely on expert approximation. 

The fourth column represents the uncertainty level of the 
CPT, graded as Low (L) or High (H). Low means that the CPT 
has multiple sources and that the experts were more certain in 
their estimates. High means that the CPT should be prioritized 
for further research as it is primarily based on expert 
approximation and can be improved with more systematic case 
studies. 

D. Sample attributes 

To show the development of the attributes and what they 
represent in a modeling context, two attributes will be 
described in detail. The first example is Bypass Signature-
based Detection from the class NIDS. Signature-based 
detection is described in [9, 15, 16] and is a core security 

Figure 1: Metamodel for analysis of network security 



principle used by different NIDSs. The attribute represents the 
attack step of evading this detection, which in this paper is 
described as a bypass attack.  

 
Table 1: List of attributes in metamodel 

Classes and attributes Qualitative Quantitative Uncertainty 

Firewall Class    

Bypass Packet Filtering [10,13, 17, 18] ** H 

Spoof Attack [10, 13,19]  * L 

Bypass Spoof 
Countermeasure 

[10,13,19,11] ** H 

Reconnaissance Attack [9,15,20,16,21] ** L 

Bypass Content Filtering [10,17,19] ** H 

Malicious Code Attack [18,19,22,17] [23,24] H 

Exploit Remote Access [10,18]  * L 

Authentication Service 
Class 

   

Bypass Authentication 
mechanism 

[17,22,19,25]  * L 

False Certificate Attack [17,11] ** H 

Brute Force Attack [11,25]  * L 

Bypass Brute Force 
Protection 

[11,17,25] [11,17] H 

Reconnaissance Attack [26] ** L 

Malicious Code Attack [19,21,26,12] [23,24] H 

NIDS Class    

Bypass Signature Based 
Detection 

[9,15,16] [27] L 

Bypass Anomaly Based 
Detection 

[9,15,16,19] [27] L 

Reconnaissance Attack [26] ** L 

Malicious Code Attack [19,28,17,25] [23,24] H 

Exploit Remote Access [22]  * L 

HIDS Class    

Bypass Signature Based 
Detection 

[9,15,16] [27] L 

Bypass Anomaly Based 
Detection 

[9,15,16] [27] L 

Bypass File System 
Control 

[9,15,20,14] [29] L 

Exploit Remote Access [22]  * L 

Reconnaissance Attack [26] ** L 

Malicious Code Attack [19,28,17,25] [24,23] H 

Host Class    

Admin Level Request [26,14] ** H 

User Level Request [26,14] ** H 

Malicious Code Attack [26,22,21] [23,24] H 

Reconnaissance Attack [26] ** L 

Executable Code Attack [19,12] [30] L 

 
The attribute has two states, either the attack step succeed 

in bypassing the detection or it does not: True (T) or False (F) 
respectively. For this attribute there are two parents: Malicious  

Code Attack and Exploit Remote Access. A malicious code 
attack is an attack where the goal is to exploit a vulnerability in 
the target through remote code execution. Exploiting remote 
access refers to an attack against a remote configuration 
interface on the NIDS. Remote configuration over the network 
facilitates the work of system administrators, but also 
represents a significant weakness as an attacker might gain 
unauthorized access and shut down security measures.  

The CPT for the attribute Bypass Signature-based 
Detection is captured in Table 2. If it is possible to do a 
malicious code attack against the NIDS, then the signature-
based detection will be disabled (the third and fourth columns 
in Table 2), i.e. Bypass Signature-based Detection is true. 
Analogously, the detection can also be disabled if it is possible 
to exploit the remote access of the NIDS (column one and three 
in Table 2). If none of these attacks succeed, then the detection 
rate of the NIDS defines how often the intrusion will fail, in 
this case 38 % (the last column in table 2). This value is drawn 
from a study of Snort without customized signatures or any 
system-specific training: “The Snort has a flat low detection 
rate of 38% with any rate of false alarms.” [27]. The results of 
the study are generalized and assumed representative for many 
IDSs, while the other numbers are derived from the modeling 
logic. Finally, the CPT is assumed to have low uncertainty as 
the IDS study examines a common version of Snort under 
given conditions, giving exactly the type of attack statistics 
preferable for the model. 

 
Table 2: CPT for the attribute Bypass Signature-based Detection 

NIDS.MaliciousCodeAttack   T F 

NIDS.ExploitRemoteAccess   T F T F 

NIDS.BypassSignatureBasedDetection 

T 1 1 1 0.62 

F 0 0 0 0.38 

 
The second example is the attribute Bypass Spoof 

Countermeasure from the Firewall class. This attribute is 
described in [10,19,13,17] and represents the ability of the 
firewall to detect or prevent address spoofing. As in the first 
example, the attribute has two states in this case signifying 
whether an attack with a spoofed address bypasses the 
countermeasure. The parents are Malicious Code Attack and 
Exploit Remote Access that both function basically the same as 
in the first example.  

The CPT for Bypass Spoof Countermeasure is shown in 
table 3. If either of the two attacks directed towards the spoof 
countermeasures succeed, the countermeasures will be disabled 
and thus bypassed (columns three through five). If both types 
of attacks fail, then the efficiency of the countermeasures will 
determine whether the spoofing succeeds. In this case there 
was no appropriate literature with relevant statistics so the 
experts were consulted to find the needed numbers. An 
interview was conducted with three experts, with the first 
question being a discussion about spoofing and spoof 
countermeasures in general. Different types of 



countermeasures were discussed, such as ingress and egress 
filtering. The experts were asked to judge the efficiency of such 
countermeasures for a properly configured network with a 
security level that could be described as “awareness”, e.g. not 
the chief concern and neither an ignored subject in the 
administration of the network.  

 
Table 3: CPT for attribute Bypass Spoof Countermeasure 

Firewall.MaliciousCodeAttack   T F 

Firewall.ExploitRemoteAccess   T F T F 

Firewall.BypassSpoofCountermeasure 

T 1 1 1 0.05 

F 0 0 0 0.95 

 
According to the experts, spoofing is straightforward to 

perform and something that an attacker can be assumed to 
succeed with in nearly every case if there is no spoof 
countermeasure. If the attacker is unable to exploit remote 
access or perform a malicious code attack to disable the spoof 
countermeasures, the attacker might be able to bypass the 
countermeasures in a small number of cases. The domain 
experts suggested that approximately 5% of installed firewalls 
would allow spoof countermeasures to be bypassed even if 
both parents are false. This is represented in the rightmost 
column. 

IV. INSTANCE MODEL – CE07 

The metamodel was applied in an assessment of network 
security in the military network Combined Endeavor 07. 
Combined Endeavor is an annual international interoperability 
exercise between the defense forces of NATO and Partnership 
for Peace, including more than 40 nations in 2007. The 
participants were organized in different regions and every 
region built an IP-backbone for interconnection of all subnets, 
transmission links and network components. In the study one 

region was evaluated through two different scenarios wherein 
attacks against two targets were modeled. Instance models 
were created by finding possible attack paths and adding 
instances of the network components that could affect the 
hypothetical attack. With the metamodel as a basis, the user 
needed only provide a small amount of information to perform 
this analysis. One instance model is shown in Figure 2. 
Attribute relationships are not presented in the figure due to 
lack of space, but they of course follow the metamodel. 

An attack towards a host behind a Färist firewall, multiple 
IDSs and with authentication systems is described with an 
instance model. This gives seven objects that are connected as 
shown in Figure 2. Evidence is added in the instance model 
where the attributes of the actual components are known to 
deviate from the default values of the metamodel. One example 
is the NIDSs which lack anomaly-based detection, and this is 
described by setting the attribute Bypass Anomaly-based 
Detection to True. 

To find the results, the inferred values of all attributes are 
calculated in the software Enterprise Architecture Tool (EAT) 
which is being developed for this type of system evaluation 
[31]. In this scenario the result is defined as the probability of 
executing a request in the target, i.e. the value of the attributes 
Execute User Level Request and Execute Admin Level Request 
in the object Target host. The result was two percentage values 
giving an estimate of system security, in this case for both 
attributes a 0.00702 probability of an attacker successfully 
executing a request. An alternate scenario was also tested 
where anomaly-based detection was added to the IDSs, and this 
gave a value of 0.00364. 

V. DISCUSSION 

There are some issues regarding scalability, model scope, 
and data collection that should be noted. The scalability 
problem of attack graphs is partly solved by this approach as 
the metamodel and classes compartmentalize many factors 

Figure 2: Instance model from security assessment scenario 

 



regarding attacks. While a large network might result in a 
complex instance model with many classes and class 
relationships, it is still a relatively low number of entities to 
handle for the analyst.  

Another aspect to consider is the scope of the model. The 
metamodel constructed for this study has a high level of 
abstraction rather than extensive technical details, which 
naturally means that some factors that could be argued to be 
relevant have been excluded or combined in abstract attributes.  

By using probabilistic methods the model considers many 
factors indirectly. Compared to deterministic methods the 
probabilistic method does not need to explicitly include every 
aspect and the abstraction level can be higher. It must be 
acknowledged though, that the model can be improved upon in 
this regard. Statistics and averages are easier to apply with a 
probabilistic method and this is sufficient information for 
practical use of the PRM. All information does not have to be 
exact and correct to facilitate a decision when relative 
comparisons are done.  

An additional benefit with this approach is that the 
instantiated models can be quite easily comprehended by 
industrial security analysts as well as other system engineers 
and analysts since the models are not overwhelmingly large. 
The models are aligned with many commonly used 
metamodels for specifying system architectures.  

When performing the study, the main problem was finding 
good sources for the large number of probability tables. While 
some data is based on the consensus of multiple experts’ 
opinions, the model would certainly benefit from more 
objective data. Almost all the experts found it hard to provide 
the requested data before they got a rigorous explanation of the 
method. One expert whom had worked with attack graphs 
earlier found it much easier than the others. Thus, it is possible 
to improve the metamodel regarding the level of abstraction 
and numbers in the probability tables. A further refinement 
could be done with a deeper level of detail and future research 
regarding intrusion statistics. With comprehensive component 
data this might give very accurate results, even though the 
method aims for simplicity rather than describing the whole 
truth of security matters. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

After applying this method in a study it can be concluded 
that it is possible to use PRM methodology for security 
assessments. The development of the metamodel takes time 
and requires a large amount of data to populate the CPTs with 
numbers, but it is also a very important step in the process. 
This is the main strength of the method, as a community of 
experts can collect and define the necessary theory in a 
metamodel that an analyst then can apply quickly and easily 
without the same level of knowledge in security theory. 

Another advantage is the flexibility and abstraction in 
theory construction, as the metamodel can be further 
customized depending on the exact subject and focus of study. 
Depending on requirements, organizational policies and the 
type of network to study, the theory model can be defined to 
cover the precise aspects needed for a study or an organization. 
This flexibility also means that the PRM can be extended to 
cover more classes and attributes.  

The developed network PRM and CPTs give a good basis 
for a basic intrusion and security analysis. While the results 
from the study give a good guideline and approximation of 
security, the method does not claim to describe the complete 
truth. The metamodel focuses on a range of technical aspects 
with a high level of abstraction regarding subjects such as 
malicious code and user behavior. Areas such as on-site 
security, attacker profiles or administrator action are not 
directly covered and could be added in further refinement of 
the metamodel. 
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False Data Injection Attacks in Control Systems

Yilin Mo, Bruno Sinopoli∗†

Abstract

This paper analyzes the effects of false data injec-
tion attacks on Control System. We assume that the
system, equipped with a Kalman filter and LQG con-
troller, is used to monitor and control a discrete linear
time invariant Gaussian system. We further assume that
the system is equipped with a failure detector. An at-
tacker wishes to destabilize the system by compromising
a subset of sensors and sending corrupted readings to
the state estimator. In order to inject fake sensor mea-
surements without being detected the attacker needs to
carefully design its inputs to fool the failure detector,
since abnormal sensor measurements usually trigger an
alarm from the failure detector. We will provide a nec-
essary and sufficient condition under which the attacker
could destabilize the system while successfully bypass-
ing the failure detector. A design method for the de-
fender to improve the resilience of the CPS against such
kind of false data injection attacks is also provided.

1. Introduction

Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) refer to the embed-
ding of widespread sensing, computation, communi-
cation and control into physical spaces [1]. Applica-
tion areas are as diverse as aerospace, chemical pro-
cesses, civil infrastructure, energy, manufacturing and
transportation, most of which are safety-critical. The
availability of cheap communication technologies such
as the internet makes such infrastructures susceptible to
cyber security threats, which may affect national secu-
rity as some of them, such as the power grid, are vital
to the normal operation of our society. Any successful
attack may significantly hamper the economy, the en-
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vironment or may even lead to loss of human life. As
a result, security is of primary importance to guarantee
safe operation of CPS. The research community has ac-
knowledged the importance of addressing the challenge
of designing secure CPS [2] [3].

The impact of attacks on the control systems is
addressed in [4]. The authors consider two possible
classes of attacks on the CPS: Denial of Service (DoS)
attacks and deception attacks (or false data injection at-
tacks). The DoS attack prevents the exchange of infor-
mation, usually either sensor readings or control inputs
between subsystems, while false data injection attack
affects the data integrity of packets by modifying their
payloads. A robust feedback control design against DoS
attacks is further discussed in [5]. We feel that false
data injection attacks can be subtler than DoS attacks
as they are in principle more difficult to detect and have
not been thoroughly investigated. In this paper, we want
to analyze the impact of false data injection attacks on
control systems.

A significant amount of research effort has been
carried out to analyze, detect and handle failures in
control systems. Sinopoli et al. study the impact of
random packet drops on controller and estimator per-
formance [6]. In [7], the author reviews several fail-
ure detection algorithms in dynamic systems. Results
from robust control and estimation [8], a discipline that
aims at designing controllers and estimators that func-
tion properly under uncertain parameters or unknown
disturbances, is also applicable to some control system
failures. However, a large proportion of the literature
assumes that the failure is either random or benign. On
the other hand, a cunning attacker can carefully design
its attack strategy and deceive both detectors and robust
estimators. Hence, the applicability of failure detection
algorithms is questionable in the presence of a smart at-
tacker.

Before describing our problem setup we wiah to
review some of the existing literature concerning se-
cure data aggregation over networks in the presence of
compromised sensors. In [9], the author provides a gen-
eral framework to evaluate how resilient the aggregation
scheme is against compromised sensor data. Liu et al.
study the estimation scheme in power grids and show



that under some assumptions the attacker can modify
the state estimate undetected [10]. However, in both
studies, the authors only consider static systems with es-
timators that rely exclusively upon current sensor mea-
surements. In reality, in a control system the actions
taken by the attacker will not only affect the current
states but also the future ones. An attacker could po-
tentially use this fact to perform its attack over time and
destabilize the system. On the other hand, the dynamics
of the system could be used by the failure detector since
the attack may be detected in the near future even if it
results undetectable when it first occurs.

In this paper, we study the effects of false data in-
jection attacks on control systems. We assume that the
control system, which is equipped with a Kalman fil-
ter, LQG controller and failure detector, is monitoring
and controlling a linear time-invariant system. The at-
tacker’s goal is to destabilize the system by compromis-
ing a subset of sensors and sending altered readings to
the state estimator. The attacker also wants to guaran-
tee that its action can bypass the failure detector. Under
these assumptions, we will give a necessary and suffi-
cient condition under which the attacker could destabi-
lize the system without being detected.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2 we formulate the problem by revisiting and
adapting Kalman filter, LQG controller and failure de-
tector to our scenario. In Section 3, we define the threat
model of false data injection attacks. In Section 4 we
prove a necessary and sufficient condition under which
the attacker could destabilize the system. We will also
give some design criteria to improve the resilience of
the CPS against false data injection attacks. A numeri-
cal example is provided in Section 5 to illustrate the ef-
fects of false data injection attacks on the CPS. Finally
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Problem Formulation

In this section we model the CPS as a linear control
system, which is equipped with a Kalman filter, LQG
controller and failure detector.

2.1. Physical System

We assume that the physical system has Linear
Time Invariant (LTI) dynamics, which take the follow-
ing form:

xk+1 = Axk+Buk+wk, (1)

wherexk ∈ ℝ
n is the vector of state variables at time

k, uk ∈ ℝ
p is the control input,wk ∈ ℝ

n is the process
noise at timek andx0 is the initial state.wk, x0 are inde-
pendent Gaussian random variables, andx0 ∼N (0, Σ),

wk ∼ N (0, Q).

2.2. Kalman filter

A sensor network is deployed to monitor the sys-
tem described in (1). At each step all the sensor read-
ings are collected and sent to a centralized estimator.
The observation equation can be written as

yk =Cxk+ vk, (2)

whereyk = [yk,1, . . . ,yk,m]
T ∈ ℝ

m is a vector of mea-
surements from the sensors, andyk,i is the measurement
made by sensori at timek. vk ∼ N (0, R) is the mea-
surement noise independent ofx0 andwk.

A Kalman filter is used to compute state estimation
x̂k from observationsyks:

x̂0∣−1 = 0, P0∣−1 = Σ, (3)

x̂k+1∣k = Ax̂k+Buk, Pk+1∣k = APkA
T +Q,

Kk = Pk∣k−1C
T(CPk∣k−1C

T +R)−1,

x̂k = x̂k∣k−1+Kk(yk−Cx̂k∣k−1), (4)

Pk = Pk∣k−1−KkCPk∣k−1.

Although the Kalman filter uses a time varying gainKk,
it is well known that this gain will converge if the sys-
tem is detectable. In practice the Kalman gain usually
converges in a few steps. We can safely assume the
Kalman filter to be already in steady state. Let us define

P≜ lim
k→∞

Pk∣k−1, K ≜ PCT(CPCT +R)−1. (5)

The update equations of Kalman filter are as follows:

x̂k+1 = Ax̂k+Buk+K [yk+1−C(Ax̂k+Buk)] , (6)

For future analysis, let us define the residuezk+1 at time
k+1 to be

zk+1 ≜ yk+1−C(Ax̂k+Buk). (7)

(6) can be simplified as

x̂k+1 = Ax̂k+Buk+Kzk+1. (8)

The estimation errorek at timek is defined as

ek ≜ xk− x̂k. (9)

Manipulating (6), (7), we get the following recursive
equation:

ek+1 = (A−KCA)ek+(I −KC)wk−Kvk. (10)



2.3. LQG Controller

An LQG controller is used to stabilize the system
by minimizing the following objective function1:

J = lim
T→∞

min
u0,...,uT

E
1
T

[

T−1

∑
k=0

(xT
k Wxk+uT

k Uuk)

]

, (11)

whereW,U are positive semidefinite matrices anduk is
measurable with respect toy0, . . . ,yk, i.e. uk is a func-
tion of previous observations. It is well known that the
optimal controller of the above minimization problem is
a fixed gain controller, which takes the following form:

uk =−(BTSB+U)−1BTSAx̂k, (12)

whereuk is the optimal control input andSsatisfies the
following Riccati equation

S= ATSA+W−ATSB(BTSB+U)−1BTSA. (13)

Let us defineL ≜ −(BTSB+U)−1BTSA, then uk =
Lxk∣k.

The systems is stable if and only ifCov(ek) andJ
are both bounded. In particular that implies both matri-
cesA−KCA andA+BL are stable. In the rest of the
paper, we will only consider stable systems. Further,
we assume to be already in steady state, which means
{xk, yk, x̂k}are stationary random processes.

2.4. Failure Detector

A failure detector is often used in control system.
For example, aχ2 failure detector computes the follow-
ing quantity

gk = zT
k P

−1zk, (14)

whereP is the covariance matrix of the residuezk.
Sincezk is Gaussian distributed,gk is χ2 distributed
with mdegrees of freedom. As a result,gk cannot be far
away from 0. Theχ2 failure detector will comparegk

with a certain threshold. Ifgk is greater than the thresh-
old, then an alarm will be triggered.

Other types of failure detectors have also been con-
sidered by many researchers. In [11] [12], the authors
design a linear filter other than the Kalman filter to de-
tect sensor shift or shift in matricesA andB. The gain
of such filter is chosen to make the residue of the fil-
ter more sensitive to certain shift, which helps to detect
a particular failure. Willsky et al. A generalized likeli-
hood ratio test to detect dynamics or sensor jump is also
proposed by Willsky et al. in [13].

1We assume an infinite horizon LQG controller is implemented.

To make the discussion more general, we assume
the detector implemented in the CPS triggers an alarm
based on following event:

gk > threshold, (15)

wheregk is defined as

gk ≜ g(zk, yk, x̂k, . . . ,zk−T +1, yk−T +1, x̂k−T +1). (16)

The functiong is continuous andT ∈ ℕ is the window
size of the detector. It is easy to see forχ2 detector,gk =
zT
k P−1zk. We further define the probability of alarm for

the failure detector to be

βk = P(gk > threshold). (17)

At a first glance, it seems that certain choice of
g function will affect detection differently. However,
since theχ2 detector along with many other detectors
performs detection by computing a certain function of
x̂k, yk, zk, then none of these detectors will be able to
distinguish the healthy system from the partial compro-
mised system if, under the malicious attack, the vectors
x̂k, yk, zk have the same statistical properties as those of
healthy system. In Section 4, we show how the attacker
can systematically attack the system without being no-
ticed by the failure detector if a particular algebraic con-
dition holds.

3. False Data Injection Attacks

In this section, we assume that a malicious third
party wants to compromise the integrity of the system
described in Section 2. The attacker is assumed to have
the following capabilities:

1. It knows the system model: We assume that the
attacker knows matricesA, B,C, Q, Ras described
in Section 2 and the observation gain and control
gainK, L.

2. It can control the readings of a subset of the sen-
sors, denoted bySbad. As a result, (2) now be-
comes

y′k =Cx′k+ vk+Γya
k, (18)

whereΓ = diag(γ1, . . . ,γm) is the sensor selection
matrix. γi is a binary variable andγi = 1 if and
only if i ∈ Sbad. ya

k is the malicious input from the
attacker. Here we write the observations and states
asy′k andx′k since they are in general different from
those of the healthy system due to the malicious
attack.

3. The intrusion begins at time 0. As a result, the ini-
tial conditions for the partial compromised system
will be x̂′−1 = 0, Ex0 = 0.



Figure 1 shows the diagram of the partial compro-
mised system.
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Figure 1. System Diagram

Definition 1. An attack sequenceY is defined as
an infinite sequence which takes the following form
ya

0, ya
1, . . ..

It is easy to see that all the states of the partially
compromised system are a function ofY . For exam-
ple, x′k can be written asx′k(Y ). However, in order to
simplify the notation, we will usex′k when there is no
confusion. Under the previous assumptions, the new
system dynamics can be written as

x′k+1 = Ax′k+Bu′k+wk,

y′k =Cx′k+ vk+Γya
k,

x̂′k+1 = Ax̂′k+Bu′k+K
[

y′k+1−C(Ax̂′k+Bu′k)
]

,

u′k = Lx̂′k.

(19)

We can also define the new residue and estimation error
respectively as

z′k+1 ≜ y′k+1−C(Ax̂′k+Bu′k), e′k ≜ x′k− x̂′k. (20)

Finally, the new probability of alarm is defined as

β ′
k = P(g′k > threshold), (21)

where

g′k ≜ g(z′k, y′k, x̂′k, . . . ,z
′
k−T +1, y′k−T +1, x̂′k−T +1). (22)

The differences between the two systems are defined as

∆xk ≜ x′k− xk,∆x̂k ≜ x̂′k− x̂k,

∆uk ≜ u′k−uk,∆yk ≜ y′k− yk,

∆zk ≜ z′k− zk,∆ek ≜ e′k−ek,∆βk = β ′
k−βk, (23)

wherexk, x̂k, yk, uk, βk are given by equations (1), (2),
(6), (12), (17).∆xk, ∆x̂k, ∆uk, ∆yk, ∆zk, ∆ek, ∆βk repre-
sent the differences between the partially compromised
system and the healthy system.

The following definition defines what constitutes a
“successful” attack.

Definition 2. An attack sequenceY is (ε,α)-
successful if there exists T∈ ℕ, such that the following
holds:

∥∆xT(Y )∥ ≥ α, ∆βk(Y )≤ ε, ∀k= 0,1, . . . ,T −1.

The system is called(ε,α)-attackable if there exists a
(ε,α)-successful attack sequenceY on the CPS.

Remark 1. It is worth noticing that simply injecting a
large ya

k will result in a large∆zk which, in turn, will
induce the failure detector to trigger an alarm immedi-
ately.

Although the definition of(ε,α)-attackable is sim-
ple, it is not so easy to verify whether a system is(ε,α)-
attackable, especially when the form ofg is complex.
As a result, we will consider a limit case of(ε,α)-
attackability.

Definition 3. A control system is perfectly attackable if
there exists an attack sequenceY such that the follow-
ing holds:

limsup
k→∞

∥∆xk(Y )∥= ∞, ∥∆zk(Y )∥ ≤ 1, ∀k= 0,1, . . . , .

The next theorem shows that perfect attackability
implies(ε,α)-attackability.

Theorem 1. If a control system is perfectly attackable,
then it is also(ε,α)-attackable for anyε,α > 0,

Proof. Since the system is perfectly attackable, there
exists an attack sequenceY , such that

limsup
k→∞

∥∆xk(Y )∥= ∞, ∥∆zk(Y )∥ ≤ 1,k= 0, 1, . . .

(24)
Manipulating equations (6) (12) (19), we can prove that:

∆x̂k+1 = (A+BL)∆x̂k+K∆zk+1,

∆yk+1 = ∆zk+1+C(A+BL)∆x̂k.
(25)

Stability of A+BL is guaranteed by the stability of the
original system. Therefore, if∥∆zk(Y )∥ ≤ 1 for all
k=0,1, . . ., then∆x̂k(Y ) and∆yk(Y )will be uniformly
bounded for allk. Define the bounds to be

M1 = sup
k
∥∆x̂k(Y )∥, M2 = sup

k
∥∆yk(Y )∥, (26)

whereM1, M2 < ∞ are constants. Due to the continuity
of g, there existsε ′ > 0 such that if∥∆zk∥≤ ε ′, ∥∆x̂k∥≤
ε ′, ∥∆yk∥ ≤ ε ′, then

∣P(g′k > threshold)−P(gk > threshold)∣ ≤ ε,



Since ∆zk(Y ), ∆x̂k(Y ), ∆yk(Y ) are uniformly
bounded, by linearity, we can findδ > 0, such that

∥∆zk(δY )∥≤ ε ′, ∥∆x̂k(δY )∥≤ ε ′, ∥∆yk(δY )∥≤ ε ′,∀k.

By the stationarity of the random process{xk, yk, x̂k},
we know that

∣P(g′k > threshold)−P(gk > threshold)∣ ≤ ε, ∀k.

Finally by linearity,

limsup
k→∞

∆xk(δY ) = δ limsup
k→∞

∆xk(Y ) = ∞.

Hence,δY is an(ε,α)-successful attack sequence and
the system is(ε,α)-attackable.

In the next section, we will give a necessary and
sufficient condition for a system to be perfectly attack-
able.

4. Main Result

In this section, we will provide an algebraic con-
dition to identify perfectly attackable system, which is
given by the following theorem:

Theorem 2. The control system (1) is perfectly attack-
able if and only if A has an unstable eigenvalue and the
corresponding eigenvector v satisfies:

1. Cv∈ span(Γ), where span(Γ) is the column space
of Γ.

2. v is a reachable state of the dynamic system
∆ek+1 = (A−KCA)∆ek−KΓya

k+1.

Before proving the theorem, we need the following
lemmas:

Lemma 1. The CPS is perfectly attackable if and only
if there exists an attack sequenceY such that

limsup
k→∞

∥∆ek∥= ∞, ∥∆zk∥ ≤ 1, k=−1,0, . . . (27)

Proof. The proof follows from the boundedness of∆x̂k

and the fact that∆xk = ∆x̂k+∆ek. Due to space limita-
tion the complete proof will be omitted.

Using Lemma 1, we can use∆ek to prove that the
system is perfectly attackable. The main advantages of
substituting∆xk with ∆ek is that∆ek follows a simpler
recursive equation:

∆ek+1 = (A−KCA)∆ek−KΓya
k+1. (28)

Moreover,

∆zk+1 =CA∆ek+Γya
k+1. (29)

Before proving Theorem 2, we need an additional
lemma:

Lemma 2. Let p∈ℝ
n be a vector, andlimk→∞ Akp ∕= 0,

then there exists an unstable eigenvector v of matrix A,
such that p∈ span(p, A2p, . . . ,An−1p).

The proof is based on the Jordan decomposition of
the A matrix and on Carley-Hamilton Theorem. The
complete proof is omitted due to space limits. Now we
are ready to prove Theorem 2.

Proof of Theorem 2.First we will prove the necessity.
Suppose that CPS is perfectly attackable, then by
Lemma 1, there exists an successful attack sequenceY

such that

limsup
k→∞

∥∆ek∥= ∞, ∥∆zk∥ ≤ 1, k= 0,1, . . . .

A peak subsequence{∆eik} from ∆ei is defined as

∆ei0 = ∆e0, ∆eik = min{ j : ∥∆ej∥> ∥∆eik−1∥}, (30)

which means that the norm∥∆eik∥ is larger than the
norm of any preceding term in the original sequence.
Since∆ek is unbounded, there always exists such a sub-
sequence and limk→∞ ∆eik = ∞. Now consider the nor-
malized vectors defined as

pk ≜
1

∥∆ek∥
∆ek. (31)

It is trivial to see∥pk∥ is bounded. As a result, there
exists an index set{ jk} ⊂ {ik} such that all of the sub-
sequences{p jk}, {p jk−1}, . . . ,{p jk−n+1} converge ask
goes to infinity, due to Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem.
Let us define

ql ≜ lim
k→∞

p jk−l , l = 0, 1, . . . , n−1. (32)

In addition, since

∥∆ek+1∥= ∥A∆ek−K∆zk+1∥ ≤ ∥A∥∥∆ek∥+ ∥K∥,

and∆ejk is unbounded, limk→∞ ∆ejk−l =∞ for all l from
0 ton−1. As a result

lim
k→∞

∆ejk

∥∆ejk−1∥
= lim

k→∞

A∆ejk−1−K∆zjk

∥∆ejk−1∥

= A lim
k→∞

∆ejk−1

∥∆ejk−1∥
= Aq1.

Therefore

q0 = lim
k→∞

∥∆ejk−1∥

∥∆ejk∥
lim
k→∞

∆ejk

∥∆ejk−1∥
= Aq1/∥Aq1∥.

Similarly, it is easy to show thatql =
Aql+1/∥Aql+1∥. Hence,

span(q0, . . . ,qn−1)= span(An−1qn−1, . . . ,Aqn−1, qn−1).



By definition of {∆eik}, ∥∆ejk∥ ≥ ∥∆ejk−1∥. Thus,
∥Aq1∥ ≥ ∥q1∥, which implies that limk→∞ Akqn−1 ∕= 0.
From Lemma 2 it follows that there exists an unstable
eigenvectorv in the span ofq0, . . . ,qn−1. Since

∥
∆zjk+1

∥∆ejk∥
∥= ∥Cpjk +Γ

ya
jk+1

∥∆ejk∥
∥ ≤

1
∥∆ejk∥

,

Cpjk ∈ span(Γ)+B(0,(∥∆ejk∥)
−1),

whereB(0,(∥∆ejk∥)
−1) is a ball center at 0 with radius

(∥∆ejk∥)
−1. As a result

Cq0 ∈
∞
∩

l=1

[

span(Γ)+B(0,(∥∆ejk∥)
−1)

]

= span(Γ).

Similarly,CAql belongs tospan(Γ) for all l from 0
to n−1. As a result,CAv∈ span(CAq0, . . . ,CAqn−1)⊂
span(Γ), which impliesCv∈ span(Γ).

For reachability, since∆ek is reachable,α∆ek is
reachable for anyα ∈ ℝ. In particular,pk is reachable
for all k. Since the reachable subspace is closed, the
limit ql is reachable, which impliesv is reachable, thus
proving the necessary condition.

We now want to prove sufficiency. SinceCv ∈
span(Γ), there existsy∗ such thatΓy∗ = Cv. Fur-
thermore, sincev is reachable, there existya

0, . . . ,y
a
n−1,

where n is the dimension of state space, such that
∆en−1 = v. Define

M = max
k=0,...,n−1

∥∆zk∥. (33)

By linearity, if the attacker injectsya
0/M, . . . ,ya

n−1/M,
then∆en−1 = v/M and∥∆zk∥ ≤ 1 for k = 0, . . . ,n−1.
As a result, the attacker could choose the attack se-
quence to be

ya
n+i = ya

i −
λ i+1

M
y∗, i = 0,1, . . . (34)

One can prove that with the above attack sequence, the
following equality and inequality hold :

∆en+i = ∆ei +
λ i+1

M
v, i = 0,1, . . . , (35)

∥∆zn+i∥= ∥∆zi∥ ≤ 1, i = 0,1, . . . (36)

Since∣λ ∣ ≥ 1, ∆ek → ∞, which implies that the system
is perfectly attackable.

Remark 2. The attacker could use the results of The-
orem 2 to design an attack sequenceY based on the
eigendecomposition of A and theΓ matrix.

On the other hand, the defender could also perform
an eigendecomposition on A matrix, find all the unsta-
ble eigenvector v and then compute Cv. For each Cv,

the non-zero elements will indicate the sensors needed
by the attacker to perform a successful attack along di-
rection v. Therefore if Cv is a sparse vector, an attacker
could initiate an attack on the direction of v by com-
promising only a few sensors. As a result, the defender
could increase the resilience of the system by installing
redundant sensors to measure mode v.

5. Illustrative Examples

In this section, we will provide a numerical exam-
ple to illustrate the effects of false data injection attacks.

Consider a vehicle moving along thex-axis. The
state space includes positionx and velocity ˙x of the ve-
hicle. An actuator is used to control the speed of the
vehicle. As a result, the system dynamics is as follows:

ẋk+1 = ẋk+uk+wk,1,

xk+1 = xk+(ẋk+1+ ẋk)/2+wk,2

= xk+ ẋk+uk/2+wk,1/2+wk,2,

(37)

which can be written in the matrix form as

Xk+1 =

[

1 0
1 1

]

Xk+

[

1
0.5

]

uk+wk, (38)

where

Xk =

[

ẋ
x

]

, wk =

[

wk,1

wk,2+0.5wk,1

]

. (39)

Suppose two sensors are measuring the velocity and po-
sition respectively. Hence

yk = Xk+ vk. (40)

We assume the position sensor is compromised, i.e.Γ=
diag(0,1). We further impose the following parameters
on the system

Q= R=W = I2,U = 1.

The steady state Kalman gain and the LQG control
gain under the previous assumptions are respectively

K =

[

0.5939 0.0793
0.0793 0.6944

]

,L=
[

−1.0285 −0.4345
]

.

Since[01]′ is an unstable eigenvector and is in the
span ofΓ and reachable, by Theorem 2, the system is
perfectly attackable. Using the result we derived in Sec-
tion 4, we design the attack sequenceY to be

ya
0 = [0,−1.000]′ , ya

1 = [0,−0.367]′ ,

ya
k = ya

k−2− [0,−0.485]′ , k≥ 2.
(41)

Figure 2 shows the evolution of the∆Xk and∆zk.
It is easy to see that∥∆zk∥ is always less than 1 and
∆xk goes to infinity, showing that the system is perfectly
attackable.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a false data injection attack
model and analyze the effects of such kind of attacks
on a linear time-invariant Gaussian control system. We
prove the existence of a necessary and sufficient condi-
tion under which the attack could destabilize the system
while successfully bypassing a large set of possible fail-
ure detectors. We also provide a design criterion to im-
prove the resilience of the system to false data injection
attacks.

Future work will be directed toward deriving con-
ditions under which the system is(ε,α)-attackable. We
also plan to combine both the false data injection at-
tacks and DoS attacks and study their effects on control
systems.
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On Security Indices for State Estimators in Power Networks

Henrik Sandberg, André Teixeira, and Karl H. Johansson

Abstract— In this paper, we study stealthy false-data attacks
against state estimators in power networks. The focus is
on applications in SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition) systems where measurement data is corrupted by
a malicious attacker. We introduce two security indices for the
state estimators. The indices quantify the least effort needed
to achieve attack goals while avoiding bad-data alarms in the
power network control center (stealthy attacks). The indices
depend on the physical topology of the power network and the
available measurements, and can help the system operator to
identify sparse data manipulation patterns. This information
can be used to strengthen the security by allocating encryption
devices, for example. The analysis is also complemented with
a convex optimization framework that can be used to evaluate
more complex attacks taking model deviations and multiple
attack goals into account. The security indices are finally
computed in an example. It is seen that a large measurement
redundancy forces the attacker to use large magnitudes in the
data manipulation pattern, but that the pattern still can be
relatively sparse.

I. INTRODUCTION

In Fig. 1, a schematic block diagram of a modern power
network control sytstem is shown. The power network mod-
els we consider are on the transmission level. They should be
thought of as large and consisting of up to hundreds of buses
that are spread out over a large geographic area (a region in a
country, for example). To monitor and control the behavior
of such large-scale systems, SCADA (Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition) systems are used to transmit mea-
surements, status information, and circuit-breaker signals to
and from Remote Terminal Units (RTUs) that are connected
to substations, see [1]–[3]. For such large-scale systems,
lost data and failing sensors are common. The incoming
data is therefore often fed to a so-called state estimator
which provides Energy Management Systems (EMS) and the
human operator in the control center with hopefully accurate
information at all times.

The technology and the use of the SCADA systems
have evolved quite a lot since the 1970s when they were
introduced. The early systems were mainly used for logging
data from the power network. Today a modern system is sup-
ported by EMS such as automatic generation control (AGC),
optimal power flow analysis, and contingency analysis (CA),
as is indicated in Fig 1. With the advent of new sensors such
as PMUs (Phasor Measurement Units), so-called Wide-Area
Monitoring and Control Systems (WAMS/WAMC) will also

This work is supported in part by the European Commission through the
VIKING project, and the ACCESS Linnaeus Center at KTH.

H. Sandberg, A. Teixeira, and K. H. Johansson are with
the Automatic Control Lab, School of Electrical Engineering,
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Fig. 1. A schematic block diagram of a power network, a SCADA system,
and a control center. Noisy measurements (zi) of power flows (Pi, Pij ) are
sent over the SCADA system to the state estimator where estimates of for
example the bus phase angels (δ̂i) are computed. The effect of manipulations
on the measurement data zi are considered in this paper. The manipulations
can arise from attacks at various levels A1–A3 in the system. Figure adapted
from [4].

be introduced. This provides yet another layer of control in
the modern power network control systems. One motivation
for this paper is that SCADA/EMS systems are increasingly
more connected to office LANs in the control center. Thus
these critical infrastructure systems are potentially accessible
from the internet. The SCADA communication network is
also heterogeneous and consists of fibre optics, satellite,
and microwave connections. Data is often sent without
encryption. Therefore many potential security threats exist
for modern power control systems, as has been pointed out
in for example [4].

The focus of this work is on the state estimator and its
so-called Bad Data Detection (BDD) system that is used to
remove faulty data, see [2], [3], [5]. The BDD system works
by checking that the received data (zi in Fig. 1) reasonably
well matches a physical model of the power network. In
the recent paper [6], it was shown how an attacker can
avoid triggering the BDD system by coordinated attacks on
the measurement data zi. The attacker can corrupt these
data by attacking the RTUs (A1), by tampering with the
heterogeneous communication network (A2), or by breaking
into the SCADA system through the control center office
LAN (A3). In this paper, we further analyze this problem
and quantify how sensitive the state estimator is to these



Fig. 2. A simple 4-bus power network. Each bus has a voltage (Vi) and
phase angle (δi) associated to it. The dots indicate available active power
flow measurements.

attacks.

A. Related Work and Contribution of This Paper

False-data injection attacks in power networks were first
studied in [6], to the authors’ best knowledge. In [6], it was
shown that an attacker can manipulate the state estimate
while avoiding bad-data alarms. It was also shown that
rather simple false-data attacks often can be constructed by
an attacker with access to the power network model. The
attacker’s goal in [6] was either random or targeted false-
data attacks. In the targeted attacks, the goal was to change
the state estimate into a specific target value.

In this paper, we study a different targeted attack scenario.
Here the goal is to manipulate one power flow measurement
and to change related measurements in a consistent manner
so that no alarms are triggered. Or more accurately: so that
the risk of alarms is not increased. At the same time, this
shall be done using as small effort as possible. These targeted
attacks require less knowledge about the system than the
targeted attacks in [6], since the state vector is not necessarily
involved. By ”small-effort attacks” we here mean either to
corrupt as few measurements as possible, or to corrupt the
magnitude of the measurement vector as little as possible.
The least efforts are then used to define security indices
for each targeted measurement. The indices are bounded or
computed using simple matrix search techniques or convex
optimization. Our study shows that large measurement redun-
dancy gives large magnitude attacks, but that they can still be
sparse. Finally, we develop a convex optimization framework
that can be used to evaluate false-data attacks which deviate
from the model in order to decrease the attack effort and
still only marginally increase the risk of a bad-data alarm.
Multiple attack goals can also be included in this framework.

II. POWER NETWORK MODELING AND STATE

ESTIMATION

In this section, we review basic steady-state power network
modeling and state-estimation techniques.

A. Active Power Flow Models

It is assumed the power system has n + 1 buses. Here
we will only consider models of the active power flows Pij ,
active power injections Pi, and bus phase angles δi, where
i, j = 1, . . . , n + 1. It is also of interest to study reactive
power flows and the voltage levels, but we leave this for
future work.

Consider the simple 4-bus power network in Fig. 2. We
assume throughout that the power network has reached a
steady state. Since measurements are only sent at a low
frequency in the SCADA systems, transients cannot be seen
in the state estimator. Assuming that the resistance in the
transmission line connecting buses i and j is small compared
to its reactance, we have that the active power flow from bus
i to bus j is [2],

Pij =
ViVj

Xij
sin(δi − δj). (1)

At each bus i, active power can also be injected through
a generator. Denote this quantity with Pi. A negative Pi

indicates a power load. Assuming that there are no losses,
conservation of energy yields that for all buses it holds that

Pi =

∑

k∈Ni

Pik, (2)

where Ni is the set of all buses connected to bus i. The
models we use are based on application of (1) and (2) on
each bus in the network.

Remark 1: It is possible to include resistive losses in (1)
and shunt loads in (2), see [2], but to simplify notation we
leave this out.

B. State Estimation

The state-estimation problem we consider consists of
estimating n phase angles δi given a set of active power
flow measurements. One has to fix one (arbitrary) bus phase
angle as reference angle, for example δ1 := 0, and therefore
only n angles have to be estimated. The voltage level of each
bus is assumed to be known, as well as the reactance of each
transmission line.

The m active power flow measurements are denoted by
zi, and are equal to the actual power flow plus independent
random measurement noise ei, which we assume has a
Gaussian distribution of zero mean,

e =

⎛

⎜

⎝

e1

...
em

⎞

⎟

⎠
∈ N (0, R),

where R := EeeT is the diagonal measurement covariance
matrix. For the example in Fig. 2 using the indicated mea-
surements of P1 and P12, we obtain
(

z1

z2

)

=

(

P1

P12

)

+

(

e1

e2

)

=

(

V1V2
X12

sin(δ1 − δ2) +
V1V3
X13

sin(δ1 − δ3)

V1V2
X12

sin(δ1 − δ2)

)

+

(

e1

e2

)

.

In general, we denote such models by

z = P + e = h(x) + e ∈ R
m, (3)

where h(x) is the power-flow model derived using (1)–(2),
and x ∈ R

n is a vector of n bus phase angles. Note that
here we only analyze the dependence on the phase angles
δi, and everything else is assumed fixed and known to the



Fig. 3. Same example as in Fig. 2, but with five measurements z1 − z5

(indicated by dots). This system is observable.

state estimator. This decoupling assumption is common in
the literature, see [2], but can be relaxed to include reactive
power-flow measurements and bus voltage estimates.

The Gauss-Newton method is often used [2] to estimate
the n unknown bus phase angles from power flows measure-
ments z,

x̂k+1
= x̂k

+ (HT
k R−1Hk)

−1HT
k R−1

(z − h(x̂k
)), (4)

where x̂k ∈ R
n, k denotes iteration number, and Hk is the

Jacobian evaluated at x̂k,

Hk :=
∂h

∂x
(x̂k) ∈ R

m×n.

We will assume the phase differences δi−δj in the power
network are all small. Then a linear approximation of (3) is
accurate, and we obtain

z = Hx + e, (5)

where H ∈ R
m×n is a constant Jacobian matrix. The

estimation problem (4) can then be solved in one step,

x̂ = (HT R−1H)
−1HT R−1z. (6)

The phase-angle estimate x̂ can be used to estimate the active
power flows by

ẑ = Hx̂ = H(HT R−1H)
−1HT R−1z =: Kz, (7)

where K is the so-called ”hat matrix” [2]. The BDD system
uses such estimates to identify faulty sensors and bad data
by comparing the estimate ẑ with z, see below.

As an example, assuming the voltages Vi = 1 and
reactances Xij = 1 for the network in Fig. 2, we obtain
the model

H =

(−1 −1 0

−1 0 0

)

,

where x =
(

δ2 δ3 δ4

)T
, and δ1 = 0 is the reference bus.

However, HT H is not invertible and it is not possible to use
(6) to obtain a unique estimate x̂. This network is therefore
called unobservable [2]. If we add more measurements, such
as in the network in Fig. 3, the model becomes

H =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

−1 −1 0

−1 0 0

1 0 0

1 0 −1

0 −1 0

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

, (8)

where P =
(

P1 P12 P21 P24 P13

)T
. Here HT H is

invertible and it is possible to estimate the phase angles in the
system. Assuming the measurement error covariance R = I ,
the hat matrix becomes

K =

⎛

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎜

⎝

0.60 0.20 −0.20 0 0.40

0.20 0.40 −0.40 0 −0.20

−0.20 −0.40 0.40 0 0.20

0 0 0 1.00 0

0.40 −0.20 0.20 0 0.60

⎞

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎟

⎠

. (9)

The hat matrix shows how the power flow measurements z
are weighted together to form a power flow estimate ẑ. The
rows of the hat matrix can be used to study the measurement
redundancy in the system [2]. Typically a large degree of
redundancy (many non-zero entries in each row) is desirable
to compensate for noisy or missing measurements. In (9),
it is seen that all measurements are redundant except the
measurement of P24 which is called a critical measurement.
Without the critical measurement observability is lost. From
the hat matrix one is lead to believe that the critical mea-
surement is sensitive to attacks. This is indeed the case as
we shall see, but also some of the other measurements are
sensitive to attacks. This is however not as easy to see from
the hat matrix and we therefore take a different approach to
quantify the security here.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The scenario we consider is that an attacker gains access
to the measurements through attacks A1–A3, and is able
to change some, or all, of the measurements from z into
za := z + a. The attack vector a is the corruption added to
the real measurement z. The attacker’s goal is to fool the
EMS and the human operator that a particular power flow
measurement is zk,a := zk + ak and not zk, for some k and
fixed scalar ak. A necessary condition for a stealthy attack
is that the BDD system is not triggered (or more accurately,
that the alarm risk is not increased). To just corrupt the
corresponding measurement zk into zk + ak will typically
trigger a bad-data alarm, as seen in the next section. We will
consider how many, and by how much, other measurements
zi, i �= k, need to be corrupted in coordination with zk to
avoid triggering alarms. A power flow measurement zk that
requires more and larger corruptions to be altered in stealth is
here considered more secure, and will obtain larger security
indices, as defined below.

Remark 2: An optimal solution to the above problem in
terms of the 2-norm of the attack vector a has recently been
presented in [7]. The stealthy attack vector a of minimal 2-
norm, ‖a‖2 =

√
aT a, that achieves zk,a := zk + ak is given

by a =
ak

Kkk
K·,k, where K·,k is the k-th column of the

hat matrix (7) using R = I . Generally these attack vectors
are not sparse (except for critical measurements), however.
This can be seen in the example (9). The present study is
motivated by the fact that an attacker most likely would
use sparse attack vectors, and corrupt as few measurement
devices as possible.



IV. SPARSE ATTACKS AND THE SECURITY INDEX αk

In the control center, the measurement residual r,

r := z − ẑ = P + e − Hx̂ = (I − K)z, (10)

is computed and analyzed in the BDD system. The phase
angle estimate x̂ is given by (6). If the residual r is larger
than expected (measurement errors e will typically make r �=
0), then an alarm is triggered and bad measurements zi are
identified and removed [2], [5], [8]. A key observation in [6]
is that an attacker that manipulates the measurements from z
into za := z+a, where a = Hc ∈ R(H) and c is an arbitrary
vector, is undetectable since the residual r is not affected.
That certain errors are undetectable by residual analysis has
been know for a long time in the power systems community,
see for example [5], [8]. It is easy to show that such a lies
in the nullspace of I − K in (10). Intuitively this is clear
since za corresponds to an actual physical state in the power
network (minus the measurement error e). The BDD system
only triggers when the measurements deviate too much from
a possible physical state, at least as long as the linear model
is valid.

In light of this, and the problem introduced in Section III,
it is natural to consider the following problem:

αk := min
c

‖Hc‖0

such that 1 =

∑

i

Hkici,
(11)

where ‖Hc‖0 denotes the number of non-zero elements in
the vector a = Hc, and Hki is the element (k, i) of H . In
(11), we optimize over all corruptions a = Hc ∈ R(H) that
do not trigger bad-data alarms. A solution c∗ to (11) can be
re-scaled to obtain a∗

= akHc∗ such that the measurement
attack za = z + a∗ achieves the attacker’s goal zk,a = zk +

ak, and at the same time corrupts as few measurements as
possible. In total, αk = ‖a∗‖0 measurements have to be
corrupted to manipulate the measurement zk. Unfortunately,
the problem (11) is non-convex and is generally hard to solve
for large problems. However, it is easy to get bounds on αk

even for large models, as shown next.
It is clear that the lower bound αk ≥ 1 holds, since at least

one measurement (zk) is corrupted. One can also show that
if measurement zk is a critical measurement, then αk = 1. A
simple upper bound can be achieved by looking at the k-th
row of H: Every column of H with a non-zero entry in the
k-th row can be used to construct a false-data attack vector
a that achieves the attack goal. Assume that Hki is non zero.
Then the attack vector

ai
k :=

ak

Hki
H·,i,

where H·,i denotes the i-th column of H , achieves the attack
goal. By selecting the sparsest vector among all ai

k, we obtain
an upper bound ᾱ1

k on αk. Formally we have,

ᾱ1
k := min

i:Hki �=0
‖H·,i‖0.

Since H is typically sparse for power networks, this bound
seems many times to be pretty good and is also very fast

Fig. 4. A power network and its security indices αk . The flow P24 with
α4 = 1 is easiest to attack. Only one measurement has to be corrupted.
The flows P21 and P12 with index α2 = α3 = 3 are hardest to attack,
and require a coordinated attack involving three sensors.

TABLE I

THE SECURITY INDEX αk , THE BOUND ᾱ1
k , AND THE SPARSEST ATTACK

VECTORS FOR THE POWER NETWORK IN FIG. 4

.
Measurement Power flow αk ᾱ1

k a∗

z1 P1 2 2
(

1 0 0 0 1
)T

z2 P12 3 4
(

1 1 −1 0 0
)T

z3 P21 3 4
(−1 −1 1 0 0

)T

z4 P24 1 1
(

0 0 0 1 0
)T

z5 P13 2 2
(

1 0 0 0 1
)T

to compute. A second upper bound, ᾱ2
k, is discussed in the

next section, and the best of them can be used as an upper
bound of αk

ᾱk := min{ᾱ1
k, ᾱ2

k}. (12)

Obtaining better easily computed bounds, or even to charac-
terize the exact solution of (11) is an interesting problem for
future work.

Remark 3: To obtain a better bound ᾱ1
k, one can include a

column in H that corresponds to the reference bus (∂h/∂δ1).
In Fig. 4 and in Table I, the security indices αk and sparse

attack vectors for the model (8) are shown. The index makes
it easy to locate flows whose measurements are relatively
easy to attack without triggering bad-data alarms. In this
example, the critical measurement of P24 with α4 = 1 is
easiest to attack, and P21 and P12 with index α2 = α3 = 3

are hardest to attack. It is also seen that the upper bound ᾱ1
k

is tight in most cases.
Comparing with the hat matrix (9), it is seen that the num-

ber of non-zero elements in each row of the hat matrix is not
correlated to the number of sensors that has to be involved in
a stealthy attack, except in the case of critical measurements
(z4). For example, the measurement z1 is quite redundant
since the estimate ẑ1 depends on z1, z2, z3, z5. But in fact
only two measurements (z1, z5) have to be manipulated when
z1 is attacked. A large diagonal entry in the hat matrix K
seems correlated with a smaller security index, however.
Nevertheless, it is not clear from the hat matrix how many,
and which, measurements that can be involved in a false-data
attack. Hence it seems that measurement redundancy analysis
as commonly performed in power systems is not appropriate
to evaluate the system’s security, and the introduction of
other metrics is appropriate.



V. SMALL MAGNITUDE ATTACK VECTORS AND THE

SECURITY INDEX βk

Next we consider a different security index which we
denote by βk. The security index αk is appropriate to
measure resistance against an attacker with limited access to
the number of measurements. However, the magnitude of the
elements in a sparse attack vector a can be large, and this can
be an issue since the power system is nonlinear. An attack
vector a with large elements may push the estimator into the
nonlinear regime which may lead to bad-data alarms even if
a ∈ R(H), or non-convergence of the Gauss-Newton method
(4). Thus an attacker may want to construct small magnitude
attack vectors while achieving his goals. It is also well known
that the minimization of the 1-norm that we use below often
gives rise to sparse solutions, see for example [9]. Therefore
it seems that βk is a good compromise between a sparse and
a small attack vector. The method we introduce below is also
based on convex optimization tools, and it is relatively easy
to extend this framework to include multiple attack goals and
model deviations etc.

The 1-norm of an attack vector a is ‖a‖1 :=
∑

i |ai|.
This is a measure of the total amount of changes added
to the measurement vector z. Let us next study the convex
optimization problem

βk := min
c

‖Hc‖1

such that 1 =

∑

i

Hkici,
(13)

which can be re-cast into a linear program. A solution c∗

to (13) can be re-scaled to obtain a∗
= akHc∗ such that

the measurement attack za = z + a∗ achieves zk,a = zk +

ak, and at the same time the minimal amount of additional
power, ‖a∗‖1, is added to the measurement vector z. We
can interpret the dimensionless quantity βk as the minimal
possible amplification of the attack ak: The attacker wants
to add ak MWs to the power-flow measurement zk, but must
in the process of doing so add a total change of βkak MWs
to z in order to avoid triggering alarms.

Remark 4: Since the 1-norm optimal solutions a∗ often
are sparse, a natural upper bound of αk is

ᾱ2
k := ‖a∗‖0,

to be used in (12). One could consider to possibly further
improve the bound by using reweighted 1-norm minimization
[9].

Remark 5: It is clear that the lower bound βk ≥
1 holds. We also have the upper bound βk ≤
minj:Hkj �=0

∑

i |Hij/Hkj |. But since βk can be computed
exactly using tools such as CVX [10], these bounds do not
seem as important as the bounds on αk.

It is possible to refine the index βk to take more complex
attack scenarios into account, as long as the constraints are
convex. For example, the attacker may be willing to take
risks and slightly increase the chance of bad-data alarms. By
adding a bias d �∈ R(H) to the attack vector, a = Hc + d,
it no longer lies in the nullspace of I −K, and the risk of a

bad-data alarm is increased. The benefit of introducing a bias
(from the attacker’s point of view) is that it may decrease the
size of a and increase its sparsity. It would also be possible
to interpret d as an error in the attacker’s model.

The measurement residual r (10) in the BDD system is
distributed according to

r ∈ N (Sd,Ω), Ω := SR,

where N is the Gaussian distribution, Ω the covariance, and
Sd the expected value of the residual. S := I − K is the
so-called residual sensitivity matrix [2] (remember that K is
the hat matrix (7)). Hence d �= 0 changes the expected value
of the residual. But it should be clear that if the normalized
residual ‖diag(Ω)

−1/2Sd‖p is small, the risk of a bad-data
alarm is still small. Hence, one can introduce a security index
βε

k by

βε
k := min

a
‖a‖1

such that 1 = ak, ‖diag(Ω)
−1/2Sa‖p ≤ ε,

(14)

where we have used that Sa = S(Hc+d) = Sd. Depending
on the exact BDD system that is being used by the SCADA-
system operator and the choice of integer p, the size of ε
can be related to an increase in probability of a bad-data
alarm, see [7]. Common BDD-methods include chi-squares
tests and normalized residual tests [2]. Note that the attacker
needs to be more informed to solve (14) than to solve (13)
since R is needed.

It is also clear that the above framework can be generalized
to study attacks with coordinated goals. The optimization
problem

min
a

‖a‖1

such that a ∈ G, ‖diag(Ω)
−1/2Sa‖p ≤ ε,

(15)

where G is a convex set of attack goals, possibly involving
more than one measurement, is one such generalization. For
example, G could be intervals such as G = {0.9 ≤ a1 ≤
1.1, −1.1 ≤ a2 ≤ −0.9}. By solving (15) for various
scenarios it is possible for the SCADA-system operator to
test the security of the state estimator.

VI. EXAMPLE: THE IEEE 14-BUS POWER NETWORK

Here we consider the IEEE 14-bus benchmark power
network that was also analyzed in [6]. A different perspective
is taken here and we compute its security indices and
compare with two heuristic redundancy measures. For the
computations, the MATLAB package MATPOWER [11] and
the optimization toolbox CVX [10] are used. Power flow
measurements are added at each bus, and at every end of
every interconnecting transmission line. In total there are
m = 54 measurements, all assumed equally good R = I ,
and the matrix H has size 54 × 13. This considered system
has more measurements than is normal in a power system,
and should therefore have large measurement redundancy.
The question is: Does this imply security against false-data
attacks?
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Fig. 5. In the upper plot, the security index bound ᾱk (blue rings) and the
redundancy measure r1

k (red full circles) are plotted versus measurement
number. In the lower plot, the security index βk (blue rings) and the
redundancy measure r2

k (red full circles) are plotted. There is no simple
connection between ᾱk and r1

k , whereas the variations in βk and r2
k

correlate very well.

In Fig. 5, the security indices ᾱk (bound) and βk are
plotted versus measurement number. For comparison, two
heuristic measurement redundancy quantities are also plotted.
These are defined by

r1
k := #{|Kik/Kkk| ≥ 0.33; i = 1, . . . ,m} ≥ 1,

r2
k :=

∑

i

|Kik/Kkk| ≥ 1,

where K is the hat matrix (7). The scaled columns of K
are minimal stealthy 2-norm attacks, see Remark 2. Hence
these are valid attack vectors, and βk ≤ r2

k with equality for
critical measurements. The quantity r1

k counts the number
of elements in such an attack vector whose magnitude is at
least 33% of the attacked measurement. One could expect
that those large elements are involved in a sparse attack,
and would give a good estimate of αk. The number 33%
is chosen somewhat arbitrarily. However, in these numerical
experiments r1

k always failed to give accurate predictions of
αk no matter this choice.

As seen in the upper plot of Fig. 5, there is no simple
connection between the sparsity of possible attacks (or at
least with the bound ᾱk) and the quantity r1

k. Sometimes r1
k is

too large, and sometimes too small, and it is hard to conclude
anything other than that this heuristic must be considered as
bad. The number of sensors needed for an attack seemingly
has little to do with it.

In the lower plot, the index βk is plotted together with r2
k.

There is clearly strong correlation between variations in βk

and r2
k. Maybe this is not so surprising given Remark 2. But

note that the optimal 1-norm attacks often are much sparser.
To summarize: Large measurement redundancy in terms of
r2
k seems to give larger security with respect to the security

measure βk (attack vector magnitude), but the quantity r1
k

has little to do with the security measure αk (attack vector

sparsity).

VII. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have introduced two security indices
for state estimators in power networks. The indices help to
locate power flows whose measurements are potentially easy
to manipulate. Large indices indicate that a large coordinated
attack is needed in order to not trigger an alarm in the control
center. We also showed how convex optimization tools can
be used to evaluate attacks, taking deviations from the exact
power system model and multiple attack goals into account.
We have also seen that simple measurement redundancy
quantities seem to give security in terms of attack vector
magnitude, but not in terms of attack vector sparsity. This
was demonstrated on an IEEE 14-bus network with large
measurement redundancy.

For future work, we intend to study how one can use these
indices and tools to increase the security. It is also interesting
to study the influence of model errors in H .
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Distributed Fault Detection for Interconnected
Second-Order Systems

with Applications to Power Networks
Iman Shames, André M. H.Teixeira, Henrik Sandberg, Karl H. Johansson

Abstract—Observers for distributed fault detection of inter-
connected second-order linear time invariant systems is studied.
Particularly, networked systems under consensus protocols are
considered and it is proved that for these systems one can
construct a bank of so-called unknown input observers, and use
their output to detect and isolate possible faults in the network.
The application of this family of fault detectors to power networks
is presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

Critical infrastructures such as power grids, water distribu-
tion networks, and transport systems are examples of cyber-
physical systems. These systems consist of large-scale physical
processes monitored and controlled by SCADA (supervisory
control and data acquisition) systems running over a het-
erogeneous set of communication networks and computers.
Although the use of such powerful software systems adds
flexibility and scalability, it also increases the vulnerability
to hackers and other malicious entities who may perform
cyber attacks through the IT systems [1], [2]. Several security
breaches have been recently announced [3], [4].

A holistic approach to security of SCADA systems is im-
portant because of the complex coupling between the physical
process and the distributed software system. Unfortunately a
theory for such system security lacking. Increasing the security
by adding encryption and authentication schemes helps to
prevent some cyber attacks by making them harder to succeed
but it would be a mistake to rely solely on such methods, as it
is well-known that the overall system is not secured because
some of its components are. A method to increase security
of networked control systems involve the design of control
algorithms that are robust to the effects of cyber attacks [5],
[6], [7], [8] and monitoring schemes to detect anomalies in
the system caused by attacks [9]. This paper focus on the
latter and uses fault detection and isolation (FDI) to design
a distributed FDI scheme for a network of interconnected
second-order linear systems.

There are various ways to detect and isolate a fault in
a system [10], [11], [12], [13]. Observer based approaches
have been well studied and some of these methods have been

imansh@cecs.anu.edu.au
{andretei,hsan,kallej}@kth.se
This work was supported in part by the European Commission through the

VIKING project, the Swedish Research Council, the Swedish Foundation for
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proposed for power systems [14], [15]. However, distributed
FDI for systems comprised of a network of autonomous nodes
still lacks a thorough theory. A relevant and interesting result
is presented in [9] where the authors have proposed a discrete
time algorithm to detect the misbehaving node in a network of
nodes with single integrator dynamics. Another result related
to this work is [16] where the possibility of detecting faults
by coordinating certain movements in the formation is shown.

In this paper we consider the problem of distributed fault
detection and isolation in a network of nodes with double
integrator dynamics seeking to reach consensus. To achieve
this goal, we design a bank of continuous time unknown input
observers (UIO) in each node, which then monitors its own
neighborhood. The existence of such observers is established
for two different consensus protocols, and some infeasibility
results are provided. As an illustrative example, the application
of the proposed method to FDI in power networks is presented.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section
the problem is formulated. In Section III we introduce the
UIO that we use to obtain the main result of this paper. In
Section IV, we propose a solution to the problem posed in
Section II. In Section V the application of the method on an
illustrative 9 bus power grid is studied. Conclusions and future
remarks come in the last section.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a network of N interconnected nodes and let
G(V, E ,A) be the underlying graph of this network, where
V = {i}N1 is the vertex set with i ∈ V corresponding to node
i, E ⊆ V × V is the edge set of the graph, and A ∈ RN×N
is the weighted adjacency matrix with nonnegative entries.
The undirected edge {i, j} is incident on vertices i and j if
nodes i and j share a communication link, in which case the
corresponding entry in the adjacency matrix [A]ij is positive
and reflects the edge weight. The out-degree of node i is
deg (i) =

∑
j∈Ni

[A]ij , where Ni = {j ∈ V : {i, j} ∈ E} is
the neighborhood set of i. The degree matrix ∆ (G) ∈ RN×N
is a diagonal matrix defined as

[∆]ij =
{

deg (i) , i = j
0 , i 6= j

.

The weighted Laplacian of G is defined as L(G) = ∆−A.



Each node i is assumed to have double integrator dynamics

ξ̇i(t) = ζi(t) (1a)

ζ̇i(t) = ui(t), (1b)

where ξi, ζi, and ui are scalars and ui is the control law

ui(t) =
∑
j∈Ni

[wij(ξj(t)− ξi(t)) + (αijζj(t)− βiζi(t))] .

(2)
We say that node k is faulty if for some functions fξk(t)

and fζk(t) not identical to zero it holds that

ξ̇k(t) = ζk(t) + fξk(t)

ζ̇k(t) = uk(t) + fζk(t).
(3)

The functions fξk(t) and fζk(t) denote fault signals.
Remark 1: The variables ξi and ζi can be interpreted as

position and velocity, respectively, for a mobile system, or as
phase and frequency in the context of power networks.

Let n = 2N and consider x(t) ∈ Rn,the
global state of the network, defined as x(t) =
[ξ1(t), . . . , ξN (t), ζ1(t), . . . , ζN (t)]>. The closed-
loop dynamics of the network in the presence of faults can
be written as

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bv(t) +Bff(t)
y(t) = Cx(t),

(4)

where v(t) ∈ Rr is a vector of known external control inputs,
f(t) ∈ Rm is a vector of fault signals, y(t) ∈ Rp is the
output vector, and A, B, Bf , and C are matrices of appropriate
dimensions. Before stating the problem addressed in this work,
we define what is meant by fault detectability and isolability,
according to [13].

Definition 1: Given the system (4), a fault fk(t) ∈ R is said
to be detectable if

∂y

∂fk

∣∣∣∣
fk=0

6≡ 0. (5)

In general terms, this means that a detectable fault should
produce a change in the output.

Lemma 1: Definition 1 is equivalent to say that the system’s
Rosenbrock matrix [

sI −A bfk

C 0

]
(6)

has full normal rank, where bfk
∈ Rm is the k-th column

of Bf and normal rank is defined as the rank for almost all
s ∈ C.
This means that the transfer function from fk(t) to y(t) is not
identical to zero.

Definition 2: Given the system (4), a vector of faults f(t) ∈
Rm is said to be isolable if

∂y

∂f

∣∣∣∣
f=0

df 6≡ 0. (7)

In the case of additive faults, this relates to input observability
and it loosely means that any simultaneous occurrence of

faults would lead to a change in the output. Furthermore, the
following can be said for additive faults

Lemma 2: Given the system (4), the m faults in f(t) are
isolable if and only if

normal rank
[
sI −A Bf
C 0

]
= n+m (8)

In this paper, we solve the following problem:
Problem 1: When and how can each agent of the networked

system (1)-(2) detect and isolate a faulty agent?
We propose a solution to this problem for two different
consensus protocols (2) in the coming sections. However, first
in the next section we introduce the mathematical tool to be
used.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A common technique used in model-based fault diagnosis
is to generate a set of residuals which indicate the presence
of a fault. The residual is a fault indicator computed from
the difference between the measurements and their estimates,
which should be close to zero if and only if the fault is not
present. In this section, we consider the general linear fault-
free system under the influence of an unknown input d(t) ∈ Rq
to be described by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bv(t) + Ed(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

(9)

whereas the system in presence of faults is given by

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bv(t) +Bff(t) + Ed(t)
y(t) = Cx(t)

(10)

with the assumption that the matrices E and Bf have full
column rank.

Remark 2: Note that the condition on Bf being full column
rank is not restrictive, since any singular matrix D ∈ Rn×l can
be decomposed in D = D1D2, with D1 having full column
rank. This implies, however, that not all faults are isolable.
The matrix E is called a disturbance distribution matrix, since
it contains information on how a vector of unknown input
signals, seen as disturbances, affect the states of the dynamical
system.

Definition 3: A state observer is an unknown input observer
(UIO) if the state estimation error e = x− x̂ approaches zero
asymptotically, regardless of the presence of an unknown input
d.

A full-order observer for the fault-free system in (9) is
described by:

ż(t) = Fz(t) + TBv(t) +Ky(t)
x̂(t) = z(t) +Hy(t)

(11)

where x̂(t) ∈ Rn is the estimated state and z(t) ∈ Rn is
the observer’s state. Note that if we choose F = A, T = I ,
and H = 0 we have a full-order Luenberger observer. The
matrices in the observer’s equations must be designed in order
to achieve the decoupling from the unknown input and meet



requirements on the stability of the observer. Choosing the
matrices F, T,K,H to satisfy the following conditions

F = (A−HCA−K1C)
T = (I −HC)

(HC − I)E = 0
K2 = FH

(12)

we have the estimation error dynamics

ė(t) = Fe(t). (13)

We conclude that if the equations in(12) are satisfied and
F is stable, then the observer (11) is an UIO. The following
proposition formalizes this.

Proposition 1 ([11]): The observer (11) is an UIO for (9)
if and only if

i) rank(CE) = rank(E)
ii) (C,A1) is a detectable pair, where

A1 = A−HCA (14)

For a proof and more details the reader is refered to [11],
[13].

Now consider the system (10). As suggested in [11], a
possible method of detecting and isolating the faults present in
the process is to use the so called generalized observer scheme
(GOS), where we construct a bank of observers generating a
structured set of residuals such that each residual is decoupled
from one and only one fault, but being sensitive to all other
faults.

Definition 4: A residual r(t) is a fault indicator function,
which satisfies the following condition:

r(t) = 0 ⇐⇒ f(t) = 0

where f(t) represents the fault signal.
The detection and isolation of a fault in the k-th

component,fk 6= 0, is based on that:

‖rk(t)‖ < Θfk

‖rj(t)‖ ≥ Θfj ,∀j 6= k,
(15)

where ri(t) is the residual insensitive to a fault in the i-th
component and Θfi > 0 is the isolation threshold, which
can be constant or time varying. Note that this approach is
feasible only if a single additive fault is present. If more faults
are present, they can be detected using this method, but they
cannot be isolated. To isolate multiple faults, one could enlarge
the observer bank with multi-fault detectors.

Suppose there is a single active fault, fi(t) 6= 0. In order
to render an observer insensitive to fi(t), this fault could be
regarded as an unknown input and the observer could then
be computed using the UIO theory. The system (10) can be
rewritten as

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bv(t) +Biff
i(t) + bfifi(t)

y(t) = Cx(t)
(16)

where bfi
is the i-th column of Bf , fi(t) the i-th component

of f(t), Bif is Bf with the i-th column deleted and f i(t) the

fault vector f(t) with its i-th component removed. The UIO
decoupled from bfi has the same structure as in (11) and is
described by

żi(t) = Fizi(t) + TiBv(t) +Kiy(t)
x̂i(t) = zi(t) +Hiy(t)

. (17)

Remark 3: Note that for such a UIO to exist, fi(t) must
be detectable. This follows from that Cond. ii) of Prop. 1
is equivalent to requiring the asymptotic stability of the
transmission zeros of the system (A, bfi

, C), which implies
that

normal rank
[
sI −A bfi

C 0

]
= n+ 1 (18)

It is easy to show that we have the following observer error
and residual dynamics

ėi(t) = Fiei(t)− TiBiff i(t)
ri(t) = Cei(t)

. (19)

Note that the residual dynamics are driven by the k-th fault
if Tibfk

6= 0, k 6= i. We can compute similar observers for
all the other faults and then use the threshold logic in (15) to
isolate the fault.

From Remark 3 we conclude that the existence of UIOs
for all additive faults requires such faults to be detectable.
Together with the assumption that Bf has full-column rank,
we conclude that the existence of a bank of UIOs ensures the
isolability of all additive faults.

Next we show that one can construct such UIO for two
consensus protocols applied to a networked system.

IV. FAULT DETECTION FOR NETWORKED SYSTEMS

Consider the networked system introduced in Section II with
the following consensus protocol

miui(t) = −diζi(t) +
∑
j∈Ni

wij (ξj(t)− ξi(t)) . (20)

where mi, wij , di > 0 ∈ R and ξi ∈ R.
Recall the networked system (4), with x(t) =
[ξ1(t), · · · , ξN (t), ζ1(t), · · · , ζN (t)]> and

A =
[

0N IN
−M̄L −D̄M̄

]
B =

[
0N
M̄

]
M̄ = diag

(
1
m1

, · · · , 1
mN

)
D̄ = diag (d1, · · · , dN ) .

(21)

Assume that ξk does not satisfy Equation (1a), but

ξ̇k(t) = ζk(t) + fk(t) (22)

where fk(t) corresponds to a fault in node k. In the presence
of this fault, (4) transforms into

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + bkffk(t) (23)



with bkf = [b̄kf
> 01×N ]> where b̄kf is an N dimensional vector

with all zero entries except one that corresponds to the faulty
node k. Furthermore, we assume node i has access to

yi(t) = Cix(t), Ci =
[
C̄i 0Ñi×N

]
, (24)

with C̄i being an |Ñi| by N matrix with full row rank, where
each of the rows have all zero entries except for one entry
at the j-th position that corresponds to those nodes that are
neighbors of i, where Ñi = Ni ∪ i and j ∈ Ñi.

To tackle Problem 1 we need to show that one can construct
a UIO at each node i under the consensus protocol (20) using
measurements (24).

Before presenting the main result of this paper we have the
following lemma.

Lemma 3: If an undirected graph G is connected, then any
partition of its Laplacian matrix L, induced by a strict subset
of nodes V̄ ⊂ V , is invertible.

Proof: See [17].
Now we are ready to state the following theorem concerning
the existence of a UIO for the consensus protocol (20).

Theorem 1: There exists a UIO for the system (23) with
measurements (24) of node i if the graph G is connected and
k ∈ Ni.

Proof: First we have to show that

rank
(
Cib

k
f

)
= rank

(
bkf
)

= 1.

Denote the row of Ci that reads the output of node k, cki . It
is obvious that cki b

k
f = 1 and cji b

k
f = 0, j 6= k. Hence, Cibkf

is a vector with zero entries except one which is equal to 1,
thus the rank is equal to 1. Then we have to show that

rank(D) = 2N + 1

for all Re(s) ≥ 0 where

D =
[
sI2N −A bkf

Ci 0Ñi×1

]
.

We have

rank(D) = rank

 sIN −IN b̄kf
M̄L sIN + D̄M̄ 0N×1

C̄i 0|Ñi|×N 0|Ñi|×1


Applying some row and column operations we obtain

rank(D) = rank

 0N −IN b̄kf
a(s) 0N b(s)
C̄i 0|Ñi|×N 0|Ñi|×1

 ,
with

a(s) = s2IN + sD̄M̄ + M̄L
b(s) = (sIN + D̄M̄)b̄kf

.

We apply a transformation P to the system so that

x̄ = Px = [ξĩ1 , · · · , ξĩ|Ñi|
, ξī1 , · · · , ξī|N̄i|

,

ζĩ1 , · · · , ζĩ|Ñi|
, ζī1 , · · · , ζī|N̄i|

]>,

where ĩj ∈ Ñi, īj ∈ N̄i, and C̄∗i = C̄iP =
[IÑi

0Ñi×N̄i
], where Ñi = i ∪ Ni and N̄i = V \

Ñi. After this operation we can write the Laplacian as

L̄ = P−1LP =
[ L|Ñi| l|Ñi|×|N̄i|
l|N̄i|×|Ñi| L|N̄i

|

]
. Further-

more P−1M̄P =
[

M̄1|Ñi| 0|Ñi|×|N̄i|
0|N̄i|×|Ñi| M̄2|N̄i

|

]
, P−1D̄P =[

D̄1|Ñi| 0|Ñi|×|N̄i|
0|N̄i|×|Ñi| D̄2|N̄i

|

]
, b̃kf = P−1b̄kf , and b̃k∗f =

P−1(sIN + D̄M̄)b̄kf .
After applying the transformation we have

rank(D) =

rank


0|N̄ |×|Ñi| 0|N̄i|×|N̄i| −IN b̃kf
c(s) M̄1l|Ñi|×|N̄i| 0|Ñi|×N b̃k∗f

M̄2l|N̄i|×|Ñi| d(s) 0|N̄i|×N 0|N̄i|×1

I|Ñi| 0|Ñi|×|N̄i| 0|Ñi|×N 0|Ñi|×1

,
with

c(s) = M̄1L|Ñi| + s2I|Ñi| + sM̄1D̄1

d(s) = M̄2L|N̄i| + s2I|N̄i| + sM̄2D̄2

.

It is evident that the first and the third columns are inde-
pendent of the rest, thus

rank(D) = |Ñi|+N+

+ rank
[

M̄1l|Ñi|×|N̄i| b̃k∗f
M̄2L|N̄i| + s2I|N̄i| + sM̄2D̄2 0|N̄i|×1

]
.

We know from Lemma 3 that any partition of the Laplacian
matrix is invertible so the last column is independent of the
rest as well so

rank(D) = |Ñi|+N + |N̄i|+ 1 = 2N + 1 (25)

Remark 4: Note that if the graph is not connected, the net-
worked system (23) can be decomposed in several decoupled
subsystems, each corresponding to a connected subset of the
network. Theorem 1 then applies to each subsystem.

Theorem 1 establishes that a UIO can be constructed at node
i that can observe node k. The existence of such observer leads
to detection of a possible fault at node k by node i using the
method described in Section III.

In Theorem 1 we stated that a fault in ξk can be isolated
with the measurements of the form (24). In the next theorem
we identify what type of faults cannot be isolated.

Theorem 2: Consider the system described by (23). For any
of the following pairs of Ci and bkf no UIO of the form (11)
exists:

i) bkf = [b̄kf
> 01×N ]>, Ci =

[
0Ñi×N C̄i

]
ii) bkf = [01×N b̄kf

>]>, Ci =
[
0Ñi×N C̄i

]
iii) bkf = [01×N b̄kf

>]>, Ci =
[
C̄i 0Ñi×N

]
Proof: To see that no UIO exists for (i) and (iii) one needs

to check that

rank
(
Cib

k
f

)
= rank

(
bkf
)

= 0.



Hence, the first condition of Proposition 1 is not satisfied. For
(ii), similar to the calculations in proof of Theorem 1 for the
case where s = 0, we have

rank(D) = rank

 0N −IN b̄kf
M̄L 0N D̄M̄ b̄kf

0Ñi×N C̄i 0|Ñi|×1

 . (26)

Considering the first column, it is known that L is rank
deficient, and hence the second condition of Theorem 1 is
not satisfied.

Cases i) and iii) from Theorem 2 suggest that if there is
an unknown input affecting one of the states of one of the
nodes in a network, it is not possible to have a UIO without
measuring the same state throughout the network as the one
affected by the unknown input. For example, if an unknown
input(fault) is affecting the velocity of one of the nodes, by
measuring positions alone we cannot have a UIO to observe
the states of the network. On the other hand, in case ii) we
see that the first condition of Proposition 1 is satisfied, but the
UIO still does not exist. What happens in this case is that the
system is not detectable, as seen by observing the first two
columns of (26).

In what comes next we introduce the conditions where a
UIO exists for observing ζj j ∈ Ni and consequently detecting
a fault in them.

Theorem 3: Consider the system described by (23)–(24).

For Ci =
[

C̄i 0|Ñi|×N
0|Ñi|×N C̄i

]
, where C̄i is a |Ñi| by N

matrix, and bk>f =
[

01×N b̄k>f
]

and bkf being an N by 1
vector with having k-th entry as its only nonzero entry, a UIO
exists to observe ζj j ∈ Ni

Proof: The proof for existence of a UIO is similar to the
previous case and is omitted
For the rest of this section we consider another consensus
protocol [18]:

ui(t) =
∑
j∈Ni

wij [(ξj(t)− ξi(t)) + γ(ζj(t)− ζi(t))] , (27)

Furthermore, for the whole network with a faulty node k
and the same selection of x we have

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) + bkffk(t) (28)

where
A =

[
0N IN
−L −γL

]
, (29)

and L is the weighted Laplacian matrix with the weight wij >
0, γ > 0, bk>f =

[
b̄k>f 01×N

]
with bkf being an N by 1

vector with having k-th entry as its only nonzero entry. We
further assume that node i measures yi(t) at time t which
satisfies

y(t) = Cix(t), (30)

and Ci =
[

C̄i 0|Ñi|×N
0|Ñi|×N C̄i

]
, where C̄i is a |Ñi| by N

matrix. Now we have the following theorem.

Theorem 4: There exists a UIO for the system (28) if the
graph G is connected, measurements of the form (30) are
available and the faulty node k is in the neighborhood of node
i, Ni.

Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 1 and
is omitted.

For detecting fault in ζk(t), j ∈ Nk we have the following
theorem.

Theorem 5: For bk>f =
[

01×N b̄k>f
]

with bkf being an
N by 1 vector with having k-th entry as its only nonzero entry,
a UIO exists to observe ζk(t), k ∈ Ni.

Proof: The proof for existence of a UIO is similar to the
previous case and is omitted
So far we have established what type of measurements should
be available at node i to be able to detect a fault in k ∈ Ni
using a UIO based fault detection scheme. More specifically
we have shown that if a node aims to detect a fault in a state
of one of its neighbors using the aforementioned UIO based
scheme, it has to measure the same state of all of its neighbors.

V. POWER NETWORKS APPLICATION

Power systems are an example of very complex systems in
which generators and loads are dynamically interconnected.
Thus they can be seen as networked systems, where each bus
is a node. We will now provide a simple model for the active
power flow in a power grid. Such model and additional details
of power networks can be found in [19].

The behavior of a bus i can be described by the so-called
swing equation:

miδ̈i(t) + diδ̇i(t)− Pmi(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni

Pij(t), (31)

where mi and di are the inertia and damping coefficients,
respectively, Pmi is the mechanical input power and Pij is the
active power flow from bus i to j. Considering that there are no
power losses nor ground admittances and letting Vi = |Vi| ejδi

and δi be, respectively, the complex voltage and the phase
angle of bus i, the active power flow between bus i and bus
j, Pij , is given by:

Pij(t) = kij sin(δi(t)− δj(t)), (32)

where kij = |Vi| |Vj | bij and bij is the susceptance of the
power line connecting buses i and j.

Since the phase angles are close, we can linearize (32),
rewriting the dynamics of bus i as:

miδ̈i(t) + diδ̇i(t) = ui(t) + vi(t), (33)

with

ui(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni

kij(δi(t)− δj(t))

vi(t) = Pmi.

(34)

Consider a power network with G(V, E) as its under-
lying graph with N = |V| nodes, where each node
corresponds to a bus in the power network. Rewriting
(33) and (34) in state-state form and considering x =



[
δ1(t), · · · , δN (t), δ̇1(t), · · · , δ̇N (t)

]>
, we can write the

network’s dynamics as

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bv(t), (35)

where B =
[
0N M̄>

]>
, A and M̄ are given by (21) and

v(t) = [Pm1 · · · PmN ]> is the collection of input power at
each bus. These are generator’s power inputs or load power
consumptions, which we assume as known. The dynamics
of the power network correspond to (21) with an additional
known input v(t) and thus the results from Section IV can be
used to detect and isolate faults in power networks.

Remark 5: The stability and convergence properties of the
system ẋ(t) = Ax(t) where d1 = · · · = dN are studied in
[20], and the case where di, i = 1, · · · , N are not necessarily
equal is not presented here due to lack of space.

In the example that follows next, we consider that the net-
work is being affected by faults corresponding to unexpected
changes in the power generation or consumption. Assume that
a fault has occurred at node k. The power network under such
conditions can be modeled as

ẋ = Ax+Bv(t) + bkffk, (36)

where bkf is the k-th column of B and therefore it can be

written as bkf =
[
01×N b̄k>f

]>
with b̄k>f being a column vector

with 1
mk

in the k-th entry and zero in all other entries. Thus,
from Theorem 3 there exists an UIO for such system at a given
node i if k ∈ Ni and yi = Cix with

Ci =
[

C̄i 0|Ñi|×N
0|Ñi|×N C̄i

]
.

Thus we need to measure the phase and frequency of the
neighbors to be able to detect the faulty node. Having such
measurements, this type of faults can be detected and isolated
in a distributed way using UIOs, as we show with the following
example.

Consider the power network presented in Fig. 1. The power
grid’s topological parameters and the generators’ dynamic
coeficients (mi and di) were taken from [21], while the
dynamic coeficients of the rest of the buses were arbitrarily
taken from reasonable values. The system matrices used in the
simulation can be found in the appendix.

The power network is evolving towards the steady-state
when, at time instant t = 2s, a fault occurs at node 6, as
presented in Fig. 2. By implementing a bank of observers at
bus 7, the fault is successfully detected and isolated in the pres-
ence of measurement noise, since the residual corresponding
to bus 6 became larger than the other residuals, as illustrated
in Fig. 3.

Remark 6: Because of Theorem 2 we know that we cannot
solve the fault detection problem using UIO with having access
to less information than the information available through yi =
Cix, with the above-mentioned Ci.
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Figure 1. Power network with 9 buses [21].
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this paper we considered the problem of fault detection
and isolation for interconnected nodes with double-integrator
dynamics performing consensus. We presented an illustrative
example to show the application of the proposed method to
fault detection in power systems. Future directions include
considering a way to reduce the dimension of the unknown
input observers at each node in the current scheme, and explore
applicability of other fault detection methods to the problem.
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APPENDIX

A =
[
A1 A2

I9 09

]
B =

[
B1

09

]
C =

[
C̄ 09

09 C̄

]

C̄ =



0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





A1 =

266666666664

−25.8844 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 −22.7101 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 −15.1515 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −15.2672 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 −0.5003 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −0.5752 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.4452 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.4532 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −0.6322

377777777775

A2 =

266666666664

−697.98 0 0 0 697.98 0 0 0 0
0 −873.11 0 0 0 873.11 0 0 0
0 0 −507.47 0 0 0 0 507.47 0
0 0 0 −488.74 0 0 0 0 488.74

12016.97 0 0 0 −12230.33 113.25 100.11 00
0 486.52 0 0 148.43 −763.75 128.80 0 0
0 0 0 0 102.69 100.81 −274.10 70.60 0
0 0 1135.52 0 0 0 71.40 −1276.58 69.66
0 0 0 18635.24 0 0 0 75.18 −18710.42

377777777775

B1 =

266666666664

0.1355 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 5.4881 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1.0818 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.0685 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2.3334 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 3.0581 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2.3935 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.4207 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.6126

377777777775



SCADA-specific Intrusion Detection/Prevention Systems: A Survey and
Taxonomy

Bonnie Zhu Shankar Sastry

Abstract— Due to standardization and connectivity to the
Internet, Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
systems now face the threat of cyber attacks. SCADA systems
were designed without cyber security in mind and hence the
problem of how to modify conventional Information Technology
(IT) intrusion detection techniques to suit the needs of SCADA
is a big challenge. We explain the nuance associated with the
task of SCADA-specific intrusion detection and frame it in
the domain interest of control engineers and researchers to
illuminate the problem space. We present a taxonomy and a set
of metrics for SCADA-specific intrusion detection techniques by
heightening their possible use in SCADA systems. In particular,
we enumerate Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) that have
been proposed to undertake this endeavor. We draw upon the
discussion to identify the deficits and voids in current research.
Finally, we offer recommendations and future research venues
based upon our taxonomy and analysis on which SCADA-
specific IDS strategies are most likely to succeed, in part
through presenting a prototype of our efforts towards this goal.

I. INTRODUCTION

The origin of taxonomy is rooted in bioscience [77], [79].
The idea of taxonomies for attacks and instructions was
more borrowed from pathology, where each disease can be
treated with a specific method or medication. Thus often
those taxonomies require exclusiveness among their compo-
nents. However, at the current stage of the SCADA-specific
intrusion detection field or even intrusion detection in IT
field in general, we’d like to argue that such exclusiveness
is not suitable for an early attempt in which the eco-space is
still under development. Such stringent formality would not
provide aid to solve the problem at hand.

When it comes to taxonomy in the field of intrusion
detection, John Mchugh has made very keen observation in
his critique of evaluation of Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
[49]:

The point is that the taxonomy must be constructed
with two objectives in mind: describing the rele-
vant universe and applying the description to gain
insight into the problem at hand.

which is the philosophy that this paper strives to follow.

A. Introduction to SCADA systems

Defined by IEEE Standard (C37.1-1994) [32] , a Su-
pervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system

This work is supported by the National Science Foundation Award CCF-
0424422 for the Team for Research in Ubiquitous Secure Technology
(TRUST).

B. Zhu and S. Sastry are with Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley, CA
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includes all control, indication, and associated telemetering
equipment at the master station, and all of the complementary
devices at the (Remote Terminal Unit) RTU(s)1. A typical
SCADA system includes hardware, software and commu-
nication protocols that connect together the different layers
in the hierarchy. For more detailed expositions on SCADA
system compositions, readers please refer to resources such
as [80], [39].

Being one of the primary categories of control systems,
SCADA systems are generally used for large, geographically
dispersed distribution operations, such as electrical power
grids, petroleum and gas pipelines, water and wastewater
(sewage) systems and other critical infrastructures [80]. They
not only provide management with remote access to real-
time data from Distributed Control Systems (DCSs) and
Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) but also enable op-
erational control center to issue automated or operator-driven
supervisory commands to remote station control devices
and complete high-level exchange among different networks
and domains. Consequently, the communication protocols
used within the hierarchical system to enable cyber-physical
interaction[7], [20], [39] have strong implications on the
security of SCADA system [20], [86], [3]. The raw data
protocols are designed for communication between physical
layer and serial/radio links, but can also be tunneled over
Internet. They are used for reading raw data from field
devices such as voltage, pressure, fluid flow and so on or
sending alerts from field devices when leakage detected or
overpressure sensed or sending commands remotely from
control station to field devices such as flip a switch or turn
on or off a break2.

On the other hand, the high-level data protocols3, are de-
signed to transmit bulk process data and commands between
various applications/databases. They often bridge between
the enterprise-network and control-network to provide infor-
mation for humans.

For example, company A wants a current pipeline pressure
reading off the oil pipeline within zones, the area where

1RTUs are special purpose data acquisition and control units designed
to support SCADA remote stations. These field devices are often equipped
with wireless radio interfaces to support remote situations where wire based
communications are unavailable.

2Here, we name a few most popular ones: Modbus, Profibus, Distributed
Network Protocol (DNP3) and Utility Communications Architecture (UCA),
Foundation Fieldbus, Common Industrial Protocol (CIP), Controller Area
Network(CAN) [39].

3 Examples in this category are Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) for
Process Control (OPC) and Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol
(ICCP) [39].



a company has the right to oil exploration, belonging to
company B. It sends a request through ICCP to company B.
Company B relays this request to one of its Human Machine
Interface (HMI) workstations before this request message
reaches a set of PLCs and initiates the data transfer processes.
Each PLC then provides a response containing the requested
information through Modbus [52], [53]. In this situation, the
device running the HMI is acting as the client/master and
the PLC is acting as the server/slave. Each message contains
a function code set by the client/master and indicates to the
server/slave what kind of action to perform.

Most industrial plants now employ networked process
historian servers storing process data and other possible
business and process interfaces, such as using remote Win-
dows sessions to DCSs or direct file transfer from PLCs
to spreadsheets. This integration of SCADA networks with
other networks has made SCADA vulnerable to various cyber
threats. The adoption of Ethernet and TCP/IP for process
control networks and wireless technologies such as IEEE
802.x, Zigbee, Bluetooth, WiFi, plus WirelessHART and ISA
SP100 [20], [39] has further reduced the isolation of SCADA
networks. The connectivity and de-isolation of the SCADA
system is manifested in Fig.1.

Fig. 1. Typical SCADA Components Source: United States
Government Accountability Office Report. GAO-04-354 [23]

Furthermore, the recent trend in standardization of soft-
ware and hardware used in SCADA systems [39] potentially
makes it even easier to mount SCADA-specific attacks
These attacks can disrupt and damage critical infrastructural
operations, contaminate the ecological environment, cause
major economic losses and, even more dangerously, claim
human lives [25], [1], [24]. These likely “penalty costs” due
to lack of protection and our tendency in aversion to loss
[33], [83], [75] push us to consider tapping into SCADA

systems characteristics and seeking protection measures with
reasonable cost-effectiveness [56].

B. Why SCADA-specific Intrusion Detection Systems?

Had we not started with the legacy systems but been
freed from difficulties such as interoperability [41], [57]
instead, we may apply and implement many known security
measures directly, such as rigorous access control, end-to-
end secure communication protocols with full authentication
, encryption besides key management systems and so on [7],
[67].

However, there is no such a thing as perfect security or
prevention product. An all-encompassing and airtight preven-
tion is not only extremely expensive both in economic and
operational sense but also technically and socially infeasible.
The arm-race between protections and attacks is a continuous
up-hill battle.

Bruce Schneier [75] considers “Prevention is best com-
bined with detection and response.” The method of an
intrusion alarm coupled with a security response [6], [9],
[21], a well-established approach in the traditional security
field, has its special immediate appeal for securing SCADA
systems [35], [39], [70], [80]. A sound implementation and
viable deployment of one Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
can manifest itself as an add-on intelligence component to
the existing SCADA systems with minimum hardware cost
or operational changes, leveraging many entrenched SCADA
component infrastructures and technologies.

To this end, the industrial and academic control security
community has started to build Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS) specifically for SCADA systems ([17], [54], [55], [57],
[71], [74], [81], [82], [90]).

Nevertheless, it is important to realize that when we
borrow tools from other fields, there are situations and
conditions that our original set of assumptions might not
hold. A SCADA system is different from the conventional
IT system in the following ways [80], [93]: it is a hard real-
time system, i.e. having the capability to meet a deadline
deterministically, with its timeliness and availability at all
times is very critical; its terminal devices have limited
computing capabilities and memory resources [84]; and more
importantly the fact that logic execution occurred within
SCADA has a direct impact in the physical world dictates
safety as the paramount [23], [24].

In particular, we shall point out that the time-criticality of
SCADA systems is resulted from their need to meet dead-
lines deterministically and from their inherited concurrencies
as being widely dispersed distributed systems. It includes
both the responsiveness aspect of the system, e.g. a command
from the controller to actuator should be executed in real-
time by the latter, and the timeliness of any related data
being delivered in its designated time period, by which, we
also mean the freshness of data, i.e., the data is only valid
in its assigned time period. Or in a more general sense,
this property describes that any queried, reported, issued and
disseminated information shall not be stale but corresponding
to the real-time and the system is able and sensitive enough to



process requests, which may be of normal or of legitimate
human intervention in a timely fashion, such as within a
sampling period. In reality, even a command to an actuator
is correct or a perfect measurement from a sensor is intact,
they become no good if they arrive late to a specified node,
Similarly, any replay of data easily breaches this security
goal.

Moreover, this characteristic also implicitly implies the
order of updates among peered sensors, especially if they
are observing the same process or correlated processes.
The order of data arrival at central monitor room may
play an important factor in the representation of process
dynamics and affect the correct decision making of either
the controlling algorithm or the supervising human operator.
In a nutshell, all right data should be processed in right time.

In addition to above mentioned operational requirement
nuances, comparing to typical IT systems and/or enterprise
networks, in the existing SCADA systems, there are no
or weak authentication mechanisms at best to differentiate
human users or privilege separation or user account man-
agement to control access and so on [57]. Such fundamental
weakness in access control leaves the door open to attacks.
These differences challenge design and implementation of
SCADA-specific IDSs.

Meanwhile, among the attempts to date, some authors
[17] may consider that SCADA systems usually have a
relatively static topology4, a presumably regular network
traffic pattern5 and use simple protocols, hence monitoring
them may not be more difficult than doing so in enterprise
systems. But to our best knowledge, none of the work
([17], [54], [55], [57], [71], [74], [81], [82], [90]) has been
tested on real operational SCADA system network traffic
to validate such assumptions. On the other hand, it’s a
known fact that simulated data may be potentially quite
different from real measurements especially in abnormal
cases, the focal point of our IDS research. For example, as
seen in Fig.2, the department of Energy records a drastic
difference in simulated and real power grids measurements
and performance during the August 10, 1996 western grid
breakup [59] .

Moreover, we believe that the cyber-physical security of
real-time, continuous systems necessitates a comprehensive
view and holistic understanding of network security, control
theory and physical systems [80], [93]. The ultimate goal of
much needed work is to aid in achieving satisfactory control
performance in a continuous 24× 7, real-time, realistic en-
vironment, where normalized behavior co-exits with benign
noises, honest mistakes, natural components and or systems
faults plus potential malicious cyber intrusions. However, by
convention, certain shared vernacular use in each of these
fields may have their own field-specific interpretations6, par-

4Under the assumption that there is no wireless sensor network involved.
5Due to the scarce accessibility to operational SCADA traces known to

the public, we are conservative at taking the leap of faith yet.
6One of the barrier facing control security researcher in general is the

occupational and cultural including lingo difference between IT and control
personnel.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of measured and simulated grid performance and
measurements during the August 10, 1996 western power grid breakup.
The upper panel shows the real grid breakup while the lower panel indicates
stability through simulation. Source: Department of Energy

ticularly regarding several key terminologies used in standard
IT IDS research such as misuse, fault and anomaly, of
which definitions are clarified in section II. Hence we aim to
provide a clear definition and precise interpretation besides
a set of desired properties, or metrics, for SCADA-specific
IDSs.

Towards concrete progress beyond generic discussions, it’s
important for us to survey and evaluate up-to-date research
efforts in this area and reflect on the soundness of the overall
methodologies. We may want to ask:
• Have these techniques and approaches addressed the

specifical needs of SCADA systems? Furthermore,
• Are we simply handicapped by the nuance of current

SCADA systems and diving into unrealistically compli-
cated strategies in terms of security engineering efforts?
Or

• Are we incorporating and tapping into the entrenched
SCADA infrastructure components and technologies?

C. Related Work

Since SCADA-specific IDS research is a rather new arena,
we decide to resort to the classics in the standard IT field
([42], [15], [43], [60], [69], [18], [61], [9], [11], [58], [48],
[50], [49], [27], [62], [28], [73], [47], [85], [63], [35], [64]),
for relevant insights into categorizing intrusion identifiers in
the context of the SCADA environment in which we wish
effectively use them and highlighting these that we consider
more applicable to our problem space.

1) Landscape: Lough [46] has done a rather thorough job
of reviewing the various taxonomies offered by the computer
security community, as well as the criteria for evaluating
them.

Kent and Mell at National Institute of Science and Tech-
nology (NIST) recommend the general guidelines on Intru-
sion Detection and Prevention (IDP) systems [35].



Killourhy, Maxion and Tan [36] give comprehensive ex-
position on attack taxonomies.

Alessandri[5] developed a classification of attacks and a
description framework for intrusion detection systems. The
developed method can be used by IDS designers to predict
whether a given design will be able to detect certain classes
of attacks. Attacks are classified according to their externally
observable characteristics. The identified attack classes are
then described in terms of IDS characteristics which are
needed to analyze a given class of attacks.

Buhan et al. developed a meta-classification schema of
attack taxonomies to provide guidance to the process of
choosing the most suitable taxonomy for a security task[13].
They classify atomic taxonomies based on the ‘grounds of
distinction’ including: the who, how and what aspect of the
attack. Each atomic taxonomy represents only one dimension
of the attack. Then they combine a taxonomy from each
of these classes to create a nested taxonomy. Yampolskiy
and Govindaraju[14] survey all aspects of computer security
including attackers and attacks, software bugs and viruses
as well as different intrusion detection systems and ways to
evaluate such systems.

As far as the style of a intrusion taxonomy goes, Lippmann
et al [58] at Lincoln Lab provided a general and attack
manifestation based categorization; Axelsson[9] offered a
thorough description; Killourhy et al [36] showed work more
align with McHugh’s observation [49], similar to ours.

2) Flagship Works: The ongoing work at MIT Lincoln
Lab, such as Lippmann et al [58] including attack taxonomy,
the use of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) techniques
and attack construction, DARPA datasets etc., Haines et al.
[27] on extending the DARPA off-line intrusion detection
evaluations, and Rossey et al. [73] on the LARIAT (Lincoln
Adaptable Real-time Information Assurance Testbed), has
been one of early systematic and solid efforts in intrusion
detection research. Their experience has long term impact in
the field of intrusion detection [48], [50], [49], [47].

Both Stefan Axelsson [9] and John McHugh[50] have thor-
ough work on classification of intrusion detection systems. In
particular, Axelsson[9] provided one of most comprehensive
and detailed taxonomy not only on the detection principle
of the 22 IDS prototypes surveyed but also on certain oper-
ational aspects of IDSs in general, both with sufficient qual-
itative explanations. Whereas McHugh[50] gave a historical
review on intrusion detection and some detailed description
on a number of contemporary research and commercial
intrusion detection systems at the time of his writing. He
also noted the difficulties associated with evaluating IDSs.

Backed by substantially operational experience of the Bro
(Network Intrusion Detection System) NIDS at the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) and numerous other
sites, Vern Paxson[61], [62], [28], its primary author, pointed
out the disambiguation of “crud” seen in an adversary
environment and the analysis of application level semantics7

7As far as viable SCADA-specific IDS solution goes, these are among
the top reasons that we prefer Bro over Snort [72], i.e. connection based
application level analysis.

among other principles and aspects of viable design and
implementation of an IDS for its in situ deployment.

We gain quite insights into how we should conduct sound
IDS research through the warnings of difficulties, pitfalls
and challenging issues raised by Stefan Axelsson [8], [9],
[11], John Mchugh [49], and Vern Paxson [60], [63], [64].
Thus many evaluation and assessment principles on SCADA-
specific IDS in this paper and design principles of our follow-
on work are derived from their works.

On the other hand, in general, the metrics used for evalua-
tion are the benchmarks that the evaluated subjects should be
striving for. Both Axelsson [8], [9], [11] and Mchugh [50],
[49] have thorough work on classification and sound metrics
of intrusion detection systems8.

We hope to constructively offer a set of useful metrics
to facilitate SCADA-specific IDS research and securing
SCADA in general.

To understand the nature of IDS performance, we adapt
the unified view framed by Stefan Axelsson [10], where
the intrusion detection is considered as a signal detection
problem and the normal network traffic is treated as the
background data. Indeed, if we view background data &
responses as the noise and attack data & responses as the
signal, the IDS problem can be characterized as one of
detecting a signal in the presence of noise. This school of
thought is much in line with the standard control theory
[16]. And it’s natural to realize that the dataset used has
noneligible impact on gauging the design and performance
of IDSs.

3) Dataset: As far as the datasets used for constructing
attack traffic and/or simulated background traffic, for ver-
ification purpose only, are concerned, MIT Lincoln Labs
DARPA datasets[58] and KDD Cup dataset [34] derived
from them are not only overly used, but also won’t be
precisely apt and reliable for SCADA-specific IDSs, given
that they are not even simulated SCADA network traffic.
Beyond McHugh’s critique[49], Maxion and Tan [48] fur-
ther illustrate both the regularity of background traffic and
environment conditions affect false positive rate. Mahoney
and Chan [47] observe that simulation artifacts may render
network anomaly detection systems very low false positive
rate and claim this evaluation problem can be mitigated by
mixing real traffic into the simulation. We will use such
observations to verify whether all proposed SCADA-specific
IDSs take such precaution when conduct and assess their
own work.

D. Contribution
In this paper, we make the following contributions:
• First systematic and thorough effort in investigating and

assessing the landscape of up-to-date SCADA-specific
intrusion detection techniques and systems;

• Explain the nuance of SCADA-specific IDS and provide
clear definitions plus a taxonomy and a set of metrics
of SCADA-specific IDS;

8Or at least they’ve posed the questions that IDS research and researchers
should address.



• Ease the interoperability between the conventional IT
security and control systems research by addressing the
intrusion detection problem in the setting of SCADA
systems’ continuous operation;

• Bring in cross-discipline insights to tailor the special
needs entailed by SCADA systems by leveraging en-
trenched SCADA components and technologies and
provide future direction;

• Show a prototype of our efforts in this arena.

E. Organization of the Paper

SectionII presents a set of unified terminologies to facil-
itate understanding and some reasoning on the difficulties
facing IDS due to ambiguities. SectionIII briefly reviews
intrusions on SCADA systems and sets the context for
sectionIV to give a taxonomy of real-time intrusion detection
approaches and to discuss their usage in SCADA systems.
Then sectionV describes 9 proposed SCADA-specific IDS
with their comparison in sectionVI and evaluation in sec-
tionVII , respectively. Section offers some suggestions on
the future direction including some work we are undertaking
before sectionIX concludes.

II. DEFINITIONS AND DIFFICULTIES FROM AMBIGUITIES

To resolve the ambiguity of same terminologies that bear
different meanings in control theory (including systems &
control and fault detection & isolation) and IT (particularly,
operating system and security engineering), we intend to
unify the terms to ease the misunderstanding and highlight
the end goal of providing engineers and researchers insights
into the problems facing securing networked control systems.

Fault: is a non-hostility-induced deviation from the sys-
tem’s specified behavior including honest mistakes caused
by honest people and component failures or defects.

Anomaly: refers to maliciously intrusive event and atyp-
ical yet non-intrusive behavior including (faulty and overly
noisy/messy) actions.

Misuse: includes both malicious and unintentional misuse
deviated from system’s specified ideal action9.

Noise: refers to the messiness of benign and innocuous
yet non-ideal system and network data due to unintentional
interference from natural and technical sources.

Detection: alarm alerts issued in the presence of true
anomaly or misuse.

False alarm/positive: alarm alerts issued in the absence
of real anomaly and/or misuse when there is normal traf-
fic/behavior only.

False negative or missed detection: missed detection in
the presence of a real intrusion.

Note: Any large network is a very “noisy” environment
even at the packet level. Ross Anderson[7] considers that
noise of the unintentional interference from natural sources
such as lightning, electric motors and animals is not within
security-centric considerations. He further argues that al-
though these inevitable noise can threaten the integrity of

9Unauthorized access should fall into the category of misuse under our
definitions.

data in a message, communication protocols have been de-
signed with overcoming such concerns in mind, such as TCP
ensures reliable transmission to avoid such errors. However,
we believe such noises do affect the performance of an
IDS by contributing more ambiguities into physical ‘analog’
sensing10 and thus potentially ‘into digital’ network traffic
so strongly that might be beyond TCP’s original capability
and exploitable by attackers to evade detection [28].

Also according to the conversations we had with people
from industry, one of the major concerns of theirs is the noise
due to physical interference when data are transmitted over
communication link.

Moreover, we are referring to the diversity of legitimate
network traffic. Bellovin [15] gives accounts on that there
are many bad packets on the Internet. Paxson [61] recounts
crud seen on a DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ). Many of those
pathologies look very similar to genuine attacks.

In general, the ambiguities in network traffic lead to the
evasion problem facing Network Intrusion Detection System
(NIDS)[69], [28] is a known fact in cyber security and
intrusion detection community . Zachary et al. [91] further
argue that discerning between normal and malicious traffic
is an ill-posed problem, which can be made less ill-posed
by restricting the set of admissible solutions through a
regularization scheme.

Keep in mind that some of the mostly common used
SCADA-specific protocols are byte-coding, such as ModBus,
DNP3. When these protocols are tunneled over IP and
used in conjunction with TCP, the security implication of
the envision problem due to ambiguities would be more
potentially damaging, if no proper attention is paid.

III. INTRUSIONS ON SCADA SYSTEMS

For completeness, we briefly cover cyber intrusions on
SCADA systems grouped according to their possible target-
based manifestation channels:

1) Control historian, Human Machine Interface (HMI),
controller: what’s been stored including memory and
control functionality;

2) network link between sensors and HMI or controller:
what’s seen by controller/operator including ID, ad-
dress, value and time;

3) network link between controller and actuators: what’s
being sent to actuators including ID, address, action,
value and time;

4) modify sensors threshold values and settings through
cyber means;

5) modify or sabotage auctors normal settings through
cyber means;

Interested readers please refer to [93] for more details.
Before going into the details of the proposed intrusion

detection/prevention approaches for SCADA systems , let us
first review the categories that an intrusion detection method
may fall into.

10An extreme case would be channel jamming.



IV. TAXONOMY OF INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM
APPROACHES

In this section, we adapt a taxonomy of real-time intrusion
detection to facilitate the choice for control’s researchers.

A. On Real Time Intrusion Detection Types

In the early days of IDS research, two major approaches
known as signature detection11 and anomaly detection
were developed [21], [9], [35]. The signature detection
matches traffic to a known misuse pattern of the intrusive
process and its characteristic traces regardless system normal
behavior. Namely, we are watching for known intrusion–the
signal [9]. Supplied with a well-craft intrusion signature and
the absence of its variants in real operations, theoretically
this approach can achieve high detection rate and low false
alarm rate simultaneously. While in anomaly detection, we
do not watch for known intrusion–the signal–but rather the
abnormalities in the observed data in question and alert
when something “extremely unusual” is noticed. It’s usually
based on learning with certain statistical profiling of the
usual behavior of the overall system12 over time without
regard to actual intrusion scenarios. Namely, we identify
deviation from the learned normal system model and decide
whether it’s within acceptable range. This approach faces the
difficulty to find a snag fitting model for the usual behavior
that is comprehensive enough to avoid false alarms yet tight
enough to escape false negatives. Ideally, a faithful model
can detect novel attacks as well.

In between these two approaches, there lie the
probabilistic- and specification-based methods for intrusion
detection. A probabilistic approach is also termed as a
statistical or a Bayes method [38] with probabilistically
encoded models of misuse. It has some potential to detect un-
known attacks. A specification-based approach constructs
a model of what is allowed, enforces its predefined policy
and raises alerts when the observed behavior is outside this
model. It has a high potential for generalization and leverages
against new attacks [12]. This technique has been proposed
as a promising alternative that combines the strengths of
signature-based and anomaly-based detection.

Instead of finding the deviation and unknowns,
specification-based method [12], [37] defines what’s
allowable in terms of network and system traffic
behavior/patterns. This method sounds promising. But
it might be tedious to enumerate all possibly allowable
patterns.

Complementary to the above direct knowledge based clas-
sification, there are also behavioral detection approaches13.
They capture behavior patterns associated with certain at-
tacks, which are not necessarily illegitimate in the direct
semantic sense but wrong in a contextual setting thus may

11also refers as misuse detection.
12By system, we mean the networked control system or SCADA system,

not just the operating system.
13 A thoroughly stringent and meticulous categorization is not the focus

of this paper. Interested readers may refer to [9], [50] for more detailed
taxonomies on IDS.

require secondary evidence. They may abstract allowable
normal interaction as well. Such methods are quite promis-
ing, especially used in conjunction with other methods [92].

B. Organizational Principles

Pragmatically speaking, what matters most is how this
information and technology can assure SCADA and net-
worked control systems in general to provide basic func-
tionality under attacks. Therefore, we don’t intend to give
the most exhaustive categorization or taxonomy of existing
intrusion techniques. Furthermore, its not to say that these
characteristics in specific intrusion techniques we want to
highlight are mutually exclusive, absent of over-lapping.

Especially given the fact that the modeling, monitoring of
the dynamical physical process, fault detection and isolation
are traditionally well studied in control engineering field,
we want to categorize the intrusion detection techniques to
bring out the basics so that control engineers may find easy
to relate control field experience upon this new challenge
and useful in understanding.

C. Taxonomy Dimensions

• Approach refers to the methods we discussed above.
• Knowledge-based refers to that methods predominately

rely on primary evidence such as semantic definitions,
predefined (access) policies, model of legitimate data
flow and abstraction of known illegal patterns.

• Behaviorial-based refers to that methods also need
secondary evidence to make contextual analysis.

• Basis refers to the methods’ building blocks.
• Attacks Detected refers to the detection range.
• Generalization refers to whether the detection mecha-

nism can deal novel attacks.

D. Taxonomy

Table I gives the overall comparison.

E. Implication and Discussion

Through above comparison in Table I, we can see the
strength, limitation and tradeoff of each method. In light of
the intrusions we mentioned in III, we believe there’s room
for direct extension of existing control system dynamical
models for intrusion detection at the application layer as a
way of using anomaly-based detection methods. To reduce
false alarms, reachability theory can be casted in the setting
of specification-based detection methods. Similarly, those
techniques in stochastic control may also be turn into the use
for probabilistic intrusion detection approaches. On the other
hand, many fault detection methods may be handy to turn
into signature-based intrusion detection rules, provided that
we figure out the cyber-physical correlation of these cases.
Furthermore, we think that behavioral detection can be done
right and effectively for SCADA system when we build up
a database for such incidents. We will see more concrete
examples in the following section.



Approach Knowledge-based Basis Attacks Detected Generalization
or Behavioral-based

Signature Knowledge Misuse Known No
Anomaly Knowledge Learned models of normal Must appear anomalous Yes

Probabilistic Knowledge Model learning Match patterns of misuse Some
Specification Hybrid Construct normal model Must violate specs Yes
Behavioral Behavioral Capture behavioral pattern Match patters of behavior Yes

TABLE I
TAXONOMY OF INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM APPROACHES

V. PROPOSED SCADA-SPECIFIC INTRUSION
DETECTION/PREVENTION SYSTEMS

A. Model-Based IDS for SCADA Using Modbus/TCP

As mentioned before, SCADA systems have a relatively
static topology and regular traffic and they use simple
protocols. Backed-up by this argument, the group at SRI
[17] adapted the specification-based approach for intrusion
detection to SCADA systems that rely on ModbusTCP, the
most widely used application layer protocol for communi-
cation between control station to field devices in industrial
networks.

This work renders a multi-algorithm IDS appliance con-
taining pattern anomaly recognition, Bayes analysis of TCP
headers, and stateful protocol monitoring complemented
with customized Snort rules[72]. Alerts are forwarded to
the correlation framework. They offer three model-based
techniques to characterize the expectedacceptable system
behavior according to the Modbus/TCP specification and to
detect potential attacks that violate these models. The first
technique, the protocol-level technique, is based on building
the specifications for individual fields and for groups of
dependent fields in the Modbus/TCP requests and responses.
The second technique, the communication patterns modeling
technique, is based on the analysis of the communication pat-
terns among network components. The detection of violation
of the expected communication patterns is done with the help
of SNORT rules [72]. The third technique, the service usage
patterns modeling technique, is based on learning models that
describe the expected trends in the availability of servers and
services.

This is the first intrusion detection system built using
a formal model of the underlying Modbus/TCP. Its initial
experimental results provide evidence that model-based in-
trusion detection is a promising approach for monitoring
process control networks. As stated earlier, model-based
techniques may result in false alarms if the models aren’t
accurate. The authors do not describe the false alarms that
their system generated during its evaluation.

B. Anomaly-Based Intrusion Detection

We discuss two anomaly-based intrusion detection systems
in this section.

1) AutoAssociative Kernel Regression and Statistical
Probability Ratio test SPRT: Yang et al [90] use the Au-
toAssociative Kernel Regression (AAKR) model coupled
with the Statistical Probability Ratio test (SPRT) and apply
them to local network consisting of several SUN servers and
workstations to simulate a SCADA system.

The authors construct a local network consisting of For
the simulated SCADA system. They used a previously
developed condition monitoring technique, the Continuous
System Telemetry Harness (CSTH), which was originally
designed by Sun Microsystems [26], [88] to detect non-
hostility induced anomaly but not for intrusion, to monitor
the server activity and to build an initial base profile of its
normal working status. Then the database is incorporated
with a MATLAB-based Process and Equipment Monitoring
(PEM) toolbox [29] to establish an initial baseline for the
IDS. They consider Simple Network Management Protocol
(SNMP) as the most important network traffic statistics.

Their fundamental methodology is pattern matching. Pre-
determined features representing network traffic and hard-
ware operating statistics, such as link utilization, CPU usage,
and login failure, are used by the AAKR model to predict
the“correct” behavior. Then new observations are compared
with past observations denoted as normal behavior. The
comparison residuals are fed into the SPRT to determine to
see whether fit within a predetermined confidence interval of
the stored profiles. If yes, then an alarm is triggered.

Besides DoS attacks, ping flood, jolt2 attacks, bubonic
attacks, simultaneous jolt2 and bubonic attacks, the authors
also consider insider attack scenarios.

This work is potentially reproducible and may be used
for other intrusion scenarios. However, the threshold value
setting in the SPRT to determine false alarm and false
negative rates seems arbitrary.

2) Multi-Agent IDS Using Ant Clustering Approach and
Unsupervised Feature Extraction: Tsang and Kwong [81]
propose an unsupervised anomaly-learning model - the Ant
Colony Clustering Model (ACCM) in a multi-agent, de-
centralized IDS to reduce data dimensionality and increase
modeling accuracy. The idea is bio-inspired from nature
to construct statistical patterns of network data into near-
optimal clusters for classification.

The Multi-Agent System (MAS) is of a tree-hierarchical
structure and consists of autonomous agents which can be



assigned to different tasks. Depending on their tasks, these
agents are categorized as monitor agents,decision agents,
action agents, coordination agents, user interface agents and
registration agents. They run on distributed subnets with
cooperation.

Distributed in different locations, monitor agents gather
information about the network traffic through packet capture
engines. They extract independent features and reduce certain
irrelevant and noisy data. The Principle Component Analysis
(PCA) applies second-order statistics to extract principle
components (PCs) as mutually orthogonal and linear com-
binations of original features for dimensionality reduction.
Then the decision agents cluster the preprocessed data into
different groups of normal and abnormal patterns. When
abnormal patterns of network traffic is detected, they notify
the action agents and coordination agents in the attacked
subnet. Upon notification, action agents issue responses such
as logging correlated TCP sessions into database, screening
firewalls and redirect attacks to honeypots and so on. Each
agent searches the feature space through random walking
or jumping by short term memory, picks up and drops data
objects according to local density of similarity measure.

When clustering high-dimensional intrusion data, poten-
tially, there are two major problems. One is too many homo-
geneous clusters are created without convergence. The other
is that impure clusters can be formed. The ACCM-based
IDS leverages several factors to fine-tune the clustering.
Firstly, it combines information entropy and averages the
similarity to identify spatial regions of clusters. Secondly,
it uses cluster-pheromone to search for compact clusters
and object-pheromone to search for objects to be picked-
up. This mechanism helps in optimal cluster formation.
Thirdly, the short term memory that it employs consists of
local regional entropy and average similarity of successfully
dropped objects. Fourthly, the model employs a selection
scheme to control the ant agent’s population diversity.

The MAS offers efficient and decentralized control mech-
anism for large-scale intrusion detection. Multiple au-
tonomous agents who are capable of different IDS related
tasks work on distributed subnets and cooperate as well.
The scalability of such multi-agent systems is due to the
autonomy and versatility of each agent. The work offers
detailed techniques on how to reduce data dimensionality and
how to improve the precision of clustering thus improving the
accuracy of detection. However, it doesn’t give very specific
information on how to the handle control networks explicitly
and the implementation section is weak as well.

C. Configurable Embedded Middleware-Level Detection

Næss et al [55] present a configurable Embedded
Middleware-level Intrusion Detection System (EMISDS)
framework that is application specific. EMISDS comes with
IDS-aware middleware tools to embed IDS sensors and
detectors into an application’s middleware layer instead of
directly interacting with the low-level system and network in-
terface. The system model is comprised of anomaly and mis-
use detection. EMIDS uses interval-based and procedural-

based IDS sensors and misuse-based IDS detectors. Interval-
based sensors are responsible for identifying whether param-
eter values and method invocation frequencies fall within
their predefined ranges or not. They can be automatically
injected into the stub and skeleton code by the IDS-aware
Interface Definition Language (IDL) compiler. Procedural-
based sensors embedded at the entry or exit points of appli-
cation monitor its execution patterns. Misuse-based detectors
reside within the application’s source code at those locations
where known vulnerabilities exist.

The structure of the application logic of the distributed
objects is expressed in its interface definitions. By exploit-
ing this application specific information, EMIDS provides
reusable security policies such as predefined ranges for
interval-based sensors and stored profiles of acceptable be-
havior for procedural-based sensors. It computes the execu-
tion profiles with a sliding window algorithm14.

Responses policies such as to log events, delay invocations
and determine connections are implemented either in the
middleware or in the application layer. They can be config-
ured globally to fit for the specific purpose of the application
or particular clients.

The IDL compiler creates configuration files for client or
server IDS implementation to specify the interaction among
EMIDS’ data, policy, profile and response.

The performance evaluation is conducted without imple-
menting intrusions to see the overhead generated by the
EMIDS framework and the set of security policies. The end-
to-end latencies are checked for all the policies. The interval
sensor has little overhead and adds a minor amount to the
end-to-end latency.

This approach integrates intrusion detection in the mid-
dleware layer which does the resource intensive job of
unmarshalling network packets thus saving the IDSs in the
embedded components of the SCADA networks from doing
it. It has the efficiency and flexibility for IDS reconfigurations
including the instrumentation choice on IDS sensors and
policies, provided that reconfiguring a middleware layer
is cheaper than rewriting the application layer code for
embedded systems/devices. However, as pointed out by the
authors, there are several inherited fragileness in an embed-
ded IDS system. One is that the response policy may alter the
execution path of the application and may result in strange
behavior. The other is the possible self-induced denial of
service due to certain false positive responses.

D. Intrusion Detection and Event Monitoring in SCADA
Networks

Oman and Phillips [57] from the University of Idaho
give a very clear exposition on the implementation of a
SCADA power-grid testbed for intrusion detection and event
monitoring. Their work produce comprehensive intrusion

14Examples of two application-based policies for detectors are: defining
the maximum number of connections allowed between a client and a server
and preventing a client from making excessive connection requests within
a certain time frame.



signatures for unauthorized access to SCADA devices be-
sides baseline-setting files for those devices. Details about
each SCADA device in the testbed such as its IP address,
telnet port, legal commands for the device, are expressed
using XML. A Perl program parses the XML profile and
creates Snort IDS [72] signatures for legal commands on
the RTU to monitor normal operations. For complex events
whose signatures can’t be automatically generated through
above automated mechanism, certain extra steps are taken
to produce their customized signatures. For example, failed
password attempts, require pattern matching on the RTU’s
failed response to a bad login attempt. A packet sniffer is
used to determine the response, and a customized signature
is created to detect login failures before they are graphed.
On the other hand, the system maintains a single settings
repository which contains one or more baseline setting files
for each device to monitor setting changes made either at the
local terminal or over the network. The work also provides
protection for the baseline data from unauthorized access
and modification. Furthermore, their system consists revision
control that enables device settings to be compared over time.
Lastly, in order to monitor the uptime heath condition of the
communication system, the authors use a PerlExpect script
that runs every five minutes to log onto the devices and to
verify if the issued simple command succeeds.

Evidently, the automated gathering and comparison of
device settings over time is very useful to SCADA operators,
who typically rely on personal notes and reminders about
device settings. Their current prototype automates intrusion
detection and settings retrieval for RTUs only . Special
attention needs to be paid to the security of their revision
control and uptime monitoring/polling, which potentially can
be serious vulnerability on its own and a vector for Denial
of Service (DOS) attacks15.

E. Model for Cyber-Physical Interaction

1) Power Plant interfacing Substations through Proba-
bilistic validation of attack-effect bindings (PVAEB): Rrushi
and Campbell [74] looked into the attacks on the implemen-
tations of IEC 61850 [31], the protocol used for commu-
nication between electricity substation and power plant (a
nuclear power plant in the paper ).

The authors set out to probabilistically build a profile of
legitimate data flows along with the main characteristics of
the substation information exchanged between (Intelligent
Electronic Devices) IEDs and communication services in
IEC61850 invoked in an electrical substation interfacing with
a power plant.

To abstract the semantic correlation between the dynamics
of nuclear reactors in the power plant and those of the
generated electricity provision in the substation, they used
the sem package within the Rrsoftware for statistical com-

15For example, if an attacker gets unauthorized access to those monitoring
devices and keeps issuing testing command

puting to construct structural equations models16 estimating
the causality relations.

For each logical node of IEC 61850, they apply Bayesian
Belief Networks (BBN)17 via the MSBNx tool to enumer-
ate the probability distributions attributed by its associated
legitimate data and potential attack data respectively.

Then they used the Möbius tool to build the Stochastic
Activity Network (SAN)18models to verify above bindings
and to derive detection rules to spot intrusions.

Besides the simulated sensor data and nuclear power
plant, the authors also simulated a distributed control system
through a host-based network of virtual machines, which was
running FreeModbus [87], a free implementation of Modbus
protocol on an uClinux operating system [4]. They used
the modpoll Modbus master simulator to gather simulated
Modbus Protocol Data Units (PDUs) denoting typical status
data of various components of a nuclear power plant, which
includes the neutron monitoring system.

As noted by the authors, their intrusion detection rules are
implementable in electrical substations and all construction
of attack-effects are based on known failure models. Thus
the work’s capability to deal with novel attacks not clear.

2) Workflow-based non-intrusive approach for enhancing
the survivability of critical infrastructures in Cyber Envi-
ronment: Xiao et al [89] decompose a SCADA system into
a physical layer and a cyber layer and propose a separate
workflow layer above it. They consider that each essential
component in the physical layer has a corresponding node
in the workflow. Mathematically speaking, a workflow mod-
els both essential functionalities of the underlying physical
layer and attack patterns derived domain specific security
knowledge. This work leverages the presumably existing
survivability-related knowledge and protection scheme to
incorporate the detections of both known attack patterns and
known unsafe states.

A simplified water treatment system is studied through
simulation to illustrate the idea.

As acknowledged by the authors themselves, the system is
only able to deal with known attacks and faults, which may
not be viable for deployment at this stage.

The following two systems worth mentioning albeit lack-
ing enough publicly available description on their technical
details.

F. Modeling Flow Information and other Control Systems
Behavior to Detect Anomalies

Moran and Belisle at IBM use a commercially available
Network Based Anomaly solution to passively monitor the
flow between routers and other network devices. Although

16The Structural equation modeling (SEM)[66] is a statistical technique
for testing and estimating causal relationships using a combination of
statistical data and qualitative causal assumptions. It can be used for both
theory testing and theory development.

17Bayesian Belief Network is probabilistic graphic model that represents
a set of random variables and their conational independencies via a directed
acyclic graph.

18Stochastic Activity Network is a stochastic extension of Petri Nets for
unified performancedependability evaluation of discrete distributed systems.



they are using slightly different terminologies than us in their
paper [54], they apply quite comprehensive a combination of
anomaly-, behavioral- and specification- based techniques to
detect deviation from normal behavior. Since it’s flow-based,
this solution focuses more on network layer detection and
can’t investigated attacks specifically crafted at application
layer. No analysis on false alarm or missed detection rate is
available.

G. SHARP

Security-Hardened Attack Resistant Platform (SHARP)
[71] designed by Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is
also a front-end processor and resides between the network
connection and all I/O ports within the Intranet inside a
Master Terminal Unit (MTU).

It’s done through user authentication and privilege esca-
lation protection – unauthorized physical or network access
by malicious users or software are detected and blocked. Its
threat model also provides self validation, i.e., attacks can
be launch from intranet.

VI. COMPARISON

The overall comparisons of the proposed systems are listed
in Table II and Table III. The rationale behind choosing
the features we used for comparison is drawn out of opera-
tional concerns besides performance issues. Most terms are
expected to be self-explanatory. Some of them are derived
from works by Axelsson[9] and McHugh[50].

In particular,
• SCADA-specific refers to whether SCADA-specific pro-

tocols, or the hierarchical structure, or the cyber-
physical interaction of SCADA systems are analyzed,
and the

• degree of SCADA-specific-ness is measured and com-
pared relatively among the systems we studied, more
itemized comparison seen Table VI-B.

• self-security refers to whether the proposed IDS itself
is secure in the sense it will fail-safe.

• fallacy analysis refers to whether the proposed system
contain discussions on the false alarm and false negative
(miss detection) rate[9].

• Unit of Analysis refers to the base unit upon which the
proposed system makes intrusion detection decision.

Furthermore,
• Data Processing refers to the location of monitored data

being processed for intrusion detection and analysis pur-
pose, namely, central or distributed location. Similarly,

• Data Collection refers to the location where the intru-
sion detection sensors are placed.

• Granularity refers to whether these data are processed
continuously or in batch.

• Type of Response refers to the IDS passively watches
traffic or actively contributes to the decision of relaying
the traffic.

• Interoperability refers to whether the proposed IDS
has the capability of interacting without likely SCADA
components.

A. Intrusion Detection

For more qualitative aspects , we’d like to look into the
intrusion detection methods used in each system, seen in
Table IV, where
• Detection Type refers to the intrusion types that we

listed above in IV-A.
• Intrusion only refers to whether the proposed IDS can

detect only intrusion or both intrusion & non-malicious
fault or is extensible in achieving the both.

• Detection Method/Algorithm refers to the detailed algo-
rithm for computation purpose that the proposed IDS
employs.

B. SCADA-Specific-ness

We explicitly compare how SCADA’s special needs are
addressed in each proposed system with results shown in
Table V, where the terms are mostly self-explanatory or
were mentioned earlier. Note that we refined the desired
security properties of the proposed IDS to its timeliness and
availability. Timeliness is particularly stressed in light the
fact that SCADA systems are hard real-time systems while
the desired property of availability further breaks down to
the self-security and type of response of the IDS, two items
stipulated by the 24×7 operational requirement of SCADA
systems.

VII. EVALUATION

A. Design Pitfalls and Evaluation Criteria

Looking at IT standard IDSs, McHugh [49] critiqued many
aspects of the DARPA/MIT Lincoln Lab evaluation. In terms
of modeling, by which we mean not only the conventional
mathematical system modeling employed in the standard
control theory but also what’s implied in the general sense
of abstraction of features as its classic usage in machine
learning. More specifically, both signature and probabilistic
IDSs model misuse, the illegal behavior of an intrusion while
anomaly-based IDSs empirically and statistically model nor-
mal system usage and behavior. And specification-based
IDSs define what is allowable under protocol and policy
specification. All these model-based approaches bear certain
common drawbacks:
• Inaccurate models can lead to false alarms and/or missed

detections.
• Modeling can be expensive and difficult if the system

and/or user activity is complex.
When it comes to the application of abstraction and

classification, Anderson states [7] “In general, if you build an
intrusion detection system based on data-mining techniques,
you are at serious risk of discriminating.”

Paxson has a similar argument, even more from a technical
point of view [62], [78] that one of the pitfalls of machining
learning based IDS techniques is the lack of illumination for
the rationale behind many approaches on how they decide
to take such approach; and why they succeed in doing so or
why they fail in achieving.



Name of Publ.Degree ofSpecific Detection MaliciousThreat Time of self- Fallacy Unit of
System year SCADA Domain PreventionIntrusionsmodel Detection SecurityAnalysisanalysis

Specific Principle only?
PVAEB 2008high electrical proba. fault & no N/A low no packet
[74] power intrusion
IBM 2008medium N/A anomaly, extensibleoutsider Non-real low no flow-
NADS spec, not -based
[54] behavioral explicit
SRI 2007high N/A spec. extensibleoutsider real mediumno packet
Modbus proba.
[17]
WFBNI 2007high water signature unintent. not on-line low no N/A
[89] treatment faults explicit prediction

system unsafe
states

SHARP 2008medium N/A spec. extensibleinsider or on-line high no N/A
[71] encryp. outsider
IDEM [57] 2007high electrical signature yes unauth. real low no packet

power access
AAKR- 2006high N/A anomaly yes insider real low no packet
-SPRT [90] & outsider
EMISDS 2005low N/A anomaly, yes no real low no procedural
[55] spec., interval

signature
MAAC- 2004medium N/A anomaly yes both real N/A yes N/A
-UFE [81]

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM APPROACHES

Name of Data Data Scalab- Granul- Audit Type of Inter- Imple- Deploy. Real
System Proc. Coll. -ility arity Source Response oper. ment. ment traces

PVAEB [74] centr. centr. medium batch host passive N/A yes no testbed
IBM NADS [54] centr. dist. high cont. network passive yes yes no N/A
SRI Modbus [17] dist. dist high cont. both active yes yes no testbed

WFBNI [89] centr. dist. high cont. network passive N/A yes no simulation
SHARP [71] centr. centr. low cont. network active yes no no N/A
IDEM [57] centr. centr. low cont. network passive yes yes no testbed

AAKRSPRT[90] centr. centr. low cont. host passive yes yes no testbed
EMISDS [55] dist. dist. high batch. both N/A N/A no no simulation

w/o intrusion
MAACUFE [81] dist. dist. high N/A both active N/A yes no KDD-cup

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM APPROACHES: CONTD.



Name of Detection Intrusion Detection Method / Algorithm
System Type only

PVAEB [74] anomaly fault Structural Equation Modeling, Bayesian Belief Networks,
intrusion Stochastic Activity Networks

IBM NADS [54] anomaly, behavioral N/A net flow matching
specification

SRI Modbus [17] spec., prob. extensible descriptive statistics, simple rule based
WFBNI [89] signature fault matching fault model

intrusion
SHARP [71] spec. extensible N/A
IDEM [57] signature yes N/A

AAKRSPRT[90] anomaly yes AAKR, SPRT, pattern matching
EMISDS [55] anomaly, spec. yes simple rule based, sliding window

signature
MAACUFE [81] anomaly yes ACCM, PCA

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF INTRUSION DETECTION METHOD IN EACH PROPOSED SYSTEM

Name of Security Properties Inter. Use of SCADA Components Interaction
System Time- Availability oppp Domain/ HW SW communication between

-liness Self Type Industry hardware protocol Cyber –
Security Response Physical

PVAEB [74] low passive N/A electrical simulated IEC 61850 yes
power IED DNP3

IBM low passive yes Modbus
NADS [54]
SRI Modbus medium active yes N/A Modbus

[17]
WFBNI [89] low passive N/A water yes

SHARP high active yes N/A
[71]

IDEM low passive yes electrical yes
[57] power

AAKRSPRT low passive yes N/A SNMP
[90]

EMISDS yes low passive N/A N/A
[55]

MAACUFE N/A active N/A N/A yes
[81]

TABLE V
COMPARISON OF SCADA’S SPECIAL NEEDS BEING ADDRESSED IN EACH PROPOSED SYSTEM

According to Axelsson [9], McHugh [50] and Paxson [62],
we shall look for

• soundness
• completeness
• timeliness
• choice of metrics, statistical models, profiles
• system design
• feedback: or how to decide actionable events
• social implications

The SCADA-specific angles we look at are: What are
their contributions, limitations or room for improvement,
extensibleness in terms of

• How do they frame the work including assumptions,
logics and conclusions?

• What kind of security properties do they want to
achieve? Do they achieve and how?

• What are their trust model, threat model and attack
scenarios? How plausible?

• What are the illuminations they bring into the problem



space;
• What’s the selling point of their approach?
• What kind of detection algorithms they’ve used that suit

SCADA systems particularly well
1) either through leveraging the entrenched compo-

nents and/or technologies used in the specific
SCADA physical systems under their study;

2) or restrict their attention to a more focused and
potentially narrowed workspace that are more rel-
evant to specific SCADA physical system under
their study when applying generic methods.

• What are the subtle points they bring out that might have
been simply left out by a non-SCADA-security expert?

• What’s unique in the cyber-physical interactions?
• How is the detection performance measured in terms

effectiveness and efficiency? Effectiveness is reflected
through high detection rate and low false alarm rate;
and efficiency overheads.

B. Evaluation Results

Intrusion detection research for SCADA systems to date
has been quite limited, with the three most prominent and
critical deficiencies being
• the lack of a well-considered threat model;
• the absence of addressing false alarm and false negative

(mis-detection) rates; and
• the need to empirically ground the development of

IDS mechanisms in the realities of how such systems
operate in practice, including the diversity of traffic they
manifest and the need to tailor IDS operation to different
SCADA environments.

From the above evaluation of existing IDSs for SCADA
systems, we can see that the current bottleneck problems
faced by research and design henceforth implementation
and deployment of IDS for SCADA are the scarce access
to operational SCADA system (network and system traffic)
traces and the lack of prudent yet novel threat models, or
attack scenarios.

Barely any of these systems has a performance evaluation
on the false alarms that it generates. However, given the
availability demand of SCADA systems, we believe this is
an issue that must be addressed well before IDS can be
implemented and deployed in SCADA systems at large scale.

In contrast to what we explained in II regarding the
potential seriousness of ambiguity-induced envision problem
faced by the network IDS and more so by the SCADA-
specific IDS, none of the work we surveyed has touched
upon this issue yet.

VIII. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Ultimately, any viable technical solutions and research
directions in securing SCADA systems must lie in the
conjunction of computer security, communication network
and control engineering. However, the very large installed
base of such systems means that in many instances we
must for a long time to come rely on retrofitted security

mechanisms, rather than having the option to design them in
from scratch. This leads to a pressing need for deployable,
robust, SCADA-specific intrusion detection systems (IDS).

We shall aim to capture the characteristics of a specific
SCADA system under study with full situational awareness,
including the dynamics of the physical plant being moni-
tored, its communication patterns, system architecture, net-
work traffic behavior, and specific application-level protocols
used including the envision problem.

A. Our Work-in-Progress

We propose a JIE19, a viable intrusion detection and self-
hardening system for SCADA systems [94].

In terms of the functionalities of intrusion detection and
prevention, our proposed JIE would be able to

• efficiently detect and block cyber intrusions into
SCADA systems in real operational environments, and
in real-time,

• without interrupting the control performance of the
protected system,

• without creating extra operational burdens or opera-
tional reservations due to false alarms,

• in the presence of both malicious and messily benign
network traffic. The system must operate in a real-
time, robust fashion, with performance adequate to meet
the demands of the dynamic cyber-physical interactions
inherent to SCADA systems.

In particular, an earlier detection and resilient estimation
scheme for SCADA systems in an uncertain network en-
vironment is currently explored more technically. Without
any prior knowledge of the occurrence time and distribution
of the outliers or anomalies, this online recursive algorithm
robustly identifies and detects them among the measurements
by using a robustified window-limited sequential Generalized
Likelihood Ratio Test. The choice of this fixed yet ap-
proximately optimal window size provides guaranteed delay
to detection time under the constraint of false alarm rate
conditions when identifying outliers. Further, this resilient
and flexible estimation scheme robustly rectifies and cleans
data upon both isolated and patchy outliers while maintain
the optimality of the nominal condition.

In response to the ambiguities in network traffic, our
earlier detection algorithm utilizes robust statistical tools
to resolve the issue of identifying two signals in a least
favorable setting. We are also paying extra attention at the
network detection level to reduce the impact of the potential
envision problem.

19This is the 40th hexagram of I Ching, or, Yi Jing, The Book of Changes,
comprising of 64 hexagrams plus their commentaries and transformations as
strategic interpretation of chance event. It literally means Problem Solving
or Deliverance. The essence of this strategy is: Don’t trouble troubles until
trouble troubles you; If it does, then act quick.



IX. CONCLUSION

As argued by Rakaczky [70], the ease of deployment re-
quires the intrusion detection/prevention strategy to minimize
the associated personnel overhead.

The model-based system for SCADA system using Mod-
ubs/TCP addresses Modbus protocol encapsulated within
TCP/IP. The idea can be generalized to other control system
protocols as well.

Since SCADA networks are built of resource-constrained
embedded systems, the IDS using the middleware-level
detection has the advantage of directly accessing message
signatures and parameter values without decoding the raw
network packets. But there is a tradeoff in the risk involved
in handling embedded responses to attacks.

Both model-based intrusion detection and middleware-
level intrusion detection build models to specify the normal
behavior of the network traffic and compare the SCADA
traffic against these models to detect potential anomalous
behavior. Model-based detection is an important complement
to signature-based approaches.

The specification-based IDS has an inviting advantage to
SCADA systems and networked control systems in general.
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